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ABSTRACT
This dissertation demonstrates that empirical models of generation and consumption, con-
structed using machine learning and statistical methods, improve resource utilization, fraud
detection, and cyber-resilience in smart grids.
The modern power grid, known as the smart grid, uses computer communication networks
to improve efficiency by transporting control and monitoring messages between devices. At
a high level, those messages aid in ensuring that power generation meets the constantly
changing power demand in a manner that minimizes costs to the stakeholders. In buildings,
or nanogrids, communications between loads and centralized controls allow for more efficient
electricity use. Ultimately, all efficiency improvements are enabled by data, and it is vital
to protect the integrity of the data because compromised data could undermine those im-
provements. Furthermore, such compromise could have both economic consequences, such
as power theft, and safety-critical consequences, such as blackouts.
This dissertation addresses three concerns related to the smart grid: resource utilization,
fraud detection, and cyber-resilience. We describe energy resource utilization benefits that
can be achieved by using machine learning for renewable energy integration and also for
energy management of building loads. In the context of fraud detection, we present a frame-
work for identifying attacks that aim to make fraudulent monetary gains by compromising
consumption and generation readings taken by meters. We then present machine learning,
signal processing, and information-theoretic approaches for mitigating those attacks. Finally,
we explore attacks that seek to undermine the resilience of the grid to faults by compromis-
ing generators’ ability to compensate for lost generation elsewhere in the grid. Redundant
sources of measurements are used to detect such attacks by identifying mismatches between
expected and measured behavior.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
“It is a capital mistake to theorize before one has data. Insensibly one begins to
twist facts to suit theories, instead of theories to suit facts.”
– Sherlock Holmes (Sir Arthur Conan Doyle)
Data-driven methods have become essential to solving many of the world’s pressing prob-
lems in healthcare, climate change, military applications, transportation, and energy de-
livery. There is rising interest in the use of machine learning in such applications because
machine learning makes it possible to infer models of systems from empirical evidence. Those
models can be used to make predictions of future events and can characterize system behav-
ior. Although the methods used to make those predictions and characterizations are often
suitable for a wide range of applications, it helps to understand the nuances of each specific
application so that the methods can be tuned to perform well for that application. This
dissertation is concerned with the use of data-driven methods for applications related to the
electric power grid.
The modern power grid, known as the smart grid, uses computer communication networks
to improve efficiency by transporting control and monitoring messages between devices.
Broadly speaking, those messages aid in monitoring the health of the grid and ensuring that
electricity generation meets the constantly changing demand in a manner that minimizes
costs to the grid stakeholders. In buildings, sometimes called nanogrids, communications
between electrical appliances and centralized controls allow for more efficient electricity use.
At the core of these technological advances are data, and it is vital to protect the integrity
of those data because compromised data could undermine the efficiency benefits of mod-
ernization. Furthermore, such compromise could have both economic consequences, such
as power theft, and safety-critical consequences, such as blackouts. The main contributions
of the work presented in this dissertation are in the use of data to model generation and
consumption, for addressing both the aforementioned concerns of grid efficiency and security.
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Power grids are complex systems, and the U.S. power grid is considered to be the largest
interconnected machine in the world [1]. Broadly speaking, all systems can be analyzed
using two orthogonal modeling approaches: theoretical and empirical. Theoretical models
may be either stochastic, wherein assumptions are made about probability distributions of
the systems’ state transitions, or deterministic, wherein well-defined rules govern the systems’
operations. Those well-defined rules may be based on physics, and encoded in mathematical
representations, such as differential equations.
Empirical models, unlike theoretical models, are based on data obtained from implementa-
tions of systems. By design, they are more realistic than theoretical models because they are
based on real data, which serve as evidence of actual system behaviors. They do, however,
need to be retrained for every system because a model constructed from the data of one
system may not generalize well to other, similar systems. Furthermore, empirical models
suffer from three main limitations. First, there needs to exist an implementation of a system
in order to collect data from it for analysis. Therefore, comparisons of system designs are
not possible unless the designs have been implemented. Second, instrumenting systems to
collect data can be expensive. Often, that data is confidential and access to that data is
restricted. Third, the computational requirement for processing that data can be large, and
that increases the overall cost of using empirical models.
Sanders and others proposed the use of theoretical, stochastic models in the 1980s because
such models do not suffer from the three aforementioned limitations of empirical models [2].
However, in the 30 years since those limitations were pointed out, a lot has changed, and em-
pirical models have now become more popular than theoretical models. The recent increase
in the use of empirical models has been driven largely by the reduced cost of both sensors (to
perform measurements) and computational resources (to process the data). Furthermore,
datasets that contain measurements of systems have become increasingly available in both
academia and industry. Although empirical models require the system to be implemented,
they are ideal for enabling better use of existing system capabilities to achieve the system
operator’s goals. For the analysis of complex systems, such as power grids, which have thou-
sands of interacting components, empirical models are preferred because they scale better
than stochastic, state-based models.
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In this dissertation, we use empirical models to capture behavioral patterns in generation
and consumption, which in turn aid in designing approaches to improve efficiency and se-
curity in smart grids. Before we can state the research objectives and contributions of this
dissertation precisely, we need to provide a general characterization of different data-driven
methods and explain how to apply them to smart grid data. We review those two topics
in Sections 1.1 and 1.2, respectively. Then, we state the problems addressed in Section 1.3,
the research objectives in addressing those problems in Section 1.4, and the limitations of
the state of the art in addressing those objectives in Section 1.5. Our main contributions
address those objectives, and we present them in Section 1.6, along with an explanation of
how those contributions are organized into the dissertation chapters.
1.1 Characterization of Relevant Data-Driven Methods
We now provide an overview of data-driven methods, based on machine learning and statis-
tics, that are relevant to this dissertation. Machine learning is one of the fastest growing
areas of research at the time of this writing [3]. It uses empirical models, based on statis-
tics and linear algebra, to provide insights about the underlying data. Its applications are
broad-ranging and include computer vision, natural language processing, information re-
trieval, genomics, and analyses of various time-series data. This dissertation is concerned
only with time-series data, and, in this section, we provide a general characterization of
machine learning and statistical methods for analyzing such data.
As the name suggests, time-series data is collected from one or many sources and indexed
by timestamps. The timestamps may either be confined to limited durations, such as hours
in a day, or extend into the future indefinitely. A single time-series always has the same type
of data; in the case of physical measurements, the data have the same physical units. The
data may be textual (as in the case of computer system logs) or numeric (as in the case of
power measurements). Ultimately, machine learning methods require that all non-numeric
data be encoded in a numeric format before they can be processed.
Hundreds of machine learning methods have been developed by both academics and re-
searchers in industry to analyze data, and many of those methods apply to time-series data.
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One of the most significant unsolved challenges in machine learning is the identification of
optimal methods to model a given dataset. For most applications, optimal methods for
data analysis are not known; researchers evaluate multiple methods that they believe are
appropriate for a given dataset and recommend the method that produces the best model,
as evaluated on a specified performance metric. Each method is characterized by parameters
and hyperparameters that can be tuned for improved performance, and that tuning is specific
to a particular application. For example, in the application of machine learning to computer
vision, the annual ImageNet Large Scale Visual Recognition Challenge defines problems that
are tackled by research teams from around the world [4]. Although the problems in those
challenges are well-formulated, researchers have been unable to identify optimal approaches
for solving them. Instead, they continue to resort to tweaking the parameters and hyperpa-
rameters of existing machine learning methods to find an approach that surpasses all other
approaches, as per the performance metrics defined in the challenges.
Although we are unable to identify optimal methods for modeling specific datasets, we can
employ a well-reasoned approach for identifying methods that are suitable for those datasets.
We propose a two-step approach. First, a preliminary analysis or observation of the data is
performed through the use of visualization tools. Second, from that analysis, a hypothesis
about the structure of the data is made. In the case of time-series data, the first level of
characterizing a dataset is in recognizing whether or not the dataset has repeating patterns.
Once that is determined, a deeper exploration of repeating or non-repeating patterns can be
made to form a more detailed hypothesis about the dataset structure. Based on that detailed
hypothesis, an appropriate statistical or machine learning approach can be adopted for
analysis. The approach is illustrated in Fig. 1.1, wherein the arrows denote the progression
of the decision-making process for identifying an appropriate set of methods for analysis.
As illustrated in Fig. 1.1, certain techniques are particularly suitable for datasets that
have repeating patterns in them, while others are suitable for datasets that do not have
repeating patterns in them. Going one step deeper in forming a hypothesis about the data,
there are different ways by which repeating patterns can be characterized. The presence of
a low-rank approximation implies that a trend repeats itself in a linearly dependent fashion.
In such scenarios, dimensionality reduction techniques like principal component analysis
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Figure 1.1: Identifying which modeling techniques are suitable for different types of data.
(PCA) work well. When there are cyclic patterns in the data, autoregressive integrated
moving average (ARIMA) models are suitable for reducing model complexity by reducing
the cyclic dependencies on data points from the distant past. When the data are stationary,
the shape of their probability density function (PDF) repeats across different time windows
and Kullback-Leiber (KL) divergence is a good measure to detect PDF changes for anomaly
detection. The mathematical details of the aforementioned approaches will be discussed
when they are applied, later in the dissertation.
Although the data may not have repeating patterns, there may be other characteris-
tics that enable the creation of suitable models, such as spatial and temporal relationships
between data points. Temporal relationships are useful in both prediction and anomaly
detection applications. For prediction, data points from the past are used to predict data
points in the future in autoregressive (AR) models. The AR models may be nonlinear (NAR)
or they may take exogenous inputs from other data sources (in which case they are abbrevi-
ated ARX/NARX). In the absence of temporal relationships, spatial relationships could be
exploited to cluster data points using distance metrics. For example, spatial density-based
clustering approaches can be used for anomaly detection. Correlation models are useful
when the relationship between two sources of data does not change over time.
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Figure 1.2: Consumers and generators in a smart grid communicate either directly or
indirectly with operators.
1.2 Application of Data-Driven Methods to Smart Grid Data
Now that we have reviewed data-driven methods for time-series data in general, we will
take a closer look at how those methods can be applied specifically to data collected from
entities in smart grids. To understand that data, it is important to understand the entities
themselves and how the data is collected from them. In this section, we describe the entities
and characterize their data.
1.2.1 Overview of Smart Grid Entities
Broadly speaking, there are three entities in smart grids: generators, consumers, and system
operators. As illustrated in Fig. 1.2, there are different types of generators and consumers,
and they, either directly or indirectly, interact with a centralized system operator through
computer communication networks. The role of the operator is to ensure that consumer
demand is met by generator supply such that overall costs incurred are minimized.
Generators can be characterized based on whether or not they make use of turbines to
convert mechanical energy to electrical energy (through electromagnetic induction). Almost
all generators are driven by turbines, with solar power being a notable exception. The
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turbines themselves are powered by resources, such as steam (produced by heat from burning
coal or nuclear reactions), wind, or hydro. Renewable energy refers to energy that can be
generated from resources that are not depleted after their use. Solar, wind, and hydro are
the most common examples of renewable energy resources. The use of renewable energy
resources is advantageous in that it does not lead to the depletion of natural resources, and
it is often associated with lower carbon emissions in comparison to the emissions produced
from the use of fossil fuels. The disadvantage in using renewable resources is that they are
intermittent and their availability cannot be relied upon.
Electricity consumption happens at buildings, which can be classified into residential,
commercial, and industrial. Electric vehicles can be charged at all those types of buildings.
Commercial consumers are typically larger than residential consumers, and their electricity
consumption patterns tend to be more regular. Industrial consumers are typically larger than
commercial consumers and operate machinery that often require reactive power supply (for
inductive loads) in addition to active power supply (for resistive loads). Typically, consumers
receive electricity from generators through a series of conductors and voltage transformers.
Some consumers produce electricity through the use of rooftop solar panels, and they are
referred to as prosumers. Larger consumers may also have their own generation capabilities,
which are typically used only when there is a need for backup power during an outage.
Most consumers consume electricity at low-voltage levels, and are connected to the low-
voltage distribution grid. Large generation units also produce electricity at low-voltage
levels, but that electricity is stepped-up to a higher voltage (to reduce transmission losses
over long distances) and fed directly into a high-voltage transmission grid. The transmission
grid feeds electricity into multiple distribution grids through transformers at substations
that step-down the high-voltage electricity.
Consumption and generation levels are measured through supervisory control and data
acquisition (SCADA) systems. Those systems are used for monitoring the health of the elec-
tric power grid and for ensuring that consumption and generation levels are properly tracked
for energy market settlements. In most developed regions, consumers in the distribution grid
are metered through an advanced metering infrastructure (AMI) operated by a local electric
utility. Some meters, called net meters, can also be used to measure the generation from
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Figure 1.3: Assignment of data-driven methods for different smart grid data sources.
prosumers’ rooftop solar panels. Large generators are metered through SCADA systems
operated by the centralized system operator.
1.2.2 Characterization of Smart Grid Data
The general framework for choosing methods for modeling different types of data, which was
illustrated in Fig. 1.1, is applied to smart grid data in Fig. 1.3. That data is collected from
SCADA systems, and we consider data from consumers, wind power generators, and solar
power generators. Hypotheses about that data can be made from preliminary analyses and
data visualizations. We will provide examples of such analyses and visualizations later in
the dissertation.
We now explain the characterization of the data for consumption in buildings, solar power,
and wind power, as illustrated in Fig. 1.3. Electricity consumption data from buildings
typically have repeating patterns, wherein consumption repeats on a weekly basis. All three
types of repeating patterns illustrated in Fig. 1.1 may be observed in the data.
Similar to electricity consumption in buildings, solar generation data also exhibits cyclic
patterns as a direct consequence of diurnal solar irradiance patterns. Apart from cyclic
patterns, the other types of repeating patterns may not be as clear as they are with electricity
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consumption. That is because solar generation varies significantly with time of the year
(which affects the amount of daylight in a day) and weather conditions, such as cloud cover.
Spatial relationships may best describe solar generation patterns. The reason is that nearby
solar generators are more likely to be simultaneously subjected to the same variations in
both the amount of daylight in a day and the cloud cover. Therefore, cross-correlation
models are a good way to analyze the solar data. Those models do not apply well in the case
of electricity consumption because consumption schedules can differ dramatically between
neighboring buildings.
Wind power data are characterized by non-repeating patterns. Predictions made for fu-
ture values of wind power are most influenced by current and recent-past values of wind
power. Therefore, strong temporal relationships can be exploited to provide better predic-
tion performance through the use of autoregressive (AR) models that may have exogenous
inputs (in which case they are abbreviated as ARX). Wind power can also be modeled using
wind speed data using a nonlinear relationship called the power curve. If the power curve
model is unknown, it can be estimated using neural networks.
As argued at the start of the chapter, one limitation of data-driven approaches is that
they cannot be used to model either systems that have not been instrumented or systems
for which the data is not accessible. In such cases, simulations based on theoretical, physics-
based models can be used. In the case of smart grids, for example, the EnergyPlus simulator
can be used to model the air-conditioning systems of commercial buildings and generate
synthetic measurements of those systems’ electricity consumption. Those measurements
can be generated for different temperature set-points and for different external weather
conditions. As another example, PowerWorld or the Real-time Digital Simulator (RTDS)
can be used to study synthetic data from synchronous generators and simulate the effects of
cyber-attacks that can induce power outages through the manipulation of those generators.
In that example, the attacks can be evaluated in a safe simulation environment without any
hazardous real-world consequences.
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1.3 Problem Statement: The Good, The Bad, and The Ugly
Now that we have provided background on data-driven methods appropriate for smart grid
data, we proceed to define the problems that we will tackle using those methods in this
dissertation. We address three problems that were brought about by the advent of commu-
nication technologies that enable smart grids; each of those problems has an associated cost
of several billions of dollars.
1.3.1 The Good: Resource Utilization
As described in the start of the chapter, the communication capabilities that were introduced
to make power grids smart, have enabled improved ease of management of grid assets. That
in turn has enabled improved utilization of clean energy resources, better detection and
isolation of non-malicious faults, and improved efficiency of monitoring the health of the
grid.
Although smart grids enable better resource utilization, clean energy resources are being
under-utilized because the availability of those resources is uncertain. For example, 21% of
wind power is curtailed in China because wind power providers commit to providing less
power to meet the consumption load than they actually produce; committing less power
and providing more power leads to curtailments. The associated cost was over $1.2 billion
from 2010 to 2016 [5]. In Germany alone, wind power curtailment costs were $0.5 billion in
2015 [6]. The good consequence of having smart grids is that increased connectivity and data
sharing can enable better utilization of clean energy resources and reduce those curtailment
costs.
1.3.2 The Bad: Fraud
Although assets such as smart devices and networking infrastructures enable the benefits of
smart grids, the inadequate effort to secure those assets has made it possible for them to be
compromised for adversarial gains. For example, data can be compromised by consumers
and generators for fraudulent monetary gains. Fraud costs utilities billions of dollars every
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year. In India alone, fraud due to electricity theft costs over $13 billion annually [7]. Smart
meters are not prevalent in India, but they are being adopted in developed countries like
Canada specifically with the intention to curb meter fraud [8]. However, smart meters are
not a sufficient means for detecting such fraud; real incidents have been reported wherein
smart meters have been compromised for fraudulent monetary gains [9]. The cost associated
with meter fraud through the hacking of smart meters was estimated at $400 million annually
in Puerto Rico in 2010 [10].
Although meter fraud costs utilities billions of dollars, the general public is not directly
affected; the utility losses may be indirectly recovered through fees levied on consumers.
Even so, the impact is purely financial.
1.3.3 The Ugly: Cyber-Outages
Certain vulnerabilities in smart grid systems can be exploited by cyber-adversaries to cause
power outages, which can disrupt daily life and the economy. The increase in smart devices
and communication-driven controls brought about by smart grids has increased the attack
surface, and made it possible for adversaries to exploit more such vulnerabilities.
As part of the Aurora generator test in 2007, researchers at Idaho National Laboratories
demonstrated that supervisory control and data-acquisition (SCADA) systems in generation
controls can be compromised by a remote adversary [11]. In 2009, Stuxnet became the first
malware to infect an industrial control system (in Iran) and cause it physical damage [12].
In 2016, Crash Override became the first malware to cause a power outage (in Ukraine) [13].
The ugly consequence of having smart grids with increased communication capabilities is
that it has become easier for remote adversaries to cause power outages and damage to
power system assets.
The power grid is essential to daily life, supporting other critical infrastructures like water,
gas, transportation, and defense infrastructures. For that reason, and because large scale
power outages can cost the U.S. economy hundreds of billions of dollars, protecting the power
grid for cyber attacks that can cause power outages is a matter of U.S. national security [14].
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1.4 Research Objectives
We address the problems relating to the good, the bad, and the ugly consequences of smart
grids stated in the previous section through three research objectives. We state the objectives
below before we describe each one of them in detail.
1. To improve the utilization of unpredictable clean energy resources and reduce curtail-
ment costs.
2. To detect and mitigate meter fraud, which may be committed by both consumers and
generators.
3. To understand, prevent, and mitigate attacks on generation controls that can cause
outages by undermining the resilience of the grid to faults.
The first objective relates to improving resource utilization. Wind power and demand
response are both sources of clean energy. While wind power is a form of clean energy
generation, demand response through demand reduction is often thought of as the cleanest
energy resource. The reason is that a reduction in load not only makes power available for
other loads, but also decreases carbon emissions. Despite their benefits, both wind power
and demand response are severely under-utilized because their availability is too uncertain
to be relied upon by operators. For example, 21% of wind power was curtailed in China
in 2017 because operators could not quantify that uncertainty [15]. Because of that, they
consistently promised less wind power than they could generate. Our objective is to use
data to quantify and reduce that uncertainty to facilitate better utilization by operators.
The second objective relates to improving fraud detection. The benefits of data-driven
approaches to improve resource utilization can be undermined if the data have been com-
promised. In particular, fraudulent consumption and generation undermine the economic
value of proper resource utilization. Such fraud can lead to losses of hundreds of millions
of dollars for utilities in a single year [10]. Although the cases of fraud that we know of
only deal with fraudulent consumption, it is conceivable that generators may as also resort
to committing fraud to increase their income from generation. Our objective is to miti-
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gate fraud by designing detectors that are based on data-driven models of generation and
consumption.
The third, and final, objective relates to improving cyber-resilience. Unlike meter fraud,
for which the consequence is purely monetary, attacks on resilience that seek to cause power
outages can disrupt both the livelihoods of people and the economy. For example, a malware
known as Crash Override created an outage in Ukraine in 2015 through crafting of malicious
commands that could disconnect consumers from generators [13]. In this dissertation, we
seek to understand similar attacks that aim at causing outages, by inhibiting the resilience
of the grid to faults, through the compromise of generation controls. Our objective is to
propose methods to prevent, detect, and respond to such attacks.
Apart from the three aforementioned technical objectives, the dissertation also aims at
presenting applied research that can be transitioned to industry.
1.5 Limitations of the State of the Art
In this section, we describe the limitations of the state of the art in addressing the three
research objectives stated in Section 1.4; in subsequent chapters, we will provide a more
comprehensive and detailed description of the literature with citations to related work.
In the context of wind power utilization, the literature falls short in quantifying and min-
imizing the uncertainty associated with wind power prediction. Instead, it focuses entirely
on methods that reduce the mean of the prediction error. There is a need to reduce not
only the mean of the prediction errors, but also the standard deviation. Doing so increases
the operator’s confidence in wind power prediction so that it can be better utilized. Similar
to wind power utilization, in the context of demand response utilization, the literature has
made no effort to quantify uncertainty of demand response capacity.
The literature on meter fraud detection does not explore the space of attack vectors that
can be used to accomplish such fraud. It is limited in that only certain types of fraud are
addressed. For example, different attacks apply under different electricity pricing schemes,
such as flat pricing or time-of-use pricing. A formal approach to identifying attacks is
missing, and therefore several attacks were not identified in the literature. The identification
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of attacks is important so that appropriate detection methods can be designed for those
attacks. Although detectors are proposed in the literature, an analysis of worst-scenarios
for those detectors was not presented. The possibility of fraud committed by generators was
also not addressed, though generators have a real incentive to commit fraud. A data-driven
analysis of detectors for both consumption and generation fraud is missing in the literature.
In the context of cyber-resilience, the literature addresses attacks on secondary frequency
response (SFR) mechanisms in power grids, which provide resilience when there is a sudden
loss of generation due to a fault. However, attacks on primary frequency response (PFR)
mechanisms, which take effect before SFR mechanisms, are not studied. The study of
possible attacks on PFR is important because those attacks can lead to outages before
SFR takes effect. With the increase in wind power penetration, system operators in many
countries have begun to use wind power for PFR. We show that although wind turbines
are susceptible to the same attacks on PFR, the attacks can be detected by using empirical
models that map wind speed measurements to expected wind power generation.
1.6 Summary of Main Contributions
To achieve the research goals outlined in Section 1.4, we use machine learning and statistical
methods to construct empirical models of electric power generation and consumption using
real data obtained from various subsystems in the grid. Through the work presented in the
dissertation, we show that such a data-driven approach outperforms heuristic approaches.
That forms the basis of our thesis statement, which follows.
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Thesis Statement: Empirical models of generation and consumption, constructed
using machine learning and statistical methods, improve resource utilization, fraud de-
tection, and cyber-resilience in smart grids.
Resource utilization, fraud detection, and cyber-resilience are the primary themes of this
dissertation, and our contributions are organized into chapters according to those themes.
The organization of chapters is summarized in Table 1.1. As shown in the table, we address
resource utilization and fraud detection for generation and consumption in separate chap-
ters. Although we study cyber-resilience in the context of attacks on generation controls,
those attacks also have an impact on consumers because they can cause power outages.
Therefore, our work on all three primary themes addresses issues related to both generation
and consumption. Next, we provide a brief summary of our contributions for each of those
three themes.
Table 1.1: Organization of topics covered
Ch. Primary Theme Smart Grid Topic
2 Resource Utilization Generation: Wind Power
3 Resource Utilization Consumption: Commercial Buildings
4–6 Fraud Detection Consumption: Residential and Commercial Buildings
6 Fraud Detection Generation: Wind & Solar Power
7 Cyber-Resilience Generation: Synchronous & Wind Power
1.6.1 Resource Utilization: Chapters 2 & 3
In Chapter 2, we use wind speed and wind power data obtained from sensors on wind
turbines to quantify uncertainty and improve utilization of wind power. We improved the
wind power prediction accuracy for up to a 6-hour look-ahead by using auto-regressive
models with exogenous inputs from hyper-local weather forecasting data. In doing so, we
used the framework presented in Fig. 1.3; we exploited the strong temporal relationships in
wind power data and used neural networks to estimate the relationship between wind speed
and wind power. We also augmented the improvement in prediction accuracy by decreasing
the uncertainty associated with the prediction. Together, those improvements allow utilities
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to make better use of wind power generation by allowing them to better predict how much
generation can be expected in the near-term.
In Chapter 3, we use data obtained from sensors that we deployed in commercial building
spaces to quantify uncertainty and improve the utilization of demand reduction as an energy
resource. Using estimates of occupancy, we quantify the utilization and wastage of electricity
at different times and for different loads. Furthermore, the ability of buildings to provide
demand reduction as a resource is constrained by occupant comfort requirements. Finally,
we use a probabilistic approach to quantify uncertainty associated with demand reduction
at different times of the day based on the aforementioned occupancy and comfort metrics.
That quantification of uncertainty informs operators, so that they can call on select buildings
to provide the required demand reduction with minimum uncertainty.
1.6.2 Fraud Detection: Chapters 4–6
Chapters 4–6 deal with the economic consequences of attacks on the integrity of smart grid
data. In particular, they are concerned with modifications to consumption and generation
readings that lead to fraudulent monetary gains.
Chapter 4 provides a framework for identifying different classes of attacks that can cause
fraudulent monetary gains. It considers the environmental factors in which the attacker is
operating, such as pricing systems, the existence of state-of-practice detection mechanisms,
and the availability of automated demand response. It obtains the necessary conditions
required for an attack to be successful in each of those environments. The framework is used
in Chapters 5 and 6 for the evaluation of specific attack detection algorithms.
Chapter 5 focuses on the detection of electricity theft accomplished through the compro-
mise of meter data. It explores the use of data-driven detection methods suitable for all three
types of repeating data described in Fig. 1.3. The detection methods are compared based on
how much money can be gained by an attacker by circumventing attacks proposed in related
work. The methods are also compared in terms of their receiver operating characteristics.
For each detection mechanism proposed in Chapter 5, an optimal attack that circumvents
that mechanism is presented in Chapter 6. The optimal attack maximizes the fraudulent
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monetary gain while circumventing detection. Data-driven methods from Chapter 5 are
augmented with new methods that mitigate fraud for solar and wind generators in Chapter 6.
Appropriate modeling techniques for wind and solar data are identified using the framework
illustrated in Fig. 1.3. Weather data are used for mitigating wind generation fraud, which
is significantly harder to detect than solar generation fraud because wind is more erratic.
For each new detection mechanism, an optimal attack that circumvents that mechanism is
presented. The detection methods are also compared in terms of their receiver operating
characteristics. In addition, this chapter presents a study of how quickly generators can
recover the capital costs of their generation facility by committing fraud.
1.6.3 Cyber-Resilience: Chapter 7
We use the PowerWorld simulator to demonstrate how attacks that change turbine governor
control settings can cause loss of resilience. Those settings determine how much a generator
would increase its generation to compensate for loss of power due to faults elsewhere in the
grid. When there is insufficient compensation for lost power, the system frequency drops,
and that drop triggers protective mechanisms that perform under-frequency load-shedding.
That load-shedding can cause service disruption, and can be catastrophic. We evaluate the
impact of various attack parameters to determine when the system is at risk of outages.
The evaluation is performed for synchronous generators and wind turbine generators. Data-
driven detection strategies are proposed.
We conclude the dissertation and describe its impact in Chapter 8. We include some addi-
tional work on the dissertation topics that are not directly relevant to the research objectives
in the Appendix. The contributions have been included in peer-reviewed publications that
are listed in Appendix A. Having summarized our main contributions and laid out the orga-
nization of the dissertation, we now proceed to expand on each contribution in the chapters
that follow.
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CHAPTER 2
DATA-DRIVEN WIND POWER INTEGRATION
“Errors using inadequate data are much less than those using no data at all.”
– Charles Babbage
Globally, wind capacity increased by 17% from 2014 to 2015 [16]. In the U.S., 41% of
capacity additions in 2015 came from wind power [17], which was more than that from any
other energy source. Wind power is playing a major role in meeting electricity demand in an
increasing number of countries, including Denmark (42% of demand in 2015), Germany (more
than 60% in four states), and Uruguay (15.5%) [16]. However, the limited predictability of
this weather-dependent energy source has become a growing concern in power grids, and
sometimes forces utilities to curtail wind generation. In China, for example, 21% of wind
power was curtailed on average in 2017 [15]. Our contributions in this chapter aim at
providing utilities with better wind prediction capabilities, allowing them to decrease such
curtailments and improve the utilization of wind power generation potential. The solution
was operationalized for a utility in Vermont, but the techniques are applicable worldwide.
Wind power scheduling is typically performed through a bidding process wherein the
supplier commits to providing a certain amount of power at specified times of the upcoming
day. In day-ahead scheduling, that commitment is made for the next day, while in spot
(real-time) markets, the day-ahead agreement is adjusted for the immediate future (on the
order of 10 minutes to 6 hours ahead). Accurate and precise predictions of how much power
can be generated at a certain time are essential if a supplier is to place a reliable bid. More
generally, accurate and precise forecasts are in the economic interest of wind farm owners,
independent power producers, utilities, transmission system operators, and their consumers,
and provide environmental benefits. To aid in prediction, many related efforts have addressed
wind power forecasting for the day ahead [18,19]. Optimal bidding strategies for wind power
in the face of uncertainty were presented in [20].
Improvements in wind forecasting not only assist in electricity market bidding processes,
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but also make it easier and more economical to schedule generation in microgrids [21, 22].
They also facilitate dynamic load scheduling [23,24].
2.1 Summary of Contributions
In this chapter, we predict wind power with AutoRegressive eXogenous (ARX) and nonlinear
ARX (NARX) models that use hyperlocal wind forecasts (with a spatial granularity of less
than 2 miles) as exogenous inputs from a customized Weather Research and Forecasting
(WRF) model similar to that in [25]. In doing so, we make three main contributions. First,
by comparing results for different model inputs and outputs, neural network parameters,
power curve fits, and training data sizes, we show how to fine-tune the model architecture
such that accuracy is maximized. Second, we present an extensive evaluation of the models,
and show that our approach reduces the prediction error to 2.11% when looking 10 minutes
ahead, and to 14.25% when looking 6 hours ahead, for a wind farm of 21 turbines. Third,
we make comparisons with approaches in related work to show that our approach improves
both prediction accuracy and precision; it reduces the uncertainty (confidence interval width)
associated with that prediction by over 15%. In summary, utilities can use our approach to
make improved short-term predictions and mitigate the cost associated with dispatching too
much (or the risk associated with dispatching too little) wind power.
In addition to the aforementioned contributions, we provide useful insights obtained from
real data. When the inputs and outputs of the prediction model are both in the same units
(wind speed or wind power), we show that nonlinear models do not fit our data any better
than linear models would, suggesting that linear models are sufficiently accurate despite their
simplicity. When converting from wind speed inputs to power outputs, however, we show
that nonlinear models have a slight advantage over linear models. Those insights challenge
the current hype around the use of deep learning for prediction.
This chapter is organized as follows. We describe the dataset we used in the study in
Section 2.2. We formulate the wind power prediction model and describe specific variations
of that model in Section 2.3. Two of those variations require the mapping of wind speed
to wind power using a power curve, and we present a power curve estimation study in
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Section 2.4. We evaluate the wind power prediction models in Section 2.5 and verify the
results against theoretical expectations in Section 2.6. We discuss how our approach reduces
the uncertainty associated with the predictions in Section 2.7, and how that helps improve
resource utilization in Section 2.8. We present related work in Section 2.9 and conclude in
Section 2.10.
2.2 Description of the Dataset
In this chapter we use real data that were obtained from 21 wind turbines in the state
of Vermont. Wind speed measurements were taken every 10 minutes from anemometers
installed on all the turbine units over a period of 403 days from May 7, 2015, to June 13,
2016. For each wind speed measurement, the data contained the power that was possible to
generate from that wind speed.
Hyperlocal (within a 0.2–1.2 mile radius) wind velocity forecasts for each wind turbine
were computed by a customized Weather Research and Forecasting model (WRF) similar to
that in [25]. The forecasts were made for the day ahead with a time step size of 10 minutes.
The WRF calculated the three velocity components at the turbine altitude of 84 meters,
and we derived the wind speed by taking the L2 norm of those components. The altitude
is important to note because wind turbines are influenced by wind at the altitude of the
turbine, which may differ substantially from the wind velocity at the ground level.
Assuming continuity between the data points, we filled gaps in the data set by linear in-
terpolation before performing our analysis on it. Since only 2.6% of the data was missing, we
did not investigate more sophisticated forms of interpolation. The inertia of meteorological
systems justifies the aforementioned assumption of continuity between data points.
2.3 Prediction Models
We consider three prediction models that differ in their inputs. The output of all models
is the predicted wind power. As part of the prediction procedure, we continuously collect
measurements at a time resolution of ∆t = 10 minutes. In our set-up, the hyperlocal
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forecasting engine runs once every 24 hours, providing us with numerical weather forecasts
at a time granularity of 10 minutes. Since we wish to make predictions 6 hours into the
future, we require that the engine provide us with at least 30 hours of forecasts, so that a
6-hour-ahead forecast can be made at the end of each run. Each run of our WRF engine
provides 72 hours of forecast data, and we overwrite older forecasts with the most recent
forecasts because they are usually more accurate.
2.3.1 General Prediction Model
All three of the models that we present estimate a wind power prediction function f ∗P . At
a given time t, f ∗P takes as input nA past measurements (of wind speed or wind power,
depending on the model, as discussed later in Section 2.3.2), and nD hyperlocal (WRF)
wind speed forecasts. f ∗P maps those inputs to h predictions of wind power for the next h∆t
min after time t. The nA measurements were taken between times t− nA∆t and t. The nD
forecasts are taken between times t − nDP∆t and t + nDF∆t, where nDP + nDF = nD. In
taking nDP forecasts made for times before the current time t, we account for inaccuracies
common to hyperlocal forecasting engines wherein the time for which a forecast was made
is off by a fixed lag. For example, the forecasting engine may predict at the start of the day
(12 A.M.) that the wind speeds from 10 A.M. to 4 P.M. will take on a certain set of values.
However, the forecast may have been off by 30 minutes, so that set of values would actually
be observed from 9:30 A.M. to 3:30 P.M. Since we seek to improve the h prediction values
by using exogenous inputs from WRF, we set nDF = h. We performed a sensitivity analysis
on nDP and found that increasing nDP beyond nDF provides the model with more data, but
the accuracy did not improve, so we set nDP = nDF .
We estimate the function f ∗P by using a training set of actual measurement data and WRF
forecasts. There are m samples in the training set, and each sample has n = nA+nD features
representing actual measurements and forecasts. Each sample is associated with a current
time t and a known set (ground truth) of h future wind power values after t. As t slides
through the dataset, a new sample of n features is obtained. In each new sample, the oldest
value is removed, and the latest value is added to the nA measurements and nD forecasts in
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the previous sample. Therefore, in any two consecutive samples, exactly (nA− 1) + (nD− 1)
values will coincide. The m×n training matrix is denoted by X, and each sample is denoted
by Xi. The corresponding ground truth of predictions is an m×h matrix denoted by y, and
each row is denoted by yi.
We set up an optimization problem to estimate f ∗P from fP candidates in a way that
minimizes the error between the predictions fP (Xi) and the ground truth data yi. There are
multiple ways to define that error, so one could consider various objective functions, such
as mean absolute error (MAE), mean absolute percentage error (MAPE), and root mean
squared error (RMSE). In this chapter, we chose MAE because it is commonly used in the
industry and in the literature. The MAE averages the L1-norm of the difference between
the predicted values fP (Xi) and the ground truth values yi in the training set. f
∗
P is the
optimal fP that minimizes the MAE.
f ∗P = arg min
fP
1
m
m∑
i=1
||fP (Xi)− yi||1. (2.1)
In our experiments, we chose nA = 6 by trial and error. That means we “look back” 6×10
minutes = 1 hour to predict the output looking up to 6 hours ahead. Kusiak et al. [26] also
looked back 6 time periods, and Blonbou [27] looked back 5 time periods.
L1 Minimization Approach
In the case of an AR or ARX model, fP becomes linear:
f ∗P = arg min
fP
1
m
m∑
i=1
||XiU − yi||1, (2.2)
where U is an n × h matrix. The solution to the above minimization problem using linear
programming is well-known (see [28]), and there is no need to use neural networks to solve
it.
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Feedforward Neural Network Approach
The L1 minimization approach assumes that fP is a linear function. It is possible to ap-
proximate f ∗P using neural networks, without placing any such linearity constraints on fP
in Eq. (2.1). The simplest neural network is a feedforward neural network with zero hidden
layers and a linear activation function on the output. That type of network is essentially a
linear regression model, and can be used to fit AR and ARX models. Nonlinear models such
as NAR and NARX can be estimated with feedforward neural networks that contain one or
more hidden layers. Each hidden layer contains a variable number of hidden neurons, which
are intermediate states that represent combinations of their inputs. Those combinations are
determined by the choice of activation functions on each layer, such as a linear, rectified
linear unit (ReLU), sigmoid, or hyperbolic tangent function.
Feedforward neural networks map the inputs of the model to the outputs. Each input
neuron of the network corresponds to a feature of the input, and each output neuron cor-
responds to a prediction at a specific horizon. If there are n input features, the neural
network has n input neurons. There are h output neurons for the h horizons that we seek
to predict. Between the input and output layers there exist l ≥ 0 hidden layers. The width
of the network, q, is the number of nodes in each hidden layer and is usually kept constant
across layers for convenience. As a rule of thumb, q ≥ n. The configuration is illustrated for
n = 9, h = 10, l = 1, and q ≥ 10 in Fig. 2.1. We used the Keras Python library [29] with
a sequential architecture to implement feedforward neural networks. We choose the MAE
as the objective function to minimize in the Keras model settings. In accordance with the
state of practice, we configured each hidden layer with a ReLU activation function and the
output layer with a linear activation function.
2.3.2 Specific Prediction Models
All three models are uniquely identified by their inputs. For notational convenience, let
A and D denote actual measurements and WRF exogenous forecasts, respectively. Let the
subscripts S and P refer to wind speed and wind power, respectively. For example, Model
APDS refers to the model with actual wind power measurements and WRF wind speed
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m rows for 
m samples
n columns for n features
1 row
h columns for h prediction horizons 
…
nA nDP nDF
Training Matrix
X
Power Forecasting 
Model fP
Predicted Wind 
Power fP(X)
Figure 2.1: An example feedforward neural network with 1 hidden layer (l = 1).
forecasts as inputs.
In models APDS and APDP , we assume that the electric utility does not have anemometer
(wind speed) measurements available, but does have wind power measurements available
(AP ). This assumption is validated from our own interactions with various electric utilities
and knowledge of their sensing system capabilities. Some utilities have anemometer data,
while others do not, and we seek to provide solutions for both situations.
Model APDP
This model first maps the wind speed forecasts (DS) to implied wind power forecasts (DP )
by using the power curve mapping function. The result of that mapping (DP ) is then
combined with the actual power measurements from the turbine (AP ), so that the prediction
function estimation occurs in the power domain. The corresponding training matrix is
illustrated in Fig. 2.2. In this configuration, we find that a linear prediction model (described
in Section 2.3.1) achieves the same accuracy as nonlinear models estimated using neural
networks.
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Wind Power Measurements Wind Speed from WRF
nA past observations
m rows for 
m samples
nDP past wind forecasts    nDF future wind forecasts  
Power Curve Model
nDP past power forecasts nDF future  power forecasts
n columns for n features
Figure 2.2: Illustration of training matrix X with m samples and n features for the APDP
model. The n features contain nA actual measurements and nDP + nDF forecasts from
WRF. The forecasts were mapped using a power curve model from wind speed to wind
power.
Model APDS
This model combines the wind speed forecasts (DS) directly with the actual power measure-
ments (AP ) to produce a mixed-domain input for the prediction function estimation. Here,
the actual measurements are in the power domain, while the forecasts are in the wind speed
domain. A power curve is not used in this configuration, and we find that nonlinear pre-
diction models estimated by neural networks produce more accurate predictions than linear
models do.
Model ASDS
This model combines the wind speed forecasts (DS) directly with anemometer measurements
from the turbine (AS). In this approach, the optimization first outputs wind speed, so that
the prediction function has inputs and outputs in the wind speed domain. Then, wind power
is calculated using the power curve. In this configuration, we find that a linear prediction
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Anemometer Observation Wind Speed Forecast
Wind Speed from WRF
Recent past observations
Recent past predictions
Near future predictions
Power Curve Model
Wind Power Forecast
Trained Wind Speed 
Prediction Model
(Minimizes MAE)
Figure 2.3: Indirect approach of ASDS: Predicting wind speed before converting to wind
power.
model (described in Section 2.3.1) achieves the same accuracy as nonlinear models estimated
by neural networks. Once the wind speed is predicted, wind power is obtained by using a
trained power curve model that is nonlinear. The approach is illustrated in Fig. 2.3.
The authors of [26] also use an approach wherein they first predict wind speed and then
convert to wind power. However, their model does not include exogenous inputs, and is
therefore not accurate for prediction horizons beyond 10 minutes ahead.
2.4 Power Curve Estimation
The forecasted power for a particular turbine can in principle be obtained from the forecasted
wind speed through use of the wind turbine manufacturer’s power curve, which maps wind
speed to possible power. That mapping should be performed during the construction of the
training matrix, as illustrated in Fig. 2.2. Note that this mapping might be inaccurate in
practice if the wind turbine operator poorly controls the angle of the turbine blades such
that the possible power for that wind speed is not realized. For that reason, and because we
do not have the manufacturer’s power curve, we estimate the power curve from the data.
The mapping function from wind speed to wind power is approximated by a cubic func-
tion [30], but that function does not apply to wind speed values below the cut-in speed
(below which the output is zero) and above the cut-out speed (above which the output
saturates) of the turbine. Therefore, we propose an alternative approximation that uses a
function estimated from a feedforward neural network, and we call that the power curve
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neural network (PCNN ). The PCNN is not to be confused with the neural network used to
estimate the ARX/NARX prediction model illustrated in Fig. 2.1. It plays the role of the
boxes corresponding to the power curve model in Fig. 2.2 and Fig. 2.3.
The PCNN has a single input neuron, and a single output neuron since the function maps
scalar values. First, we need to choose the appropriate activation function on the input layer.
A typical choice is the linear activation function, but we show from data-driven evaluations
that linear activation functions perform worse than sigmoid and hyperbolic tangent activa-
tion functions. Second, choosing the number of hidden layers l and the number of nodes per
hidden layer q can heavily influence the MAE and thus the prediction quality.
We trained the PCNN for various choices for the number of hidden layers l and nodes
per hidden layer q, and illustrate their results in Fig. 2.4. In the three surface plots we
applied linear, sigmoid, and tanh activation functions, respectively, on the first hidden layer
and linear activation functions on all other layers. The sigmoid activation was also used
in [27], and we found that both the sigmoid and tanh functions achieve the same level
of accuracy in estimating the power curve. Figure 2.5 illustrates two power curves that
use sigmoid activations with different depth (l) and width (q) parameters. When we used
the linear activation function, the resulting minimum MAE was more than twice as large
as the minimum MAE yielded when we used the sigmoid or tanh activation. The black
regions in Fig. 2.4 are regions of MAE that are relatively stable with respect to the PCNN
configurations (depth/width). For the sigmoid and tanh activation functions, this region is
given by l > 2 and q > 3. Any choice of PCNN configuration in that region will produce
an average MAE across all turbines of at most 138.11 kW and at least 129.36 kW. In other
words, increasing the PCNN depth and width does not improve the prediction accuracy
significantly as long as they are within that region of stability. The region is not convex, and
there is no trend indicating that having more or fewer layers always achieves an advantage.
We chose to work with l = 6 and q = 22 because that PCNN configuration produced the
lowest MAE for both the sigmoid and tanh activations, when averaged across all 21 turbines.
The key takeaway for practitioners is that there is no benefit to having a deeper/wider
network once the configuration is operating in the region of stability, but there is significant
value in finding the right activation function. The authors of [31] discuss various methods for
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Figure 2.4: MAEs of power curve neural networks (PCNNs), averaged across all turbines.
Sigmoid and tanh activations achieve comparable accuracies, which are significantly greater
than the linear activation accuracy.
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Figure 2.5: Two power curve fits, using two neural networks (sigmoid activation).
power curve estimation. An alternative approach to estimating wind power using k-nearest
neighbors is proposed in [26]. Polynomial regression techniques are explored in [32]. Power
curves were shown to be useful for generator fraud detection in [33].
2.5 Evaluation
In this section, we present a comprehensive evaluation of our approaches on the wind farm
data.
2.5.1 Evaluation Metric
As explained in Section 2.3.1, we used the industry standard mean absolute error (MAE)
to measure the prediction accuracy of our approaches. As that metric is in kW, as shown
in Fig. 2.4, it is harder to interpret than a percentage would be. Therefore, we use another
industry standard approach to normalize the MAE with the capacity of the turbine to express
it as a percentage. The normalized MAE (NMAE) is defined as follows.
NMAE =
MAE
r
, (2.3)
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where r is the wind turbine rating if the MAE is computed for each wind turbine, or the
aggregate rating of the wind farm if the MAE is computed for the wind farm as a whole. In
our homogeneous data set of 21 wind turbines, all turbines had a rating of 3.07 MW, giving
the wind farm a capacity of 64.57 MW.
Note that NMAE is different from MAPE in that MAPE normalizes each prediction error
with the actual value, while NMAE normalizes it with the rating (or maximum possible
value). MAPE is an unpopular metric for prediction because it produces abnormally large
values (or divide-by-zero errors) when the actual value is near zero. We express NMAE as
a percentage by multiplying it by 100%.
2.5.2 Cross-validation
We performed tenfold cross-validation to ensure that our results were not biased because of
specific choices of training and test sets. For training, we used 20 days of data (2880 data
points), of which 2 days (10%) were used for validation. We tested the model on 1 day
of data (144 data points). The ten cross-validation groupings were such that each group
contained 21 consecutive days of data for training and testing. Also, the groups were evenly
spread throughout the 403-day period of the dataset, so the bias caused by the time of the
year is accounted for.
We use η to denote the set of cross-validation groups and τ to denote the set of turbines.
The test set is indexed by the times for which the predictions were made, and that set of times
is denoted by ρ. Each sample in the test set is denoted by Xi,j,k, where i ∈ η, j ∈ τ, k ∈ ρ,
and the corresponding ground truth value is yi,j,k. Our NMAE results are averaged over the
ten cross-validation groups as follows.
Average NMAE =
1
|η|
∑
i∈η
1
|τ |
∑
j∈τ
1
|ρ|
∑
k∈ρ
|f ∗p (Xi,j,k)− yi,j,k|
r
, (2.4)
where |.| denotes the cardinality of the sets. In our experiments, |η| = 10, |τ | = 21, and
|ρ| = 144. In performing three stages of averaging, we were able to summarize the large
number of prediction results (10 × 21 × 144 = 30, 240 per horizon to be exact) that we
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Figure 2.6: Training and validation loss (MAE).
obtained for each of the approaches that were evaluated. That averaging, however, resulted
in loss of information regarding the spread of the NMAE values in the three different groups.
In Section 2.5.6, we discuss the spread of the NMAE across the sets ρ and η. In Section 2.5.7,
we discuss the spread of the NMAE across the group of turbines τ .
2.5.3 Training Approach
We trained our neural networks using the backpropagation algorithm [34] to minimize the loss
function (MAE). We ensured that the training automatically stopped when the validation
error ceased to decrease, or started to increase after 10 epochs. That is a recommended
approach to preventing overfitting of the training set; an example is illustrated in Fig. 2.6.
As a result of that approach, different neural network configurations ran for different numbers
of epochs.
2.5.4 Results on Model Accuracy
For each of the three prediction models, Fig. 2.7(a) shows the NMAE as a function of
look-ahead time, which is the prediction horizon expressed in minutes. The horizontal axis
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Figure 2.7: Prediction results for the average turbine for different look-ahead times.
is the rolling prediction window with look-ahead times of 10 minutes up to 6 hours (360
minutes). The NMAE is on the vertical axis and naturally increases with the look-ahead
time. That effect is less apparent in the WRF predictions because the numerical weather
prediction model is based not on real-time measurements taken at the turbine location, but
on aggregated weather data at a coarser granularity.
The NowCasting approach is a weighted combination of the autoregressive (AR) and
Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) approaches. It essentially fuses those two ap-
proaches in a manner that improves the prediction performance, as seen in Figs. 2.7(b) and
(c). The weights vary for each look-ahead time, and are estimated using neural networks or
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the L1 linear regression model.
We evaluated different neural network configurations by increasing the depth from zero
(linear) to 6 densely connected hidden layers. The APDS model was found to benefit from a
nonlinear mapping because the WRF input is a speed measure while the output is a power
measure. When the inputs and outputs were both in the power domain (as in APDP ),
we found that deeper neural networks performed worse than the linear model. That also
held true for ASDS, in which case the inputs and outputs were in the speed domain before
conversion to the power domain. Therefore, for APDP and ASDS, the L
1 minimization
approach (as discussed in Section 2.3.1) would have done as well as a neural network.
2.5.5 Impact of Feedforward Neural Network Depth
Illustrations of the depth comparisons are in Fig. 2.8. Nonlinear models work best for APDS,
but linear models work best for APDP and ASDS.
2.5.6 Investigating the Impact of Time and Date
Thus far, we have illustrated results in which averaging removed the influence of time and
date. In this subsection, we take a closer look at the impact of time and date on the results.
Impact of Time of Day
Using the notation in Section 2.5.2, we obtain the NMAE for the time of day as follows.
NMAE(k) =
1
|τ ||η|
∑
i∈η,j∈τ
|f ∗p (Xi,j,k)− yi,j,k|
r
, k ∈ ρ. (2.5)
The results are illustrated in Fig. 2.9 for the APDS model. We notice that the prediction
suffers the most between 9:00 P.M. and 1:00 A.M., when the wind speed is particularly
erratic.
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Figure 2.8: Neural network depth comparisons for different models on the mean turbine.
Impact of Day of Year
Using the notation in Section 2.5.2, we obtain the NMAE for the day of the year as follows.
NMAE(i) =
1
|τ ||ρ|
∑
j∈τ,k∈ρ
|f ∗p (Xi,j,k)− yi,j,k|
r
, i ∈ η. (2.6)
Since we chose cross-validation groups spread evenly across the year, we were able to investi-
gate the impact of the day of the year. The results are illustrated in Fig. 2.10 for the APDS
model. We notice that the prediction suffers the most for May 2015, October 2015, and
February 2016. Upon investigating the possible causes of those anomalies, we found that
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Figure 2.9: Impact of time of day on prediction results.
storms were reported during those three months (see [35], [36], and [37]). As our training set
did not prepare the model for the strong winds and gusts seen in the test set during those
months, the prediction accuracy suffered.
2.5.7 Investigating the Results across Turbines
In Fig. 2.7, we illustrated the prediction accuracies for the “average” turbine. In Fig. 2.11,
we illustrate the minimum and maximum errors reported by individual turbines averaged
across all cross-validation groups. It can be observed that the range of errors increases with
the look-ahead period, as expected because of the increased uncertainty.
2.5.8 Results for Wind Farms on Aggregate
We obtained the prediction accuracy for the wind farm as a whole, aggregating the 21 wind
turbines as follows.
NMAE of Wind Farm =
1
r|τ | .
1
|ρ|
∑
k∈ρ
|
∑
j∈τ
[f ∗p (Xi,j,k)− yi,j,k]|, (2.7)
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Figure 2.10: Impact of day of year on prediction results.
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Figure 2.11: Spread of prediction results across turbines.
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Figure 2.12: Prediction results for wind farm on aggregate.
where normalization was done by r|τ |, which is the total capacity of the wind farm. The
final result was averaged across all cross-validation groups in η.
Notice that Eq. (2.7) is different from Eq. (2.4). In Eq. (2.7), the errors are added before
the absolute value is taken. The results are illustrated in Fig. 2.12. As expected, the errors
for the wind farm as a whole were lower than the errors for the mean turbine. The reason
is that positive errors from one turbine canceled out negative errors from a different turbine
in the same farm.
2.5.9 Impact of Size of Training Set
We trained, validated, and tested our model on 18, 2, and 1 day(s) of data, respectively.
Practitioners may be interested in knowing how much data they need to collect in order
to perform predictions with high accuracy, so we present an evaluation of the prediction
accuracy for training sets of different sizes in this section.
We evaluated 10, 20, and 40 days of data to fit our model. As we kept the validation
split of 10% (described in Section 2.5.2), those days corresponded to training set samples
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Figure 2.13: Impact of training set size on prediction accuracy.
of lengths 9, 18, and 36 days, respectively. The remaining 1, 2, and 4 days were used for
validation. We maintained the test set size at 1 day in all scenarios. As illustrated in
Fig. 2.13, having 18 days for training produced the best results. Nine days of data were not
enough to accurately fit the model. On the other hand, 36 days of data captured obsolete
temporal patterns that were not useful in making predictions for the immediate future. As
a result, the prediction accuracy suffered.
2.5.10 Comparisons with Related Work
In this section, we compare our methods with the purely auto-regressive approaches proposed
in related work. In general, our approach does not significantly outperform the autoregressive
approach for look-ahead times of 10–30 min, and is comparable to approaches used by the
authors of [26], [27], and [38]. For longer look-ahead times (beyond 3 hours), our approach
provides significant improvements over those approaches. Note that our approach combines
the additional data from WRF using feedforward neural networks. In Fig. 2.14(a), we
show the advantage of using feedforward neural networks and the additional WRF data.
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Figure 2.14: Comparisons between alternative machine learning algorithms and
feedforward neural networks. The alternative algorithms use only WRF readings in (a) and
use WRF and AR readings in (b). The persistence model uses only AR readings.
In Fig. 2.14(b), we show that even if alternative machine learning techniques were to be
trained using the additional WRF data, they do not perform as well as feedforward neural
networks do. With the additional WRF data, the alternative machine learning techniques
achieve improved accuracy looking 6 hours ahead, but suffer loss of accuracy in shorter time
horizons. Feedforward neural networks combine the WRF and AR data effectively for all
time horizons.
Some of the approaches proposed in related work are so memory-intensive that they could
not be trained on 18 days of data on our server with 32 GB of memory. Therefore, we
used 9 days of training data, 1 day of validation data, and 1 day of test data to make the
comparisons among the approaches in this subsection.
Persistence Model
The persistence model is commonly used as a comparison baseline in various approaches
in the literature, including those surveyed in [39]. In that model, the predicted value for
the next time period is assumed to be equal to the value in the current time period. The
results are illustrated in Fig. 2.14(a). Although the prediction accuracy gains of NowCasting
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Figure 2.15: NowCasting vs. Support Vector Regression.
over the persistence model are modest, NowCasting dramatically improves the prediction
precision, and we will discuss that later, in Section 2.7.
Extremely Randomized Trees
Random forests were recently used to perform hour-ahead predictions in [38]. Random forests
are obtained by averaging decision-trees trained on multiple subsamples of the training
data. Extremely randomized trees (extra-trees) incorporate additional randomization in the
learning algorithm of each decision tree. They have a major disadvantage with respect to
neural networks in that they consume an immense amount of memory. We were unable to
fit an extra-trees regressor with more than five trees even on our reduced training set of 9
days of data. The reason is that the algorithm, which was provided in Scikit-Learn [40] and
configured to minimize the MAE, was not able to converge with our 32 GB of memory for
larger forests.
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Recurrent Neural Networks
Long short-term memory (LSTM) recurrent neural networks (RNNs) were first devised by
the authors of [41]. They were used in [18] and [42] for wind power prediction. We found
that LSTMs, like extra-trees, had a huge memory requirement, occupying a full 32 GB of
memory for training, whereas feedforward neural networks occupied only 400 MB. LSTM
layers have many more parameters to fit than do normal, densely connected layers. We
believe that that led to overfitting, leading to relatively inaccurate results, as illustrated in
Fig. 2.14.
Support Vector Regression
The authors of [26] used the Support Vector Regression (SVR) method for forecasting wind
power. SVR has both linear and nonlinear approaches. The nonlinear approaches provided
in LibSVM [43] have well-known scalability issues, as stated in [44], and did not converge
even on our reduced training set that contained only 9 days of data. Therefore, we compared
NowCasting with linear SVR, which is scalable.
In Fig. 2.15, we illustrated the results of SVR for different values of the loss parameter,
, which is described in [44]. SVR, by design, predicts each horizon independently of other
horizons. The reason is that the ground truth must have a dimensionality of 1. For all other
machine learning methods, the ground truth can have a dimensionality of h, so all horizons
are simultaneously (not independently) considered in the training. That is the reason for
the large fluctuations seen in the curves for SVR, which are absent in the other approaches.
SVR was found to perform the worst of all the methods, with and without the additional
data from the WRF.
ARMA Model
The forecasting approach in [45] uses the ARMA model. We used the R forecasting li-
braries [46] to perform ARMA forecasting, but found through those libraries that our dataset
was not (wide-sense) stationary. In other words, the mean, variance, and autocovariance
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changed over time. As a result, the ARMA model would not be a suitable model for wind
data, although it is well-suited for predicting consumer demand, as was done using the same
R libraries in [47]. We have already made comparisons with AR models (ARMA without the
moving average component) in Fig. 2.7, so we do not illustrate them again in this section.
2.6 Verification of Models
In this section, we show that our evaluation results are theoretically consistent. In minimizing
the MAE we inherently assume that the errors are distributed as a Laplace distribution. We
now show that that is the case. The general formulation Eq. (2.1) for MAE minimization
can be rewritten as a maximization problem, given as follows.
f ∗P = arg max
fP
1
m
m∑
i=1
−|fP (Xi)− yi|
b
, (2.8)
where b > 0 is some positive constant. Since emx/(2b)m strictly increases in x, equation
Eq. (2.8) can be written as
f ∗P = arg max
fP
m∏
i=1
1
2b
exp
(
−|fP (Xi)− yi|
b
)
.
Therefore, finding f ∗P , which minimizes the MAE, is equivalent to finding a function fP
that maximizes the likelihood that the prediction error i = fP (Xi) − yi is distributed as a
Laplace distribution with mean zero and variance 2b2. The variance can be used to quantify
the uncertainty associated with each prediction, which we discuss in Section 2.7.
Therefore, it is sufficient to verify that the prediction errors that we observe from using
our prediction models are indeed distributed as Laplacian. If they are not, we would know
that our neural network model was not suited to minimizing the MAE. We chose the P-
P plot approach to show in Fig. 2.16 how close the error distribution is to the theoretical
Laplace distribution, for one turbine and 1-hour-ahead predictions. The P-P plot is a scatter
plot of the empirical CDF of the provided data as a function of the theoretical CDF of the
Laplace distribution. It can be seen in Fig. 2.16 that the Laplacian distribution is a good
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Figure 2.16: P-P plot comparing prediction error distribution for a single turbine, 1 hour
ahead, against the theoretical Laplace distribution.
approximation for the empirical error distribution, verifying our neural network model.
2.7 Quantifying Prediction Uncertainty
In addition to improving prediction accuracy, we seek to increase the confidence in our
predictions by improving precision. While accuracy is concerned with keeping the mean of
the prediction errors close to zero, precision is concerned with keeping the standard deviation
of the errors small. Quantifying the precision allows utilities to quantify the risk associated
with committing to a certain level of wind generation. For example, knowing that the
prediction error is going to be between, say, −1 MW and 1 MW with 90% confidence will
improve a utility’s operational decisions, such as the scheduling of generators or dynamic
loads. It can also help the wind farm operator make a more informed bid in the electricity
market, reducing the risk of curtailment costs.
The confidence intervals for error estimates can be obtained empirically using percentile
points on the observed distribution of prediction errors. Alternatively, a model-based ap-
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proach can be used by taking percentile points of the Laplace distribution, given that the
prediction errors obey that distribution. We use σ to denote the standard deviation of the
errors, and σ =
√
2b for the Laplace distribution. F(α) = P ( < α) denotes the CDF of
the continuous distribution. As our errors have mean zero, F(α) =
1
2
eα/b, for α < 0, by
definition of the Laplace distribution. For αp > 0, the confidence interval for the symmetric
Laplacian can be obtained as follows.
P (−αp <  < αp) = 1− 2F(−αp) = 1− e−
√
2αp/σ = p, (2.9)
where p is the confidence level associated with an interval of width 2αp. For example,
p = 0.95 would produce a 95% confidence interval of width 2α0.95. If we were to reduce σ
by a factor of k, then we would be able to decrease the width of the confidence interval by
a factor of k and obtain the same confidence level p.
The standard deviations of errors in predicting wind farm generation (σ) are illustrated
for the autoregressive approach, persistence model, and NowCasting (APDS) approach in
Fig. 2.17(a). The standard deviations are in megawatts, but we normalized them with
respect to the farm capacity and expressed them as a percentage for improved readability.
The standard deviations increase with increase in look-ahead, and then converge because
the errors are bounded by the wind farm’s rated capacity.
NowCasting has a clear advantage over the AR and persistence models, as illustrated in
Fig. 2.17(b). It reduces uncertainty by decreasing the width of the confidence intervals by
over 20% for predictions made 4 hours into the future. Conversely, prediction errors made
with NowCasting are more likely to lie within a fixed confidence interval than are errors made
with other approaches. In that sense, NowCasting is a more reliable prediction approach that
can help utilities and wind farm owners reduce the risk and cost associated with scheduling
or bidding for a specific amount of wind power generation.
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Figure 2.17: Standard deviations of prediction errors are directly proportional to the
uncertainty (width of confidence intervals).
2.8 Improving Utilization of Wind Power
Having shown that, by using NowCasting, the width of the confidence intervals of the wind
power predictions can be reduced by 20%, we now illustrate how that can help improve the
utilization of wind power. In an electricity market, the wind farm operator must place a bid
to provide a specified amount of wind power at the market price. If the wind farm operator
were to under-deliver, they would be subjected to heavy penalties. If the wind farm were
to over-deliver, the excess power would be curtailed and incur operational costs. Therefore,
the operator’s objective is to place the highest reliable bid possible.
Consider a scenario in which the wind farm operator wants to place a bid that can be
satisfied with a 99% reliability. We use B to denote the bid amount and G to denote the
actual generation. Then, we need to find B such that
B = arg max
B′
P (G < B′) ≤ 0.01. (2.10)
We construct a symmetric 98% confidence interval on the prediction errors, such that 1% of
the error probability remains in the lower and upper tails of the Laplacian distribution of
errors. We use N to denote the prediction error obtained through the use of NowCasting,
and P to denote the corresponding error from the use of the persistence model. We use
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Figure 2.18: NowCasting can be used to place a higher bid than the persistence model,
allowing for better wind power utilization.
BN and BP to denote the bids that would be placed using the NowCasting and persistence
models, respectively.
So far, our notation and requirements have been general. For illustration, we will take
a concrete example wherein the expectation of predicted wind power, by using both Now-
Casting and the persistence model, is 12 MW. Assume that the 98% confidence interval of
P is given by the range [−10 MW, 10 MW]. NowCasting reduces that width by 20% to the
range [−8 MW, 8 MW] for N . As illustrated in Fig. 2.18, the solution to Eq. (2.10) is given
by BP = 2 MW and BN = 4 MW. While BN would always be greater than BP , in that
example, it was twice as large. Thus, the operator would be able to place a higher bid using
NowCasting and get the same level of reliability as the they would have through the use of
the persistence model. That reduces the curtailment risk and allows the operator to be paid
more for the additional 2 MW supplied.
2.9 Related Work
In this section, we discuss the literature on short-term wind power prediction. A more
detailed survey is presented by Foley et al. [39]. Our work is different from most related
work in one important aspect: we make predictions at a time granularity of 10 minutes, while
most related approaches make predictions at a granularity of an hour. It is more difficult to
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make predictions for smaller time granularities because errors average out over larger time
periods.
Several authors have used various neural network configurations to estimate prediction
functions from large data sets, as surveyed in [39]. The most common configuration is the
feedforward neural network in a NAR model with one hidden layer, commonly referred to as
a 3-layer perceptron [26,27]. The authors of [27] present results for very short-term forecasts
(up to 30 minutes ahead). None of the prior efforts that used the 3-layer perceptron [26,27]
presented a detailed study of the consequences of varying the depth of the neural networks.
We present such a detailed study and find that a single layer is sufficient.
Kusiak et al. [26] evaluate wind farm-level forecasting methods (looking 10 minutes to 4
hours ahead) using machine learning tools, such as the Boosting Tree algorithm for feature
selection, Support Vector Regression, the Bagging Tree, the M5P Tree, the Reduced Error
Pruning Tree and the 3-layer perceptron. The authors claim that their approach for pre-
dicting wind speed yields poor results, whereas our approaches yield highly accurate results
for predicting wind speed that translate well into wind power prediction. Random forests
were used to perform hour-ahead predictions in [38].
Most of the literature [18,26,27,38,48,49] on predicting wind power assumes AR or NAR
models, instead of also incorporating exogenous inputs. NARX models are used in [19] for
predicting wind power days ahead, where the exogenous input is temperature. Cadenas et
al. use a NARX model with exogenous inputs from solar radiation measurements to improve
the precision of 1-hour-ahead predictions [50]. Instead, we take exogenous wind speed inputs
from a hyperlocal weather forecasting engine.
Men et al. also use neural networks that combine exogenous inputs from a WRF engine
that has a spatial resolution of 1.8 miles [51]. Their predictions are for a 72-hour-ahead
period, and at a time granularity of 1 hour (not as fine-grained as ours). Their evaluation
does not consider the decrease in accuracy as the prediction horizon increases. Also, they
do not perform cross-validation, and therefore their results may be biased towards specific
times of the year.
Another drawback of the approaches in related work pertains to how the neural network
models were trained. The authors of [27] trained their networks using least-squares mini-
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mization or Bayesian learning [27], as opposed to L1 error minimization, when the required
prediction metric to be minimized was the L1 error. In this chapter we take a more rigorous
approach by recognizing that if a particular metric is used to test a prediction method, that
same metric must be used to train it. Otherwise, the results would be suboptimal.
Barbounis et al. use local recurrent neural networks represented as feedforward neural
networks to predict long-term [18] and short-term [42] wind power. The authors of [45] use
the ARMA model to forecast wind power. Our approach does not make the assumption
implicit in ARMA models that the data are weakly (or wide-sense) stationary. In fact, we
were unable to fit our dataset to an ARMA model because our data were not wide-sense
stationary.
The application of machine learning with historical and weather data to short-term solar
predictions has been explored in the literature [52–55]. Our paper and [26, 27, 56] explore
similar ideas for short-term wind predictions. Unlike wind power, solar power generation
exhibits a strong diurnal pattern. Therefore, the approaches used to forecast solar power
may not be directly transferable to wind power.
2.10 Conclusions
In this chapter, we showed that empirical models of wind power generation, constructed using
machine learning methods, improved the utilization of wind power as an energy resource.
Our approach improves on not only the baseline heuristic model (persistence model), but
also other machine learning approaches proposed in the literature.
The proposed approach improved both accuracy and precision of short-term wind power
predictions. It used ARX/NARX models with exogenous inputs from a hyperlocal forecast-
ing engine to achieve that improved accuracy. We evaluated the performance of the proposed
approach and compared it to existing approaches. The proposed approach achieves a nor-
malized mean absolute error of 2.11% when looking 10 minutes ahead, and 14.25% when
looking 6 hours ahead, for a wind farm of 21 turbines. The key benefit of our approach
is that it strikes the right balance between the autoregressive model, which is accurate for
forecasts less than 1 hour ahead, and a WRF model, which is accurate for forecasts greater
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than 5 hours ahead.
Our approach not only improves the prediction accuracy, but also decreases the uncertainty
associated with the predictions by over 20% of that of approaches in related work. That
allows utilities to evaluate the risk associated with scheduling wind power. Finally, we
presented the most extensive evaluation of wind power prediction that we know of, while
providing researchers and practitioners alike with key insights on how to develop, implement,
and verify working solutions. The work in this chapter was peer-reviewed and published
in [57].
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CHAPTER 3
DATA-DRIVEN DEMAND RESPONSE
In this chapter, we continue the theme from Chapter 2 of using data to improve resource
utilization in power grids. In particular, we present a data-driven approach to quantify
energy waste in buildings and the ability of buildings to provide demand response (DR).
This chapter contains work that was done by the author as part of a team at the Advanced
Digital Sciences Center (ADSC). The chapter focuses on the author’s contributions to the
body of work; the full body of work was published in [58] and [59]. Key insights provided
by Dr. Deokwoo Jung, who led the research at ADSC, have been included (and explicitly
attributed) to provide context to the author’s contributions.
DR is the ability of buildings to modify their electricity demand in response to operator
signals. The buildings may be residential, commercial, or industrial, and the signals may
come from regional grid operators or from electric utilities. The need for demand response
has arisen mainly because of the inability of the electric power grid to adapt to the fast-
growing demand. As a result, there is either insufficient generation capacity, or insufficient
ability of transmission/distribution lines to transport the power necessary to meet high
demand. High demand is usually a problem only during peak hours of the day when most
consumers simultaneously need power. It is not a problem during the night hours, when
consumers tend to use less power. As a result, assets such as transmission/distribution lines
need to be overprovisioned to support peak load, and are underutilized in off-peak periods.
3.1 Summary of Contributions
In this chapter we make two main contributions. First, we quantify the extent to which
buildings can reduce their electricity consumption while ensuring occupant comfort. Second,
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we use that ability of buildings to reduce electricity consumption to model the capacity of
buildings to provide DR by reducing load by specific amounts.
We developed a sensor-driven energy use analysis system called EnergyTrack, which con-
tinuously analyzes, evaluates, and interprets energy usage in buildings using real-time sensor
data. The system uses an analytical energy usage model that considers the energy consump-
tion of individual building loads, occupancy of building zones, and occupant comfort level.
This model has two major advantages over existing models, such as [60], which only consider
static baseline consumption to quantify energy savings. First, our model naturally accounts
for the trade-off between energy savings and their impact on occupant comfort. Second, it
also favors energy utilized during periods of high occupancy over periods of low occupancy.
These two features quantitatively incorporate the intuition that energy usage efficiency of a
load is high when occupancy and occupant comfort are high.
An efficient DR program should take full advantage of the DR potential of each partic-
ipating consumer. In order to facilitate such DR, it is crucial to determine the maximum
reduction in energy consumption that can be reliably achieved by buildings. In our model,
that reduction in consumption can only be achieved as long as the comfort criteria of build-
ing occupants can be met despite that reduction. We refer to the reduction in consumption
as the demand response capacity of the building, and it is stochastic because it is a function
of stochastic parameters such as occupancy and weather. Our model provides a measure of
reliability associated with the DR capacity, and that is based on a probabilistic model of
energy consumption with respect to occupancy and weather.
3.2 Description of Testbeds
For this work, we deployed wireless sensor networks (WSNs) inside two office spaces in
Singapore to gather data on occupancy, occupant comfort, and energy usage. These data
were used to develop a DR capacity model that incorporates occupant comfort constraints.
In this section we provide details about the two testbed sites and about our sensor network
deployment.
The testbeds are office spaces in two different commercial buildings. Testbed #1 (ZEB
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(b) ADSC testbed: estimated occupancy
Figure 3.1: Real-time occupancy in two office testbeds over a 10-week period in 2014.
testbed) is an office space in a net-zero energy building (ZEB) [61] owned by the Building
and Construction Authority (BCA) of Singapore. The testbed is located in the office of
BCA’s Centre for Sustainable Buildings and Construction. The ZEB has several energy-
saving features that are not common in most buildings today, such as light pipes and light
shelves (to bring more daylight into the indoor space), as well as displacement ventilation
and personalized fresh air supplies at individual desks. Testbed #2 (ADSC testbed)
is the office at ADSC. This testbed is typical of a modern commercial office building in
any modern city that has warm weather throughout the year. The exterior wall is made of
double-layered glass.
We instrumented both testbeds with plug meters, temperature-humidity-light (THL) sen-
sors, CO2 sensors, and passive infrared (PIR) sensors. The WSNs consisted of motes running
TinyOS with a TI MSP430F1611 MCU (8 MHz clock rate and 10 KB RAM) and a Chipcon
CC2420 Zigbee radio.
The ADSC testbed was additionally instrumented with power meters in the main switch
board (MSB). Those meters monitored 42 electrical branches that were grouped into plug-
load, lighting, and server-room use. They allowed us to analyze consumption by load types.
The plug meters were installed at individual desktop computers and reported power con-
sumption every second by default.
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(a) ZEB testbed: power consumption from lighting
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(b) ADSC testbed: power consumption from lighting
Figure 3.2: Measured lighting power consumption from two office testbeds over a 10-week
period in 2014.
3.2.1 Empirical Comparison of Testbeds
In addition to differences in construction, the two testbeds differed markedly in size, oper-
ating hours, and occupancy patterns (see Fig. 3.1). The ZEB testbed occupied a 154.5m2
area on a single floor of the building, and typically housed 10 to 12 people working during
the day. In contrast, the ADSC testbed was much larger (although still on a single floor),
at 824.5m2, and had a typical occupancy of roughly 40 people during working hours. The
working hours at the ADSC testbed were less regular than in the ZEB testbed, with the
space often occupied past 8:00 P.M. In both spaces, personal computers were the prevalent
plug loads. ZEB employees used laptops, whereas ADSC employees used desktops (desktops
use more energy than laptops).
In the ZEB testbed, lighting power consumption data were obtained from the building
management system (BMS). In the ADSC testbed, the BMS data were not made available,
so lighting power was measured from the electrical distribution panels. Figure 3.2 shows heat
maps depicting the measured lighting power consumption in each testbed over the 10-week
data collection period. Similarly, Fig. 3.3 shows the average lighting power per unit floor
area for weekdays in each of the testbeds. The impact of daylight and dimmable lighting in
the ZEB testbed is apparent from the significantly lower lighting power density.
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Figure 3.3: Average lighting power consumption per unit of floor area on weekdays, over a
10-week period in 2014.
3.2.2 Sensor Data Storage
From all the sensors combined, we collected and stored in a MySQL database approximately
6.7 million data points every day. Different database designs were tested, and designs fa-
voring fast read times were ultimately chosen over those that increase modularity. We
maintained a DB table for each sensor node to reduce the SQL query execution time. We
also took averages of sensor data every 15 minutes and stored them in separate tables. This
caching method greatly reduced the execution time for search queries with acceptable storage
redundancy.
3.3 Models Derived from Sensor Data
In this section we present models derived from sensor data that were used to quantify energy
wastage and demand response capacity in buildings.
3.3.1 HVAC Model
In the ZEB testbed, the heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) consumption was
obtained directly from the BMS. In the ADSC testbed, however, the consumption data of the
HVAC system was not available, as the entire BMS was confidentially managed by a private
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building management company. Therefore, we used data generated from EnergyPlus [62]
simulations, a method that is described in great detail in [63]. To drive realistic simulations,
we created models in EnergyPlus that used detailed building specifications such as thermal
envelope parameters, floor plan measurements, and air handler unit (AHU) specifications
obtained from the building management company.
Our simulations revealed that the cooling capacity of the ADSC HVAC system was over-
sized: about three times larger than it needed to be. Such oversizing is common for com-
mercial buildings because their HVAC systems are designed to handle worst-case cooling
loads. As a consequence of the oversizing, the HVAC system operated inefficiently and drew
a large, constant power regardless of occupancy and weather variations.
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Figure 3.4: Plotting AHU power consumption as estimated using EnergyPlus, and thermal
comfort as expressed as the percentage of persons satisfied with the temperature setpoint.
By running multiple EnergyPlus simulations to determine the AHU load for various indoor
temperature setpoints, we obtained the AHU load curve shown in Fig. 3.4.
3.3.2 Comfort Model
We obtained the comfort associated with temperature settings, or thermal comfort, using
the predicted percentage of dissatisfied people (PPD) standard [64]. The PPD metric is a
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function that predicts the percentage of occupants who are dissatisfied with their thermal
comfort, given various environmental and human conditions, such as air temperature, hu-
midity, metabolic rate, and clothing insulation. Our system updates the PPD value hourly
based on temperature and humidity data obtained from sensors. The PPD input parame-
ters can be set through a user interface. We set them according to our observations of the
occupants in the two testbeds, and plotted the PPD parameters for the ADSC testbed in
Fig. 3.4. Figure 3.4 therefore illustrates the trade-off between the comfort and cost of the
HVAC energy usage.
We computed the comfort associated with lighting, or visual comfort, using a logistic
function that maps lux values measured by sensors to a scale from 0 to 1. All lux values above
and below user-specified thresholds map to visual comfort values of 1 and 0, respectively.
Intermediate values for visual comfort were obtained using logistic regression.
3.3.3 Occupancy Model
We estimated occupancy in both testbeds by using an auto-regressive (AR) model that com-
bined measurements taken from CO2 and PIR sensors. Since the ground truth for the real-
time occupancy is difficult to obtain, we did not use regression to obtain the AR coefficients.
Instead, we assumed that the occupancy followed a truncated Gaussian distribution wherein
the minimum is zero and the maximum is the capacity of the building. We estimated the
AR coefficients using that distribution and the expectation maximization (EM) algorithm
for linear regression with incomplete data [65]. We refer the interested reader to [58] for
details of the model; the model is neither a contribution of the author, nor integral to this
dissertation. The model was used to generate Fig. 3.1.
3.4 Quantifying Energy Wasted in Buildings
In this section, we present and evaluate an approach called EnergyTrack that quantifies
the energy wasted in commercial buildings. EnergyTrack uses the HVAC, comfort, and
occupancy models described in Section 3.3.
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3.4.1 EnergyTrack Model
We describe the essential aspects of the EnergyTrack model, which were conceived by Dr.
Deokwoo Jung, and refer the interested reader to [58] for additional details.
Let en(t1, t2) denote the total energy consumption of load n in the time interval [t1, t2].
Then we say that
en(t1, t2) = e
s
n(t1, t2)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Static Consumption, esn
+ q¯n(t1, t2)e
d
n(t1, t2)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Useful Dynamic Consumption, eun
+ (1− q¯n(t1, t2))edn(t1, t2)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Wasted Dynamic Consumption, ewn
, (3.1)
where esn denotes the static baseline consumption that cannot be controlled, and e
d
n denotes
the dynamic consumption that can be controlled. The dynamic consumption is split into
useful and wasted consumption by means of the mean usage factor of load n, q¯n(t1, t2) ∈ [0, 1].
q¯n(t1, t2) = 1 when load n is providing maximum comfort (or value) to the occupants who use
it when they are present. In that case, no energy is wasted. If there are no occupants using
the load, q¯n(t1, t2) = 0, and all the dynamic (or controllable) energy is wasted. q¯n(t1, t2) is
small when occupants are present but are not deriving comfort or value. That could happen,
for example, when lighting is insufficient or the temperature of the room is too hot or too
cold. The detailed formulation of q¯n(t1, t2) is extraneous to this chapter, and can be found
in [58].
Figure 3.5 illustrates the HVAC system wastage in the ADSC testbed. We calculated it
using occupancy levels as well as thermal comfort parameters. Note that q¯n(t1, t2) is set to
1 for all plug loads. For plug loads alone, esn in Eq. (3.1) is nonzero, and is estimated by
calculating the base load beyond which consumption cannot be reduced.
3.4.2 Baseline Heuristic Method
We evaluate the EnergyTrack model against a baseline heuristic method for the ADSC
testbed. The baseline method corresponds to reducing the estimated wastage without the
use of a control system. For lights, the wasted energy is given by the amount of energy
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Figure 3.5: EnergyTrack user interface for HVAC consumption. Energy wasted is the
difference between the actual and the useful consumption. The useful consumption is
calculated using PPD parameters entered into the panel on the left.
consumed when the occupancy is zero. Such waste can be avoided if the last person to leave
the office switches off the lights. For HVAC, wastage is given by the amount of energy that
could be saved if the temperature setpoint were set so that at least 90% of the persons in the
office were satisfied per the PPD metric. That savings can be achieved by simply increasing
the temperature setpoint to the optimal value, which is 26.7◦C for the ADSC testbed. We
calculated that saving from the curve shown in Fig. 3.4. For computers, we define wastage
by the amount of energy consumed when the computers are on but not performing any
processing tasks. In such situations, they ought to be switched to standby mode.
3.4.3 Results of Comparative Evaluation
EnergyTrack and the baseline heuristic method were compared using the same set of data
for a period of one month. The office staff were not informed about this energy wastage
investigation, and thus their consumption behaviors should not have been influenced by
the fact that they were being monitored during this period. The wastage estimates of
EnergyTrack were significantly greater than those of the heuristic method, as shown in
Table 3.1. The key reason for this difference is that EnergyTrack accounts for dynamic
changes in occupancy and comfort, whereas the heuristic method does not. The table shows
the wasted energy for a period of one month, in absolute terms and as a percentage of the
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Table 3.1: Energy wastage estimates for one month (ADSC testbed)
Load Heuristic Method EnergyTrack
Lighting 458k Wh (15%) 2009 kWh (66%)
PC 442 kWh (14%) 1391 kWh (44%)
HVAC 400 kWh (32%) 770 kWh (62%)
total energy consumed by each appliance.
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Figure 3.6: Energy use analysis of HVAC for different temperature setpoints over operation
periods.
In addition to the comfort-cost trade-off depicted in Fig. 3.4, EnergyTrack incorporates
occupancy and applies Eq. (3.1) to analyze the useful and wasted HVAC consumption for
different temperature setpoints. These consumptions were analyzed for each 4-hour pe-
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riod from 6:00 hrs to 22:00 hrs, as shown in Fig. 3.6. During the high-occupancy period
(10:00–18:00 hrs), energy is most efficiently used at 24◦C; at that temperature, the useful
consumption is greater than the wasted consumption. However, during the low-occupancy
period (6:00–10:00 hrs and 18:00–22:00 hrs), no satisfactory temperature setpoint exists,
since the useful consumption is less than the wastage for all settings. That result is con-
sistent with our intuition, since HVAC systems will be most efficient when the maximum
number of occupants experience optimal thermal comfort.
For the one-month period, the heuristic method estimated the total energy wasted to be
1300 kWh, while EnergyTrack estimated it to be 4170 kWh. At an electricity tariff of 20
c/kWh, the advantage realized by the EnergyTrack method over the heuristic method is
574 dollars per month. That number effectively quantifies how much a facility manager
would stand to gain from installing an automated control system that can realize the full
savings potential estimated by EnergyTrack, as opposed to relying on manual control based
on heuristic methods.
3.5 Evaluating the Demand Response Capacity of Buildings
The DR capacity of a building was introduced in Section 3.1. To determine that capacity,
a large number of building-specific models and parameters need to be estimated. We di-
vide those parameters into two categories. The first category, called reference parameters,
includes the time of the week, occupancy at the time, and weather conditions. Those param-
eters cannot be manipulated by a building facility manager. The second category, control
parameters, includes parameters that can be manipulated by a building facility manager in
order to control consumption. The control parameters include the on/off state of various
loads, the HVAC temperature setpoint, and the intensity of indoor lighting.
One could use simulation tools to precisely evaluate DR capacity under various settings of
the aforementioned parameters. That, however, would require the detailed building specifi-
cations and in-depth domain knowledge needed to accurately model buildings. As a result,
that approach does not scale well when applied to several buildings. We provide a scalable
solution and a reliability measure that can be consistently applied across different buildings.
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Our proposed measure captures the trade-off between providing a specified reduction in
demand in response to DR signals, and the reliability with which that reduction can be
achieved.
3.5.1 Demand Response Capacity Model
Reference Parameters
For the reference parameters, denoted by θr, we consider working or non-working days (θ
wd
r ),
hours of the day (θhrr ), occupancy level (θ
occ
r ), external solar irradiance (θ
sol
r ), and external
temperature (θtempr ). Non-working days include Saturday, Sunday, and public holidays.
Control Parameters
For control parameters θc, we consider only two types of loads: HVAC and lighting. They
are denoted by θhvacc and θ
light
c , respectively. Unlike the reference parameters, the control
parameters are defined separately for ADSC and ZEB in order to take account of their
particular control capabilities.
For θhvacc , we consider a temperature set-point control for ADSC and an ON/OFF control
of the ventilation fans for the ZEB. The latter does not have setpoint control. For θlightc , we
consider an ON/OFF control for ADSC and dimming capabilities for lights in the ZEB. The
former does not have dimming control.
We assume that plug loads are not controllable for DR. The reason is that most plug
loads in commercial buildings are electronic or electrical devices that need to be constantly
running. While adjusting heating and lighting would be acceptable as long as minimum
comfort levels are maintained, we assume that turning off plug loads would be unacceptable
because that would result in disruption to the essential tasks of the commercial building
occupants. The large variance in plug load demand causes a large variance in the total
demand.
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Table 3.2: Quantization of reference parameters
State 0 1 2 3 4 5
θwdr
Sat, Sun, Mon–
- - - -
Public Hols Friday
θhrr 21–7 7–10 10–12 12–14 14–18 18–21
θoccr 0 0–25 25–50 50–75 >75 –
θsolr 0 0–200 200–400 400–600 >600 –
θtempr <21 21–24 24–27 27–30 >30 –
Note: the units for (θhrr , θ
occ
r , θ
sol
r ,θ
temp
r ) are (hrs, %, W/m
2, °C)
Demand Model
We use D to denote the total demand of the building. D depends on the reference parameters
θr and the control parameters θc. Let θ = (θr, θc) denote the vector of both the reference and
control parameters, and let D(θ) denote the conditional random variable D|θ. We wish to
characterize the distribution of D(θ) with mean µ(θ) and variance σ2(θ) for different values
of θ, but that is challenging because θ is a combination of both discrete and continuous
parameters. Therefore, we quantize θ to make it discrete; and the quantization of the
reference parameters θr is given in Table 3.2.
Figure 3.7 shows examples of the distribution ofD(θ) for different values of θr, and constant
default values of θc. Those examples show that D(θ) can be well approximated by a Gaussian
distribution. That assumption was made in [58], but it did not help reveal any insights.
Therefore, we do not make the assumption in this chapter.
3.5.2 Minimum Acceptable Demand
Let u refer to a vector of comfort metrics described in Section 3.3.2. In our study, the
metrics include thermal and visual comfort, and they are dependent on the occupancy of the
building because more occupants cause an increase in room temperature due to the release
of body heat. Also, more occupants cause an increase in the obstruction of natural lighting
sources (windows), requiring increased artificial lighting.
The minimum acceptable demand is the total demand corresponding to control settings
θc, which are set such that the comfort metrics u are at the minimum acceptable level for
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Figure 3.7: Conditional distributions of D(θ) for different values of
θr = (θ
wd
r , θ
hr
r , θ
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r , θ
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r , θ
temp
r ) and constant default values of θc in the ADSC and ZEB
testbeds. The numbers in the parentheses are the column indices of Table 3.2 and map to
values given in those columns.
the current occupancy umin(θ
occ
r ).
θ∗c = arg min
θc
D(θr, θc) (3.2)
subject to u ≥ umin(θoccr ). (3.3)
The minimum acceptable demand, D(θr, θ
∗
c ), is the lowest demand at which the building
facility manager will operate the building during a DR event that requires the building
to reduce demand. The reduction of total demand as a result of setting the controllable
parameters to θ∗c is given as follows.
∆D(θr, θc) = D(θr, θc)−D(θr, θ∗c ). (3.4)
The reduction ∆D(θr) ≥ 0 as D(θr, θ∗c ) is the minimum acceptable demand. The total
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Table 3.3: Minimum acceptable demand required given occupancy states
θoccr 0 1 2 3 4
Temperature Setpoint °C 30 27 27 26 26
ADSC θhvac∗c 30 27 27 26 26
Dhvac(θr, θ
hvac∗
c )(kW ) 0 0 0 2.778 2.778
ZEB θhvac∗c OFF OFF OFF ON ON
Dhvac(θr, θ
hvac∗
c )(kW ) 0 0 0 1.5 1.5
Lighting Setpoint Lux 0 500 500 600 600
ADSC θlight∗c OFF OFF OFF OFF OFF
Dlight(θr, θ
light∗
c )(kW ) 0 0 0 0 0
ZEB θlight∗c OFF OFF OFF 600 600
Dlight(θr, θ
light∗
c )(kW ) 0 0 0 0.136 0.136
Note: values are based on (θwdr ,θ
hr
r , θ
sol
r ,θ
temp
r ) = (1,4,2,3) from Table 3.2.
demand can be split into its components as follows.
D(θr, θc) = Dplug(θr) +Dhvac(θr, θ
hvac
c ) +Dlight(θr, θ
light
c ) (3.5)
D(θr, θ
∗
c ) = Dplug(θr) +Dhvac(θr, θ
hvac∗
c ) +Dlight(θr, θ
light∗
c ), (3.6)
where the plug load Dplug is not dependent on the control parameters, but the HVAC load
Dhvac and light load Dlight are dependent on their respective control parameters.
Table 3.3 contains the values of θhvac∗c , θ
light∗
c , and the corresponding values of Dhvac and
Dlight. The occupancy levels θ
occ
r in the table are given by the column indices to Table 3.2.
Note that θhvac∗c has setpoint control for ADSC, but only ON/OFF control for ZEB. Similarly,
θlight∗c has dimmable control for ZEB, but only ON/OFF control for ADSC.
3.5.3 Demand Response Capacity Analysis
DR is usually associated with compensation to consumers for enduring the inconvenience
caused by the reduction of demand ∆D(θr). That compensation is usually on a dollar-per-
kilowatt measure. Therefore, it is essential for utilities to be able to ensure that the reduction
in demand is being honored.
An unscrupulous consumer could start with a higher consumption level ∆D(θr, θc) just in
order to monetize on a larger ∆D(θr) during a DR event. To avoid such a circumstance, the
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Table 3.4: Look-up table example for parameters and total consumption statistics. During
a DR event, the reduction is made from these values as per an agreement with the utility.
(θwdr , θ
hr
r , θ
occ
r , θ
sol
r , θ
temp
r ) θ
light
c θ
hvac
c µ(θr, θc) σ(θr, θc)
(1, 4, 2, 2, 3) ON 23°C 1.2 kW 0.2 kW
...
...
...
...
...
consumer and the utility can agree on reasonable control parameters θc that are appropriate
for a given θr in the absence of a DR event. We propose the construction of a look-up table
for each testbed site that stores the agreed-upon control parameters (θlightc , θ
hvac
c ) for the
reference parameters in the absence of a DR event. It also stores the mean µ(θr, θc) and
standard deviation σ(θr, θc) of the total load D(θr, θc) corresponding to those parameters.
An example of such a look-up table is given in Table 3.4.
During a DR event, the utility uses µ(θr, θc) as a baseline against which the reduction
is measured, because the utility and consumer previously agreed upon that value as the
expected demand E[D(θr, θc)]. Thus, the reduction that the utility would use is given by
∆D(θr, θc) and expressed as follows.
∆δ(θr, θc) = µ(θr, θc)−D(θr, θ∗c ). (3.7)
Note that ∆δ(θr, θc) is different from ∆D(θr, θc), which was defined in Eq. (3.4). ∆δ(θr, θc) 6=
∆D(θr, θc) at specific time instants, but on average, they are equal. Use of ∆δ(θr, θc) obviates
the need for the utility to constantly verify the integrity of D(θr, θc), because its expectation
µ(θr, θc) has been agreed upon. Thus, there is no room for fraudulently claiming larger DR
credits.
Let β denote the DR capacity of a building, defined as the reduction of demand that a
consumer can provide with a certain reliability. We define the uncertainty of DR as follows.
Fθ(β) = P (∆δ(θr, θc) ≤ β), (3.8)
where Fθ(β) is the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of ∆δ(θr, θc). Fθ(β) is mono-
tonically increasing, by properties of the CDF. This formula for the uncertainty of DR is
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Figure 3.8: Trade-off between uncertainty and DR capacity for a DR duration of 1 hour,
where θr = (1, 4, θ
occ
r , 2, 3) and θ
occ
r = 1 (low) or 3 (high).
consistent with the definition of reliability in terms of the CDF of a failure rate in proba-
bilistic modeling theory.
3.5.4 Evaluation Results of Demand Response Capacity
In Fig. 3.8 we compare the DR capacities of the ADSC and ZEB testbeds for different
reference parameter settings θr, with a demand response period of 1 hour. For each testbed
we compute the trade-off between uncertainty and DR capacity for θoccr = 1, 3 (i.e. low and
high occupancy states), while the rest of the reference parameters are fixed at θwdr =1 (i.e.,
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Figure 3.9: DR capacity comparison between ADSC and ZEB at low occupancy given
θr = (1, 4, 1, 2, 3) for a duration of 1 hour.
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(i.e., warm weather).
For the same uncertainty level, we expect greater demand reduction capacity when there
is low occupancy because the demand is usually higher than it needs to be when there are
fewer people. In other words, there is more energy wastage in low-occupancy periods, so
there is greater potential for reducing energy use. At high occupancy, the loads are better
utilized, so there is less potential for demand reduction. For the ZEB, that trend holds for all
uncertainty levels, as seen in Fig. 3.8(b). For ADSC, however, that trend holds only until the
demand reduction capacity rises to about 6 kW, as seen in Fig. 3.8(a). For smaller demand
reduction capacities, the uncertainty is higher during low-occupancy periods in ADSC. The
reason is that the variance of the load σ(θ) is much higher during low occupancy than it
is during high occupancy. That large variance during low-occupancy periods, which can be
seen by comparing Fig. 3.1(b) and Fig. 3.2(b), explains the lack of certainty with which
demand can be reduced. It makes it more likely that ADSC can provide high DR capacity
(over 25 kW) during low-occupancy periods.
In Fig. 3.9 we compare the DR capacities of ADSC and the ZEB after the values have
been normalized with respect to their floor area. It is clear from the figure that the ZEB
has greater DR capacity at low and moderate uncertainty tolerance values (< 60%). That
is likely due to the presence of more precise control capabilities, i.e., dimmable lighting
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Figure 3.10: DR capacity comparison for different demand response periods, given
θr = (1, 4, 1, 2, 3).
(see Fig. 3.3). When the uncertainty tolerance exceeds 60%, ADSC does have a larger DR
capacity than the ZEB; however, such high uncertainty about DR performance would likely
be undesirable for building owners and/or utilities. That is particularly true in market
settings that enforce noncompliance penalties when DR that promised is not delivered [66].
Finally, in Fig. 3.10 we compare demand response capacity for different DR periods of
0.5 hour, 1 hour, and 2 hours for the ADSC and ZEB testbeds. For a fair comparison, we
normalized the DR capacities with respect to the testbeds’ floor areas for each choice of DR
period. We refer to this as unit DR capacity. The figure shows that both the ZEB and
ADSC have the highest unit DR capacity when the DR duration is 1 hour. In particular,
for ADSC no DR capacity is available if the DR period is less than half an hour because
the expectation of the demand E[D(θr, θc)] may not be equal to the pre-agreed expectation
µ(θr, θc) over such short periods of time because of high variance. For both HVAC and
lighting, a longer demand response period makes it difficult to ensure that the reference
parameters (such as occupancy and weather) will remain constant over that period. Thus,
the capacity decreases with increase in duration, and consequent variability in D(θr, θc).
These are useful results that highlight the importance of choosing the right DR period for a
building’s unique consumption and occupancy patterns.
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3.6 Related Work
There are two stages of demand response capacity evaluation for buildings: the audit
stage [67], and the measurement and verification (M&V) stage [68]. An audit takes place
before the site enrolls in a DR program; its purpose is to identify the amount of responsive
load at the site, and the control actions that will be taken in an event. The M&V stage
occurs after a DR event, and allows aggregators or market authorities to confirm that a
specified curtailment did indeed occur. In this work, we are concerned with the demand
response audit stage.
Demand response audits [67] generally involve a high degree of human effort. Within the
last decade, researchers have adopted top-down approaches for characterizing typical DR
actions and audit procedures. For example, the authors of [69] analyze utility meter data
from dozens of buildings and propose methods to help facility managers identify demand
response opportunities. Following a similar direction, [70] provides a high-level overview
of demand response strategies for commercial buildings. Simulation tools have also been
developed to allow building owners to estimate their demand response potential based on a
variety of site-specific inputs and typical control strategies [71].
At a more detailed level, a growing body of work has emerged that examines specific
building loads for demand response purposes. Such efforts often include the use of sen-
sor networks in the built environment. In this area, much attention has been devoted to
plug loads or miscellaneous power [72, 73], including specific sources of plug load such as
laptops [74]. Outside of plug loads, the other dominant building energy end-uses tend to
be lighting and HVAC. For lighting and HVAC systems, researchers have studied optimal
control methods that use measurements from sensor networks [75–77].
Our work differs from the above efforts in several important ways. Since we use indoor
sensor networks rather than utility metering data, we are able to provide a more detailed
view of building energy consumption and demand response potential than can top-down
audit approaches [69,71]. Although several related efforts (e.g., [73,75]) have also leveraged
wireless sensor networks, our scope is more holistic in that it includes multiple electricity
end-uses (HVAC, lighting, and plug load) as well as consideration for occupants’ thermal
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and visual comfort.
3.7 Conclusion
In this chapter, we presented EnergyTrack, a system that analyzes and interprets energy
consumption patterns in buildings. We propose an analysis model for energy usage that
jointly considers occupancy levels and the utility provided by end-loads. We demonstrated
the application of EnergyTrack for energy use analysis in two real testbeds.
We presented a framework for evaluating the demand response capacity of buildings. In
doing so, we adopted a data-driven approach that makes no assumptions about physical
or regression models of the building’s power consumption. We used a look-up table that
associates observed or projected consumption with a particular set of conditions (or rules)
learned from our dataset. We deployed sensor networks in two testbeds, collected data from
the sensors over a period of 10 weeks, and used our framework to evaluate the DR capacity
for these testbeds.
In conclusion, we demonstrated the claim in our thesis statement in the context of utilizing
demand response as an energy resource. We showed that an empirical model constructed
using statistical methods outperformed a heuristic model by three times in its ability to
maximize demand reduction while respecting occupant comfort requirements. We also used
statistical methods to quantify the uncertainty associated with demand reduction. That
empowers utilities to choose buildings that can provide the required demand reduction with
high certainty. The work in this chapter was peer-reviewed and published in [58] and [59].
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CHAPTER 4
FRAMEWORK FOR IDENTIFYING AND
LOCALIZING METER FRAUD
“There’s no such thing as a foolproof system. That idea fails to take into account
the creativity of fools.”
– Frank Abagnale Jr.
Having discussed ways in which energy resource utilization can be improved in the context
of wind generation (Chapter 2) and building energy use (Chapter 3), we now discuss how
that improvement can be undermined if the data have been compromised. In particular, we
consider attacks that compromise the Advanced Metering Infrastructure (AMI) for mone-
tary benefit through meter fraud. Instead of providing demand reduction as a resource (as
described in Chapter 3), the attacker would falsely claim, by compromising meter readings,
that they have reduced demand. In reality, the attacker would not have reduced demand, and
would have instead artificially reduced his or her own electricity bill. Similarly generators
can compromise their meter readings and claim to generate more than they are actually gen-
erating so that they get paid more. That behavior clearly negates the benefits of improving
utilization through the legitimate increase in generation or decrease in demand. We address
that issue through the exploration of fraud detection in this chapter and in Chapters 5–6.
To provide some context to the problem described in this chapter, we describe AMI-related
security issues more broadly. The AMI provides a means for electric utilities to monitor the
electric distribution grid. Vulnerabilities in that infrastructure could allow cyber adversaries
to compromise the grid in ways that can have adverse effects on utilities and consumers.
These effects include electricity theft, disruption of electricity service, and damage to the
electricity delivery infrastructure. Although one should defend smart grids against a diversity
of possible attacks (as described in [78]), we focus our attention on electricity theft, which
is one of the most important problems faced by electricity suppliers and utilities around the
world.
Bloomberg News reported that electricity theft in India contributes to blackouts and costs
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$17 billion in lost revenue annually [79]. According to the World Bank, electricity theft
contributes to a loss in electricity delivery of over 25% of generated supply in India, 16% in
Brazil, 6% in China and the U.S., and 5% in Australia [79]. Theft in these countries is almost
always achieved by tapping into electric distribution lines. To detect these thefts, utility
companies such as BC Hydro have been convincing consumers to install smart meters [8,80].
However, there has been some push-back as consumers have begun to realize that smart
meters are vulnerable to cyber intrusions [81]. In 2010, the Cyber Intelligence Section of
the FBI reported that smart meter consumptions were being under-reported in Puerto Rico,
leading to annual losses for the utility estimated at $400 million [10]. In 2014, BBC News
reported that smart meters in Spain were hacked to cut power bills [9]. Given that smart
meters can be compromised, the smart meter roll-out efforts of utilities such as BC Hydro
may only increase the attack surface for cyber-intrusion-based theft methods.
4.1 Summary of Contributions
In this chapter, we present F-DETA, a framework for systematically identifying, classifying,
and detecting electricity theft attacks targeted at utilities, consumers, and DERs. Specifi-
cally, we classify an attack based on (1) its ability to evade detection methods currently used
in industry and (2) its applicability in various electricity pricing schemes. Furthermore, the
fundamental nature of our approach has allowed us to identify seven classes of attacks, only
two of which have been presented in related work. Some of these classes may distribute the
monetary loss across consumers, at no loss to the utility. All the attack classes identified in
this chapter can be launched by compromising the integrity of smart grid communication
signals (e.g., price or consumption measurements). Only some of these attacks may also
be achieved by tapping electric distribution lines. The identification and analysis of these
attack classes guides the creation of our detection approaches that dramatically mitigate, if
not completely eliminate, electricity theft.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. The preliminaries in Section 4.2 provide
background to understanding the attack model presented in Section 4.3. A topological
representation of the electric distribution system is described in Section 4.4. That tree-
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based representation guides the formal description of attack strategies in electricity theft.
The classification of those attack strategies is presented in Section 4.5. The framework,
adapted to the context of DER fraud, is presented in Section 4.6. The detection model,
along with its associated assumptions, is presented in Section 4.7. We discuss related work
in Section 4.8.
4.2 Preliminaries
We analyze changes in electricity consumption, price, and their reported values in discrete
time. In our power network model, all electricity consumers have meters installed to measure
their consumption. These meters are all electronic with network interfaces, not traditional
analog meters. We assume that these smart meters have a fixed polling time period (∆t)
that we treat as our basic discrete time unit. We label each time period using an integer
t ∈ Z≥0. The smart meter readings in our model represent the average demand during each
time period t. The average demand can be multiplied by ∆t to obtain the consumption for
billing purposes.
We use DC(t) to denote the average demand of a consumer C during the time period
t, where DC(t) ∈ R. For clarity, we implicitly assume that DC(t) ≥ 0, unless otherwise
stated. When DC(t) < 0, we say the consumer is generating electricity at time t, and our
framework is equally valid in this distributed energy resources (DER) context. D′C(t) denotes
the average demand reported by the smart meter to the utility during time t. Under that
notation, DC(t) 6= D′C(t) would imply that the smart meters (or network communications)
have been compromised or are malfunctioning. Unless otherwise stated, we assume that
smart meters are correctly functioning, so the inequality would imply that they have been
compromised.
To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to take into account electricity pricing
schemes when studying electricity theft attack strategies. It is important to consider pric-
ing schemes, because false data injections in a certain service area (or against a certain
set of consumers) could be tailored to the specific pricing scheme in that area (or pricing
scheme adopted by those consumers). We consider flat-rate, time-of-use, and real-time pric-
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ing schemes. In flat-rate pricing, the price stays constant throughout a billing cycle spanning
T time periods. This is the traditional pricing scheme and is prevalent all over the world. In
time-of-use (TOU) pricing, the price of electricity varies according to a plan. Certain hours
of the day are designated as peak, partial-peak, or off-peak, and the prices for these hours
are published by the utility before consumers agree to sign up for this scheme. Finally, in
real-time pricing (RTP), the prices change in a nondeterministic manner that captures the
dynamic market trends in electricity demand and supply.
Let λ(t) denote the electricity price during the time period t, where λ(t) ∈ R≥0. Note
that the price does not necessarily change between smart meter polling periods, and that
price updates are usually less frequent than polling reports. We assume that the price
update period is k∆t, where k ∈ Z>0. For simplicity, we assume that the price of electricity
consumed is the same as the price of electricity generated by a consumer in a distributed
generation setting, but the framework can be extended to account for differences in those
prices.
4.3 Attack Model
The attacker in this chapter is an electricity consumer in the electric distribution grid who
consumes more electric energy than she pays for (or generates less than she is paid for). We
follow network security naming convention and refer to her as Mallory, the attacker whose
intentions are malicious. Mallory’s intention in stealing electricity is to make a monetary
profit at the expense of the utility or her neighbors. Broadly speaking, an attacker can
steal electricity by manually tapping electric power lines or by electronically injecting false
readings. Our focus is on the latter method, which assumes that either the smart meter
or the communication link has been compromised, and the attacker is now an insider in the
system. This is reasonable to assume given the evidence of real hacking incidents in [10,81]
and [9].
In the attack model, we assume that the smart meters are in either of two states: compro-
mised or correctly functioning. If meters are faulty without the intervention of an attacker, it
is possible that electricity can be unaccounted for. However, this can be easily detected and
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investigated, as we later show in Subsection 4.4.2. Therefore, our attack model is concerned
only with faults that are intentionally introduced by an attacker.
If the billing cycle contains T time periods, then a single attacker A can successfully steal
electricity (in other words, execute an electricity theft attack) if and only if the following
condition holds:
T∑
t=1
λ(t)[DA(t)−D′A(t)] > 0. (4.1)
This is a simplified form of the expression that describes Mallory’s profit or monetary ad-
vantage α, which is given by the difference between what the utility should bill her based
on actual consumption, BUtility, and what the utility actually bills her based on fraudulently
reported consumption, B′Utility:
α , BUtility −B′Utility
=
T∑
t=1
λ(t)DA(t)∆t−
T∑
t=1
λ(t)D′A(t)∆t
> 0.
(4.2)
Here the units may be given as follows: λ is in $/kWh, D is in kW, ∆t is in hours, and α
is in $ (dollars). Since ∆t is a positive constant, it does not factor into Eq. (4.1). Mallory’s
objective is to maximize α subject to the constraint that her attack must go undetected.
Our principled approach to searching for attack strategies begins with the observation
that it is necessary for Mallory to under-report her consumption at some time t. This is
formally stated in the following proposition:
Theorem 1. Under any electricity pricing scheme with positive prices, in order to make a
profit, an attacker must under-report her readings in at least one time period. In mathemat-
ical terms, if constraint Eq. (4.1) holds, then ∃t such that D′A(t) < DA(t).
Proof (by contradiction): Assume ∀t,D′A(t) ≥ DA(t), then:
T∑
t=1
λ(t)[DA(t)−D′A(t)] ≤ 0, (4.3)
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which contradicts Eq. (4.1). 
Therefore, any strategy that does not under-report the demand at any time cannot be
an electricity theft attack. Under-reporting can be achieved either by compromising the
integrity of the smart meter readings or by tapping the electric power line immediately
upstream of the smart meter. In the latter case, the smart meter measures only what is
downstream of it and misses what was tapped out upstream of it. As a result, the meter,
though not compromised, reports values that are lower than what is actually consumed.
Theorem 1 also holds when Mallory is generating electricity, as under-reporting consumption
is equivalent to over-reporting generation.
4.4 Electric Distribution Grid Topology Representation and the
Balance Check
Certain attacks can be launched and detected using information about the electric distribu-
tion grid topology. Most of these topologies in practice are radial, so we only assume radial
topologies in this chapter. A radial topology can be represented as an unbalanced n-ary
tree, where n represents the maximum number of consumers, or leaf nodes, connected to a
single node. Another common topology is the loop system, which was designed to improve
the reliability of power delivery. Loop systems are essentially radial, as the loop is closed
only during a fault (see [82]). As a result, power to a consumer at any one time is sup-
plied through a single path from the distribution substation, which we refer to as the root
node of the n-ary tree. Through a series of transformers and protective equipment, power
is supplied from the root node to the leaf nodes. The root node would typically lie in a
substation that connects the transmission (high-voltage) electric grid with the distribution
(low-voltage) electric grid.
Since active power is additive, the total average power that is supplied at a node in the tree
at time t is equal to the sum of the average demands at all its child nodes at time t. This is
illustrated in Fig. 4.1, where network losses are also modeled as leaf nodes. Figure 4.1 helps
explain the balance check, which is an important detection mechanism used in industry.
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Figure 4.1: Illustration of a radial power network topology as an n-ary tree. Circles
represent internal nodes N1–N3. Squares represent leaf nodes that include end-consumers
C1–C5 and network losses L1–L3. In this example, DN1(t) = DN2(t) +DN3(t) +DL1(t)
and DN3(t) = DC4(t) +DC5(t) +DL3(t).
4.4.1 The Balance Check
Let DN(t) represent the demand at internal node N at time t. In addition, let C/L be
the set of all consumer/loss nodes that are descendants of N . The loss nodes model line
impedances and transformer losses. Then, the following equation holds:
DN(t) =
∑
c∈C
Dc(t) +
∑
l∈L
Dl(t). (4.4)
This equation is the first step to arriving at the balance check, and is the foundation for a
recent patent [83]. The balance check is used in industry to check whether readings add up
correctly. The check is performed at internal nodes in the distribution grid topology, which
we call balance meters.
In [83], D′N , which is the balance meter reading at N , is compared with the readings
reported by smart meters located at each c ∈ C. Utilities and the authors of [83] assume
that there is no electricity theft if the following condition is satisfied:
D′N(t) =
∑
c∈C
D′c(t) +
∑
l∈L
Dl(t). (4.5)
In this chapter, we show that the above assumption is false, and identify attacks that are
effective despite having satisfied the condition. Note that the losses are not reported, but
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calculated by utilities based on known values of distribution system component specifications,
such as line impedances. That calculation is discussed in [84]. Thus, we do not require a
symbol like D′l for reported loss values.
Assuming that these balance meters are trusted, the reported meter measurement at node
N , which is D′N , is equal to DN . Thus, we can combine Eq. (4.4) and Eq. (4.5) to obtain
the simplified balance check for electricity theft detection:
∑
c∈C
D′c(t) =
∑
c∈C
Dc(t). (4.6)
4.4.2 Detecting Faulty or Compromised Meters
Let W denote the event that a meter at a specified node reports a balance check failure. The
following points would help identify a faulty or compromised meter.
If W is true for an internal node, it must be true for all its ancestors, all the way up to
the root node. An alarm should be raised for investigation if W is true for an internal node
and false for its immediate parent node. Such a situation would imply that at least one of
the two meters is faulty or that at least one of them has been compromised. Note that the
inverse of this implication is not true. If W is false for a node, then it is still possible that
W is true for the node’s parent. This would imply that W is true for at least one of the
parent’s other child nodes.
If a parent of internal nodes has W as true, and all of its child nodes have W as false,
then an alarm should be raised for investigation. This situation implies that at least one of
the children, or the parent itself, is faulty or compromised.
4.4.3 Investigating Failure of the Balance Check
If the balance check fails at a balance meter that is correctly functioning and has not been
compromised, then it implies that electricity has been stolen. If the balance meter were
malfunctioning or compromised, the failure of a balance check might not indicate electricity
theft. Even so, the meter should be investigated and fixed by the utility. Such investigations,
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Table 4.1: Attack classification
Attack Class 1A 2A 3A 1B 2B 3B 4B
Possible despite Balance Check N N N Y Y Y Y
Possible with Flat Rate Pricing Y Y N Y Y N N
Possible with TOU Pricing Y Y Y Y Y Y N
Possible with RTP Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
Requires ADR N N N N N N Y
currently made periodically [85], can be made less frequently, and in a systematic manner.
In finding the faulty meter, the worst-case search order is O(N). If the following approaches
that exploit the tree structure of the topology are used, the effort and investment incurred
by the utility can be minimized.
Case 1 (every internal node has been instrumented with a meter): Finding the deepest
meter in the tree that reports a failure of the balance check would identify the geographic
neighborhood that needs to be investigated. If all the internal nodes are trusted and func-
tioning correctly, then the deepest internal nodes to report the failure would have a limited
number of consumer leaf nodes connected to them. These leaf nodes would then need to be
manually inspected. One or more of these consumers must be an attacker.
Case 2 (at least one internal node has not been instrumented with a meter): In this case,
the utility could send a serviceperson with a portable meter and then perform a search
similar to the breadth-first search tree traversal algorithm. Starting with the root node, the
serviceperson would check each child of the node to see if the readings match the readings
of the smart meters of consumer nodes that are descendants of the child, accounting for the
nodes that represent losses due to impedance in the tree representation. After each check, he
or she would investigate only the subtree of the node whose check failed. The other subtrees
would not need to be investigated.
While it is true that the failure of the balance check implies that investigation is needed,
it would be false to say that if the balance check is satisfied, then there has been no theft.
Unfortunately, that was not explicitly recognized in [83] and other related work. In the next
section, we show that there are theft attacks that can circumvent the balance checks.
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4.5 Classification of Attacks
Our primary classification of attack strategies is based on those that fail the balance check
(Attack Classes 1A–3A), and those that successfully circumvent it (Attack Classes 1B–4B).
We identify seven classes of attacks in this chapter, and summarize them in Table 4.1, based
on whether they are possible under different pricing schemes, and whether they require
automated demand response (ADR) to be in place. We now define the attack classes, and
will later describe ADR in the context of Attack Class 4B. We hypothesize that electricity
theft attacks in practice may be a combination of one or more of these seven attack classes.
4.5.1 Attacks that Can be Detected using Balance Checks
In this subsection, we describe theft Attack Classes 1A, 2A, and 3A, for which the balance
check in Eq. (4.6) can be used to locate where the theft is occurring within the power
network. As acknowledged in [86], this method does not identify the individual attacker,
but it dramatically reduces the search space for the investigation, which can then be done
manually. Although the simplified balance check in Eq. (4.6) works against these attacks,
it is possible for the balance meters to be compromised. Mallory, at a leaf node of the tree,
would only need to compromise the balance check meters in the direct route to the root
node. This direct route is the depth of the branch of the tree that supplies Mallory. The
tree depths, which we have seen in the distribution grid models that we have used in previous
work, range from 5 to 135. For an unbalanced tree, the number of meters that Mallory needs
to compromise would be O(N) in the worst case, where the tree is a linear structure. If the
tree were balanced, the number of meters she needs to compromise would be O(log(N)).
Attacks under Flat-rate Pricing Schemes
In our attack model, under the flat-rate pricing system, smart meter consumption readings
reported to the utility are compromised, while pricing signals are not compromised. The
assumption that pricing signals are not compromised is reasonable under a flat-rate pricing
scheme, since price signals are fixed and pre-decided. Thus, any deviation from the fixed
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price is suspicious and should be investigated.
The difference between what Mallory pays and what she should pay, as given in Eq. (4.1),
quantifies the loss for the utility during the billing cycle. Depending on how the utility
business model is structured, the price of the stolen electricity is either paid by the utility
itself or jointly paid as service fees by all the consumers in the system.
Under the flat-rate pricing scheme assumed in [86], the attack condition Eq. (4.1) is
reduced to the following:
T∑
t=1
D′(t) <
T∑
t=1
D(t). (4.7)
Within this scheme, the attack can take either of two approaches:
Attack Class 1A: The LHS of Eq. (4.7) is not varied, in which case the reported measure-
ments D′(t) do not deviate from Mallory’s typical consumption. Instead, Mallory consumes
more electricity than is typical, so the RHS of Eq. (4.7) is increased. This attack is potentially
limited only by the capacity of the power network to meet Mallory’s demand. Therefore, a
large amount of electricity can potentially be stolen.
Attack Class 2A: The RHS of Eq. (4.7) is not varied, in which case Mallory does not
change her typical behavior. Instead, the LHS of Eq. (4.7) is artificially decreased in order
to satisfy the condition. This strategy is the only attack strategy that is presented in [86],
and its severity is more limited than that of Attack Class 1A.
To quantify the limited amount of electricity that can be stolen under Attack Class 2A,
we define a threshold τ ≥ 0 below which reported consumptions D′(t) can be correctly
classified as a theft attack. As an example in [86], τ can be defined as the minimum of daily
consumption averages over a fixed number of days. The smallest value that τ can possibly
take is 0. Therefore, the upper bound of the electricity that Mallory can steal is her typical
consumption.
All the detection algorithms proposed in the fraud detection section of this dissertation,
and in [86], are based on analyzing the change in the pattern of reported smart meter
readings under the attack. Under Attack Class 1A, there is no change in the reported
readings pattern, and therefore the attack would go completely undetected. However, it can
be detected with the balance check.
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Attacks under Time-of-Use and Real-Time Pricing Schemes
Under variable pricing, we default to Eq. (4.1), since λ(t) is not constant. Attack Classes
1A & 2A are still possible in this context. In addition to those attacks, a third attack is
possible, and it is described next.
Attack Class 3A: In this attack, Mallory does not steal any electricity, but shifts her load
in such a way that she still makes a monetary profit. As indicated in Table 4.1, this attack is
not possible with a flat-rate structure, as it requires Mallory to report that her consumption
happened at a time when the price was low, when it actually happened when the price was
high.
We now formalize Attack Class 3A. Consider two time periods t1 and t2 such that λ(t1) <
λ(t2). This can happen when t1 is an off-peak period and t2 is a peak period in a time-
of-use (TOU) pricing system. At time t1, Mallory may over-report her off-peak electricity
consumption such that the difference D′A(t1)−DA(t1) > 0. Similarly, she may under-report
her consumption during the peak period so that the difference DA(t2)−D′A(t2) > 0. If the
differences match, then D′A(t1) +D
′
A(t2) = DA(t1) +DA(t2), so the total demand is equal to
the reported demand and no electricity is stolen. Even so, by making it appear as though
Mallory has shifted her load from the peak to the off-peak period, she can profit without
having stolen any electricity. Although we have used TOU pricing to illustrate this attack,
equivalent arguments can be made for real-time pricing.
4.5.2 Attacks that Circumvent Balance Checks
In this subsection, we identify classes of attacks that go undetected by balance meter checks.
Consider an electric distribution network node to which M + 1 consumers are connected:
Mallory A and a set of M innocent neighbors N = {N1, N2, ..., NM}. Physically, that node
may be a bus or a transformer. The balance check constraint at that node at time period t
is an instance of Eq. (4.6) given by:
DA(t) +
∑
n∈N
Dn(t) = D
′
A(t) +
∑
n∈N
D′n(t). (4.8)
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The following theorem helps us identify theft strategies that meet the above constraint:
Theorem 2. In order to make a profit while circumventing the balance check, an attacker
must over-report the readings of at least one of her neighbors. In mathematical terms, if both
constraints Eq. (4.1) and Eq. (4.8) hold, then ∃(n, t) such that D′n(t) > Dn(t) where n ∈ N .
Proof (by contradiction): Given that Eq. (4.1) holds, we know from Theorem 1 that ∃t
such that D′A(t) < DA(t). For every such t, if we can prove that ∃n such that D′n(t) > Dn(t),
then we are done. Again, we prove by contradiction: Assume at time t that ∀n ∈ N,D′n(t) ≤
Dn(t), then:
[DA(t)−D′A(t)] +
∑
n∈N
[Dn(t)−D′n(t)] > 0, (4.9)
which contradicts Eq. (4.8). 
Theorem 2 tells us that in order to be successful with a theft attack that evades the
balance check, it is necessary for Mallory to ensure that the consumption of at least one of
her neighbors is over-reported. She can achieve the equivalent of that by compromising a
neighbor’s smart meter or by physically tapping into the neighbor’s electrical system. Both
methods could ensure that the neighbor pays for Mallory’s electricity. If the neighbor were
generating electricity, Mallory would under-report the neighbor’s generation. The notation
still holds because that attack is equivalent to over-reporting of consumption.
Let Ln denote the monetary loss incurred by a neighbor n who has been targeted by this
attack. Then,
Ln = ∆t
T∑
t=1
λ(t)[D′n(t)−Dn(t)]. (4.10)
The structure of Eq. (4.8) shows that the amount of electricity Mallory can steal at time t
is maximized when she steals as much electricity as she can from all her neighbors. If she
compromises more than one neighbor, then the total amount of electricity she steals in T
time periods is given by ∆t
∑
n∈N
∑T
t=1[D
′
n(t) − Dn(t)], and the total monetary worth of
this electricity is given by α in Eq. (4.2) as α =
∑
n∈N Ln. Note that if Dn(t) = D
′
n(t), then
Mallory has not stolen electricity from neighbor n at time t.
If the balance check were in place, Attack Classes 1A, 2A, and 3A could be implemented
only if Mallory performed the additional step of over-reporting a neighbor’s consumption.
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With that additional step, Attack Classes 1A, 2A, and 3A would be renamed to Attack
Classes 1B, 2B, and 3B, where the letter “B” is used to indicate that they circumvent
balance checks. Those attacks are summarized in Table 4.1, and illustrated later in Fig. 5.7.
We now describe a fourth class that involves compromise of the electricity price in addition
to consumption readings.
Attack Class 4B : This class of attacks illustrates how a neighbor can receive a lower
electricity bill than expected despite having electricity stolen from him. This strategy can
only work in a real-time pricing setting in which consumers are equipped with Automated
Demand Response (ADR) interfaces. ADR encourages electricity consumers to adapt to
changes in signals from the utility, most importantly the electricity price. This ensures that
demand is adjusted to meet supply constraints. The most well-known implementation of
ADR, known as OpenADR, is based on the Energy Market Information Exchange (EMIX)
specification [87].
In Attack Class 4B, Mallory actively decreases her neighbors’ demand by compromising
their ADR interfaces. Here, she increases her consumption in proportion to the amount by
which she decreases her neighbors’ consumption. She effects the decrease of her neighbors’
consumption by increasing the electricity price seen by the neighbors’ ADR systems. Since
consumption is typically modeled as a monotonically decreasing function of the price, an
ADR system of a consumer would be programmed to automatically consume less if the
electricity price has increased. The Consumer Own Elasticity model [88] is an example of
such a monotonically decreasing function that captures how much a consumer would decrease
his consumption in response to a given increase in the price.
Therefore, the attack is designed in such a way that for some time t and neighbor n,
Dn(t) < D
′
n(t), DA(t) > D
′
A(t) and λ(t) < λ
′
n(t), where λ
′
n(t) is the compromised electricity
price seen by neighbor n. Based on his meter’s readings, the unsuspecting n thinks he has
consumed D′n(t) and expects to pay a bill of BExpected during a billing cycle of T time periods.
Instead, he is sent a lower electricity bill by the utility, BUtility, which leads him to believe
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that he benefited by a positive quantity ∆B:
∆B = BExpected −BUtility
= ∆t
T∑
t=1
λ′n(t)D
′
n(t)−∆t
T∑
t=1
λ(t)D′n(t)
> 0.
(4.11)
This is interesting since, in reality, he lost a positive amount to Mallory, Ln, given by
Eq. (4.10). The notation holds in the case where this attack has been launched against
multiple neighbors. Those neighbors who have not been compromised would have Dn(t) =
D′n(t), and λ(t) = λ
′
n(t).
4.6 Framework for DER Fraud
The meter readings of a generator C represent the average net generation GC(t) ∈ R during
each time period t, and are in kW/MW. G′C(t) is the reported value corresponding to GC(t).
If G′C(t) 6= GC(t), the meters are not reporting their actual values and must be investigated.
Let λ(t) denote the electricity price during the time period t, where λ(t) ∈ R. Note that
the price does not necessarily change between smart meter polling periods, and that price
updates are usually less frequent than polling reports. We assume that for any time period
t the electricity price λ(t) is common to all customers.
The attackers’ monetary advantage through fraud, α, is given by the difference between
what the utility should pay them based on the actual generation, BUtility, and what the
utility actually pays them based on the reported generation, B′Utility. If the billing cycle
contains T time periods, then the attacker, A, can make a monetary gain through fraud if
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~ ~DER 1 (Attacker)
Actual Output: 8 MW
Reported Output: 10 MW
Generator 2
Actual Output: 10 MW
Reported Output: 8 MW
Load 1
Actual Load: 17 MW
Figure 4.2: How attackers can circumvent the balance check by over-reporting their own
generation and simultaneously under-reporting another generator’s output (or by
over-reporting the load).
and only if the following condition holds:
α , B′Utility −BUtility
=
T∑
t=1
λ(t)G′A(t)∆t−
T∑
t=1
λ(t)GA(t)∆t
> 0,
(4.12)
where the units may be given as follows: λ is in $/kWh, G is in kW, ∆t is in hours, and α is in
$ (dollars). The attackers’ objective is to maximize α subject to the constraint that the attack
must go undetected. Since ∆t > 0, Eq. (4.12) holds only if sgn(λ(t))[G′A(t)−GA(t)] > 0 for
some t, where sgn is the sign function. The statement is evident and the proof follows from
the proof of Theorem 1. Therefore, the attackers must over-report their generation in order
to make a monetary gain when the price is positive and under-report when it is negative.
We design attacks for the far more common case in which λ(t) ≥ 0.
A naive way to detect such an attack would be to use a variant of the balance check,
described in Section 4.4.1, that would use redundant meters to ensure that the total amount
generated is the total amount consumed. The balance check is naive because it can easily
be circumvented as follows. Consider the schematic diagram in Fig. 4.2. The two generators
illustrated are logically separated. Each generator may be composed of multiple individual
generators whose values sum up to the values shown in the figure; the same applies to loads.
DER 1 describes a group of DERs whose reported output exceeds the actual output, while G
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2 describes a group of generators whose reported output is less than the actual output. The
load may also be misreported, but that is not illustrated in the figure for simplicity. Energy
is conserved because the total actual generation is equal to the total reported generation.
That value (18 MW) is the sum of the load (17 MW) and losses due to electric line impedance
and transformer cores (1 MW).
4.7 Detection Model
In the context of this dissertation, a detection method is a centralized online algorithm that
would run at an electric utility’s control center. The detection methods discussed in this
section look for anomalies in the smart meter readings that are reported to the utility and
stored at the control center. We assume that the meters perform accurate measurements.
This assumption is justified by a study [85] that concluded that 99.96% of electronic smart
meter readings were within ±2% of the actual value, and that 99.91% were within ±0.5%.
Therefore, an attacker cannot leverage measurement errors inherent to smart meters to
steal a significant amount of electricity. While the measurements are accurate, the reported
readings may have been compromised by an attacker.
If the smart meters can be compromised, it is reasonable to assume that the meters
performing the balance check at the internal nodes of the network topology can also be
compromised. We assume that the balance meter at the root node of the network alone can be
trusted. This assumption is easily justified if this meter is located in a substation on the same
premises as the utility-owned control center. The control center may be primarily tasked
with substation automation, but it can also be used to detect electricity theft. Since the
balance meter at the root node and the control center are co-located, the meter may directly
feed into the servers at the control center by using dedicated communication infrastructure
that is not exposed to external attacks.
Under the assumption that the root node balance meter is trusted, Attack Classes 1A–3A
are automatically detectable using the balance check. Therefore, no further work needs to
be done in order to detect these classes of attacks. However, Mallory can still use Attack
Classes 1B–4B to steal electricity from her neighbors. We focus on detecting Attack Classes
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1B, 2A, 2B, 3A, and 3B. While Attack Classes 1A–3A can be detected using the balance
check, Attack Classes 2A and 3A can also be detected using the same data-driven methods
that we use to detect Attack Classes 2B and 3B. Attack Class 1A cannot be detected by
data-driven methods since the reported consumption in this class of attacks is in no way
abnormal. Also, we have no data to support an ADR-based system in the case of Attack
Class 4B. In order to study Attack Class 4B, we would need to make assumptions about
how each consumer in the dataset changes consumption in response to changes in real-time
electricity prices. We would also need to simulate a real-time electricity market, and that is
beyond the scope of this work.
4.7.1 Nature of Anomalies due to Attack Injections
Abnormally high consumptions may indicate that the owner of the smart meter is a neigh-
bor of the attacker in one of the Attack Classes 1B–3B. Under Attack Class 1B, Mallory
reports normal consumption readings but consumes more electricity than reported. This
extra electricity is billed to her neighbors, whose consumptions are over-reported. In order
to identify Mallory, we would need to identify her neighbors and then manually validate all
meters connected to their parent node. As mentioned earlier, Attack Class 1B is the most
severe of all classes, as Mallory can steal an arbitrary amount of electricity from her neigh-
bors. The only limit on how much she can consume is determined by the physical limits of
the electrical conductors in the distribution lines that connect her facility to the grid.
Abnormally low consumptions, as would be reported under Attack Classes 2A and 2B, are
a characteristic of the attacker, and would help us identify Mallory herself. Since consump-
tion readings are under-reported in both Attack Classes 2A and 2B, we group the two classes
together as 2A/2B and apply the same techniques to detect abnormally low consumption.
Attack Classes 3A and 3B both involve load shifting from a period of high prices to a
period of low prices. We show that abnormal consumption for a given price indicates that
an attack from either of these two classes is happening, and we group the classes together
as 3A/3B for detector evaluation.
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4.7.2 Detection Procedure
We have discussed three attack classes that fail balance checks and four that circumvent
these checks. Mallory could use any combination of these attack classes in her actual attack,
so detection methods cannot be designed to target individual classes. With F-DETA, we
propose a holistic approach to detection that works on all the classes.
The five general steps for detecting all seven attack classes are (1) to use a model to
estimate the expected consumption of all consumers for the upcoming time period; (2) to
evaluate whether the actual readings obtained are anomalous based on what was expected;
(3) to identify whether the anomalies indicate that the consumer is an attacker (abnormally
low readings) or a victimized neighbor of an attacker (abnormally high readings) as per
Theorem 1; (4) to use external evidence (severe weather conditions, holiday periods, special
events, etc.) to determine whether the anomalous consumption may be a false positive; and
(5) to investigate the anomaly systematically, if there is no reason to suspect a false positive,
by checking the integrity of the smart meters as described in Section 4.4.2.
4.8 Related Work
In this section, we present prior and ongoing efforts by the research community and industry
to detect and defend against electricity theft attacks. Electricity theft detection methods
include those based on well-defined attack strategies [47, 86, 89] and general consumption
behavior anomalies [78].
In [86], the authors evaluate a few different attack detection algorithms for a very specific
electricity theft strategy in which the attacker does not change her consumption behavior,
but reports lower consumption readings by compromising her own smart meter. In [47], we
evaluated a different attack strategy wherein the attacker steals electricity from a neighbor
at no loss to the utility. Those two papers failed to capture other possible attack classes
because a comprehensive and fundamental approach to classification was not adopted. We fill
in that gap with a framework that provides a comprehensive classification for better defense.
In [90], [91], and [84], the authors assume that smart meters have not been compromised,
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and use their readings to detect electricity theft. They do so by calculating the total power
lost and estimating how much of the loss was due to electricity theft. Their methods fail
under the realistic scenario in which smart meters have been compromised, and we address
this gap. The motivations of attackers who steal electricity are discussed in detail in [91].
Industry has also invested in mitigating electricity theft. Utilities such as BC Hydro
and CenterPoint have implemented tamper detection features on smart meters [92]. Un-
fortunately, penetration testing on a variety of different smart meters has shown that such
features are ineffective [93], and that despite decades of work on tamper detection schemes
(the first of which was the patent [94]), better protections against electricity theft are needed.
BC Hydro has worked with startup Awesense to go one step further than tamper detection
by placing distribution grid meters, which are different from consumer smart meters, at key
nodes on BC Hydro’s distribution grid [92]. Although those efforts have been tailored to
address line-tapping electricity theft, we showed that the investment in distribution grid
meters can also be effective against cyber intrusion-based theft attacks.
4.9 Conclusion
In this chapter, we developed a comprehensive theoretical framework to provide a defender
with an understanding of possibilities for electricity theft attacks on smart grids. We ap-
plied that framework to a large-scale smart-meter dataset to devise data-driven detection
mechanisms that mitigate those attacks. In doing so, we partially addressed the second re-
search objective stated in Chapter 1.4 by providing actionable insights for improving fraud
detection in smart grids. We will continue to explore fraud detection and completely ad-
dress that research objective in the following three chapters. The work in this chapter was
peer-reviewed and published in [95].
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CHAPTER 5
DATA-DRIVEN DETECTION AND MITIGATION
OF CONSUMPTION FRAUD
In this chapter, we use the framework developed in Chapter 4 to detect consumer fraud in
AMI. In particular, we validate the data reported to the utility by modeling the normal
consumption patterns of consumers, and detecting deviations from this model. Our models
are data-driven, and use readings from a real smart meter deployment in Ireland.
It must be noted that smart meters do come with security features, which make them
difficult for an attacker to compromise. For example, meters manufactured by GE [96] are
equipped with encrypted communication capabilities and tamper-detection features. How-
ever, reliance on those mechanisms alone is not sufficient to ensure total defense against
cyber intrusions that exploit communication vulnerabilities. Methods to circumvent en-
crypted communications in smart grid protocols were recently presented in [97]. We assume
that the attacker, whom we continue to refer to as Mallory, can exploit one or more existing
vulnerabilities in AMI to commit meter fraud. The logistics of how she can get into a posi-
tion where she is capable of modifying communication signals is not a focus of this chapter
and is discussed in [78], [97], [98], [99], and [93].
Before exploring fraud detection, let us briefly describe how fraud may be prevented.
The aforementioned vulnerabilities in smart meters could be patched to prevent Mallory
from gaining access to smart meters and their communication messages. However, that is
impractical because hundreds of millions of smart meters have been deployed worldwide and
they all have those vulnerabilities. Furthermore, there is no secure mechanism in place to
automate the installation of patches over communication networks. Therefore, the patching
would have to be a manual procedure. Even if the patches were somehow installed, the
aforementioned vulnerabilities are only the known vulnerabilities, and there may be many
unknown vulnerabilities that Mallory may exploit. The unknown vulnerabilities can only be
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patched once they are discovered, but until then they can be exploited by Mallory. Our aim
goal in this chapter is to detect attacks under the conservative assumption that Mallory has
successfully managed to compromise the integrity of smart meter consumption readings.
5.1 Summary of Contributions
Using F-DETA, proposed in Chapter 4, we evaluate fraud detection methods proposed in
the literature and propose four new fraud detection methods in this chapter. We use a
dataset of smart meter readings from Ireland to demonstrate the detection methods, and
that dataset is described in Section 5.2. Before describing the four detection approaches, we
provide a broad characterization of approaches for detecting anomalies in time-series data
in Section 5.3. Fraud detection is accomplished entirely through the detection of anomalies
in power consumption data; we had access to no other kinds of data in our study.
Before proposing our own detectors, we discuss a detector proposed in related work in
Section 5.4. Two of the fraud detectors that we proposed in this chapter are based on
the autoregressive integrated moving average (ARIMA) model. They are described in Sec-
tion 5.5. The third detector, described in Section 5.6, is based on a novel combination of
principal component analysis (PCA) and density-based clustering of applications with noise
(DBSCAN). The fourth detector, described in Section 5.7, uses Kullback-Leibler (KL) di-
vergence to measure the difference between two distributions of meter readings for anomaly
detection. We evaluate the PCA-DBSCAN and KL divergence detector against the average
detector in Section 5.8 and against the ARIMA-based detectors in Appendix B. We present
related work in Section 5.9 and conclude the chapter in Section 5.10.
5.2 Description of the Dataset
The dataset we used was collected by Ireland’s Commission for Energy Regulation (CER)
as part of a trial that aimed to study smart meter communication technologies. It is the
largest publicly available dataset that we know of. The fact that the dataset is public makes
it possible for researchers to replicate and extend our results. The dataset is an anonymized
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Figure 5.1: Normalized consumption of a commercial consumer. The five green/blue
vertical bands represent time periods of higher electricity consumption, and they
correspond to weekday business hours.
collection of smart meter readings from consumers, collected at a half-hour time resolution,
for a period of up to 74 weeks. Our set of 500 consumers includes 404 residential consumers,
36 small and medium enterprises (SMEs), and 60 unclassified by CER.
We assume that the dataset obtained from CER is free from integrity attacks. However,
there are anomalous consumption behaviors in the dataset. These behaviors might reflect
periods when consumers were traveling (leading to abnormally low consumption), hosting
parties (leading to abnormally high consumption), or engaging in other unusual but legiti-
mate activities. Such events lead to false positives if the detection strategy classifies them
as suspected attacks.
We divided the 74 weeks of consumption data obtained from the CER dataset into two
sets: a training set of the first 60 weeks, and a test set of the remaining 14 weeks. Figure 5.1
illustrates the training set corresponding to the consumption of one consumer in the dataset.
Each row corresponds to one week of data, so there are 60 rows corresponding to the 60 weeks
in the training set. The rows are normalized by their l−2 norms, and the colors represent the
normalized consumptions over the week. There are 336 columns, each of which corresponds
to one half-hour period of the week.
Note that anomalies in the training set are not labeled, so we do not have ground truth
on which readings are anomalous. Thus, our algorithm is essentially unsupervised, and
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our training set serves to build a model of the consumption patterns while accounting for
the possibility of anomalies in it. For example, the row in Fig. 5.1 corresponding to week
index 23 is clearly anomalous; it corresponded to the Christmas-New Year period, when
consumptions can be expected to deviate for the holiday season. Such weeks produce false
positives in the dataset, and the test set is used to evaluate the false positive rate.
As the dataset does not contain the electric distribution network topology, we do not know
which consumers share a parent node in the topology. As a result, the placement of balance
meters is unknown, so we make the conservative assumption that the balance meter at the
root node is the only balance meter that has been deployed in the electric distribution network.
Irrespective of the network topology, all the consumers must be ultimately connected to the
root node, so the sum of the readings from all consumers can be used to enforce the balance
check at the root node. Equivalently, we could make the more complex assumption that
Mallory has compromised all balance meters in the topology except the one at the root node.
We justified this assumption in Section 4.7.
5.3 Detecting Anomalies in Time-Series Data
Before describing the proposed anomaly detection methods for detecting consumption fraud,
we characterize anomaly detection methods for time-series data in general. Broadly speaking,
there are two approaches one can take for performing anomaly detection on time series data.
First, an individual reading can be evaluated based on whether or not it is anomalous.
Second, a set of readings as a whole can be evaluated on whether or not they are anomalous.
We will explain both approaches next.
5.3.1 Detecting Anomalies in Individual Readings
We know from Proposition 1 that, in order to launch a successful theft attack, ∃t such that
D′A(t) < DA(t), and we know from Proposition 2 that ∃(n, t) such that D′n(t) > Dn(t) for
n ∈ N . So at each time period t, we need to check how far the smart meter reading D′c(t) is
from our expected value of Dc(t) ∀c ∈ C. The larger the difference, the larger the amount
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of electricity that can be stolen. The ARIMA-based detection approach proposed later in
this chapter detects anomalies in individual readings.
5.3.2 Detecting Anomalies in Sets of Readings
Anomalous behavior is apparent only when one observes a set of multiple consumption
readings that deviate from the historic trends. In this chapter, we standardize the size of
the set to a full week of 336 half-hour readings. That is a good choice of size, as consumers’
weekly consumption patterns tend to repeat. Daily trends also exist; however, they are not
as pronounced as weekly trends because of differences in schedules between weekdays and
weekends.
It may appear that the use of multiple readings has a limitation in that an entire week
of data needs to be collected before an anomaly can be detected. There are two counter-
arguments to that point. The first is technical: the new week’s vector can be completed
with trusted data from a week in the training set (historic readings). As new consumption
readings are recorded, they will replace the historic readings in the week’s vector. If the
week’s vector contains sufficiently anomalous readings right at the beginning, it may appear
anomalous before a full week of new data has been collected. The second counter-argument
is based on litigation proceedings: if an electricity thief has been caught, the fines imposed
may exceed the value of electricity stolen in a single week. Under that assumption, the
week-long upper bound on the time-to-detection may be acceptable.
The detection approach proposed later in this chapter, which augments ARIMA-based
detection with checks on mean and variance, performs anomaly detection on a set of readings.
The mean and variance are calculated on that set. Similarly, the PCA-DBSCAN detector
and the KLD detector also perform anomaly detection on sets of readings
5.4 Detection Using Averages
In this section, we describe the min-average detector proposed by Mashima and Cardenas
in [86]. This detector finds a set of readings anomalous if the average of the set is less than the
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minimum of the averages of sets of past readings. For example, if we were to take 60 weeks
of consumption readings for a training set and focus our attention on a single consumer,
then the first step would be to compute the averages of the consumption readings in each
of those 60 weeks. Then, we compute the minimum of those averages and use min avg to
denote that minimum. That is the end of the training period. In the testing period, for
a week of consumption readings in the test set (which may or may not be malicious), we
compute the average and compare it with min avg. If that average is less than min avg, we
mark that as being anomalous.
5.4.1 Min-Average Attack
Let us now derive the worst-case attack against the min-average detector; this is new work,
and was not done by the authors of [86]. The worst-case attack for the detector is the optimal
attack for the attacker (denoted by A). The optimal attack vector for a week of readings,
denoted by D′∗A , maximizes the attacker’s profit as follows.
D′∗A = arg max
D′A
T∑
t=1
λ(t)∆t[DA(t)−D′A(t)] (5.1)
= arg min
D′A
∆t
T∑
t=1
λ(t)D′A(t) (5.2)
subject to (5.3)
D′A ≥ 0, (5.4)
D′A ≤ max(D′Tr), (5.5)
1
T
T∑
t=1
D′A(t) ≥ min avg, (5.6)
(5.7)
where λ(t) is the electricity price at time t and ∆t is the time period between the collections
of readings. The objective function in the first line is the profit given in dollars ($); ∆t is
in hours (h); DA(t) is in kilowatts (kW); and λ(t) is in $/kWh. The equivalent objective
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Figure 5.2: Illustration of optimal attack against PCA in the original dimension.
function in the second line denotes minimizing the attacker’s utility bill. The first constraint
is a non-negativity constraint on the reported readings D′A. The second constraint ensures
that the readings are less than the maximum of the values in the attacker’s training set D′Tr.
The last constraint is the min-average detector constraint. Since the objective function and
the constraints are all linear in D′A, the optimization problem is a linear program and can
be efficiently solved using a variety of freely available solvers.
The solution to the above optimization problem produces the worst-case attack against
the min-average detector, and we refer to the attack as the min-average attack. The solution,
D′∗A , comprises a full week of readings, and is illustrated for one sample consumer in Fig. 5.2.
Most of the readings were set to zero; the first few readings were set to max(D′Tr) to ensure
that the overall average was equal to min avg. Also notice that the large values equal to
max(D′Tr) were injected at a time when the electricity price was low.
5.4.2 Impact of the Min-Average Attack
We evaluated the min-average attack by allowing Mallory to take the roles of the 500 con-
sumers in the CER dataset one at a time and then averaging the results across all consumers.
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We accomplished that by injecting the min-average attack separately for each consumer in
a test set of 14 weeks of data, and computing the average gains for each consumer across
those 14 weeks. The gains are defined by the difference between what the consumer would
have paid as electric utility bills had she not committed fraud, and what she actually paid
having committed fraud.
The result was that $26.4 per week could be gained by an attacker (lost by the utility)
due to fraud, on average across the 500 consumers. That is over $1300 per consumer per
year on average. In a country of 100 million consumers, of which 1% commit meter fraud,
the losses to the utility would amount to over $1.3 billion per year. Therefore, the average
detector is not a strong enough deterrent for fraud, and we will propose detectors that build
on top of the min-average detector to mitigate the min-average attack next.
5.5 Detection Using ARIMA Models
We propose to detect single-reading anomalies by using the Auto-Regressive Integrated Mov-
ing Average (ARIMA) model. In that method, historic data (from the training set) is used
to forecast the next consumption reading in the time series Dc(t). We proposed the ARIMA-
based detector as a first-level check on the range of smart meter readings using the confidence
interval obtained from the ARIMA model.
Auto-Regressive Moving Average (ARMA) models are simpler versions of ARIMA models,
and their usefulness in detecting meter fraud was first proposed by the authors of [86]. We
show that for most consumers, ARMA models are not suitable. The underlying assumption
of the ARMA model is that the time series data is weakly stationary. Stationary data have
three characteristics: (1) the mean is constant, (2) the variance is constant, and (3) the
covariance of the signal with itself at different time lags is constant. We define a weakly
stationary signal as one that fails condition (1), but satisfies conditions (2) and (3). The
moving average component of ARMA automatically adjusts for changing means, so condition
(1) is not important for the suitability of ARMA for a given time series.
For the electricity consumption time series of a single consumer at time t, given by the
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value of Xt, the ARMA model is defined as follows:
Xt = c+ t +
p∑
i=1
αiXt−i +
q∑
j=1
βjt−j. (5.8)
In the auto-regressive component, Xt is an affine function with intercept c of the time signal
at p previous time points Xt−i with linear coefficients αi. The moving average component of
ARMA handles weakly stationary signals that do not have constant means. It assumes that
i.i.d. Gaussian noise t ∼ N(0, σ2 ) compounds over q time periods to contribute linearly to
the signal Xt with coefficients βj.
The ARMA model does not handle largely changing covariance in non-stationary signals.
Figure 5.3(a) illustrates the auto-correlation function (ACF) for a single consumer. The ACF
is the correlation of the time series with itself at a specified lag. We extract the time series
for a single consumer and depict the ACFs for 350 half-hour lags. There are 336 half-hours
in a week, so the figure captures a little over a week. As expected, high auto-correlation was
observed for this consumer at multiples of 48 half-hour (or 1-day) time periods. These high
correlations persist for all lags throughout the consumption history captured in the dataset.
Furthermore, the plot demonstrates failure of the third requirement for stationarity since
the ACFs change significantly over time. This lack of stationarity implies that the ARMA
model would fail to provide a reliable prediction of the next point in the time series. The
ACFs need to rapidly decrease to constant or insignificant values in order for the ARMA
model to reliably work. The rate of ACF decrease will determine the model order.
We propose an alternative model, the ARIMA model, which has an additional differencing
term. We find that first-order differencing causes rapidly decreasing ACFs for consumers
who have non-stationary consumptions. First-order differencing modifies the ARMA model
in Eq. (5.8) as follows. Instead of predicting the next value in the time series, we predict
the difference between the current and next values in the time series as a linear function of
past differences.
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(b) ACFs with first-order differencing
Figure 5.3: Autocorrelation function of the time series signal of a single consumer. The lag
is in terms of half-hour time periods.
Xt −Xt−1 = c+ (t − t−1) +
p∑
i=1
αi(Xt−i −Xt−i−1) +
q∑
j=1
βj(t−j − t−j−1). (5.9)
In essence, a linear model fits the gradients of the points as opposed to the points them-
selves. After applying first-order differencing, we observe Fig. 5.3(b). Clearly, the ACFs are
close to zero beyond 3 time lags. Therefore, the order of the ARIMA model is finite. In
addition, the order is small (p and q are around 3), which is important to ensure minimal
computational costs.
We have applied first-order differencing and observed its benefits for one consumer, but
visual inspection is impractical for our dataset of 450 consumers. Therefore, we employ the
Hyndman-Khandakar algorithm [100] to estimate the model order. This method combines
cross-validation techniques, unit root tests, and maximum likelihood estimation.
The results of the Hyndman-Khandakar algorithm are as follows. While the autoregressive
(p) and moving average order (q) range from 0 to 5, the differencing order is either 0 or 1. A
minority of consumers (35 out of 450, or 7.78%) have stationary consumption patterns and
thus the ARMA model proposed in [86] is appropriate for this minority. However, for 92.22%
of consumers, first-order differencing is required, justifying our ARIMA model proposal. The
distribution of consumers, segregated by consumer type, is captured in Fig. 5.4.
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Figure 5.4: Distribution of differencing order among consumers of different types.
Once the ARIMA model is estimated, the next consumption point in the time series Xt
is forecast. From that point forecast, a 95% confidence interval C is constructed with the
assumption of i.i.d. Gaussian errors t as described in [101]:
C = Xt ± 1.96σ. (5.10)
Here 1.96 comes from the fact that 95% of the standard normal distribution lies within
[-1.96,+1.96]. Recall that σ was the standard deviation of the i.i.d. Gaussian errors t in
Eq. (5.8). The prediction by ARIMA and the confidence intervals for two different consumers
are illustrated in Fig. 5.5. In this chapter, we propose the use of these confidence intervals
for anomaly detection. If a smart meter reading lies outside these intervals, we say with 95%
confidence that it is anomalous. Also note that there is an order of magnitude difference
between the consumptions of these two consumers and that the confidence intervals for
Consumer 2 in Fig. 5.5(b) are tighter because of lower variance in consumption patterns.
Tighter confidence intervals are preferred, as they make attacks easier to detect. We refer
to the detector based on ARIMA confidence intervals as the ARIMA detector.
In our dataset, the consumers do not produce electricity and sell it back to the grid,
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(a) ARIMA prediction for Consumer 1
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(b) ARIMA prediction for Consumer 2
Figure 5.5: ARIMA forecasting of points and 95% confidence intervals.
so the consumption is never negative. Thus, the lower bound of the confidence interval is
useful only if it is positive, as negative readings reported by smart meters are naturally
anomalous. Note that the lower bound for Consumer 1 in Fig. 5.5(a) goes negative, while
it stays positive for Consumer 2. The reason why the lower bound goes negative is the
symmetry in the Gaussian error assumption that is inherent in ARIMA and ARMA models.
However, in future scenarios in which consumers supply to the grid, or consume a negative
amount of electricity, a negative lower bound of the confidence interval will become useful.
5.5.1 ARIMA Attack
In order to circumvent the ARIMA detector, Mallory needs to ensure that their neighbor’s
consumption remains within the 95% confidence interval. If she steals more electricity from
the neighbor, the utility will find that the neighbor’s consumption exceeds the upper bound
of the confidence interval and is anomalous. On discovering this anomaly, the utility may
dispatch a technician to manually verify the integrity of the neighbor’s meter. In practice,
such investigations are made periodically [85]. In this section, we assume the worst-case
scenario in which Mallory has full information and can estimate the 95% confidence intervals
just as well as the utility can.
The optimal value for Mallory to steal is the maximum that she can steal while averting
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detection. This point is reached at the 95% confidence threshold. Thus the attacker over-
reports the neighbor’s consumption as the 95% threshold point as shown in Fig 5.6. Since
this attacks averts the ARIMA detector, we refer to it as the ARIMA attack.
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(a) Zoomed in (±12 hours)
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(b) Zoomed out (±1 week)
Figure 5.6: Illustration of an ARIMA attack on a neighbor. The attack is launched at time
0 on the horizontal axis.
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(a) Zoomed in (±12 hours)
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Figure 5.7: Illustration of integrated ARIMA attack on a neighbor using the truncated
normal distribution. The attack is launched at time 0 on the horizontal axis.
The ARIMA detector has bounded the attack, and the maximum electricity stolen from
the neighbor is given by the difference between the ARIMA Attack curve and the Actual
Consumption curve.
In order to detect the attack, the statistics of the window can be compared against
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statistics of previous windows. Specifically, if the observed mean µ′ lies in the interval
[min({µ}),max({µ})] and the observed standard deviation σ′ lies in the interval
[min({σ}),max({σ})], then we say the new point is not a suspected attack. When the
ARIMA detector is augmented with these additional checks on mean and standard devia-
tion, we refer to the enhanced detector as the integrated ARIMA detector. Here {µ} and
{σ} are the sets of means and standard deviations observed in historic data. For the sake
of standardization, we assume in our simulations that each statistic (µ and σ) is calculated
on a window of a week in the historic data. Therefore, the cardinality of {µ} and {σ} is the
number of weeks in the utility’s smart meter data archive.
5.5.2 Integrated ARIMA Attack
As security researchers and practitioners, it is important for us to think about how an
attacker may evade our own checks, as no check is completely foolproof. In our case, we
find that despite checks on the mean and standard deviation, it is possible for attackers to
circumvent the integrated ARIMA detector. They may do so by generating false consumption
readings by using a truncated normal distribution. This distribution is specified by a range,
mean, and standard deviation. By setting the range to the ARIMA confidence intervals,
Mallory averts detection by the ARIMA detector. In addition, she can set the mean to
the extreme point max({µ}) to avert the check on the mean. At the max({µ}) value, the
mean quantity of electricity stolen is maximized, while still being undetectable. Finally,
Mallory can set the standard deviation to the extreme point min({σ}) to avert the standard
deviation check. We assume that she wants to minimize the standard deviation to minimize
the variability that she needs to incorporate into his own consumption. If Mallory were to
steal electricity from multiple consumers, the variability would add up, making it difficult
for her to match with her own consumption in order to pass the balance check.
Since this attack averts all the checks of the integrated ARIMA detector, we called it the
integrated ARIMA attack, and it is illustrated in Fig. 5.7. It can be seen that the integrated
ARIMA attack curve has significantly higher variance than the ARIMA attack curve in
Fig. 5.6. However, its mean is lower, so we expect less electricity to be stolen under the
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integrated ARIMA attack. The trade-off for Mallory is that the integrated ARIMA attack
is harder to detect.
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(a) Attack Class 1B (subject is a neighbor)
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(c) Attack Classes 3A/3B (subject is the attacker)
Figure 5.8: Illustration of Attack Classes 1B and 2A/2B using the Integrated ARIMA
attack, and Attack Classes 3A/3B using the Optimal swap attack. In (a) the consumption
of one of Mallory’s neighbors is over-reported; in (b) Mallory’s own consumption is
under-reported; and in (c) Mallory’s own highest consumptions are swapped into the
off-peak period.
The various attack classes discussed in Chapter 4 can be realized as attack vectors by
Mallory in many ways as long as she obeys the class definitions. For example, Mallory
can under-report her consumption readings in Attack Classes 2A/2B by setting all reported
readings to zero. Thus, she maximizes the amount of electricity that she can steal. However,
it is easy to detect such an attack, and we want to inject attacks that are not as easy to
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detect. We inject attacks using random numbers, as this ensures that deterministic patterns
do not emerge, leading to easy detection. Note that the reported attack consumption poisons
the utility’s ARIMA model, so the confidence intervals follow the attack vector, and not the
actual consumption. Figure 5.8 illustrates the injections through the use of the integrated
ARIMA attack, where Mallory is Consumer 1330 in the CER dataset.
The injections were performed on the 500 consumers in the dataset. For each consumer, we
injected attack vectors according to methods that we will describe next. For the integrated
ARIMA attack, we generated 30 to 50 different attack vectors from the truncated normal
distribution, to reduce bias in the samples obtained from the distribution. From these attack
vectors, we evaluated all the detectors by using the worst-case vector that provided Mallory
with maximum profit. The computation that went into producing this chapter required that
74 CPU cores be run for a total period of 4 weeks.
5.5.3 Attack Class 1B Injection
If we assume that Mallory can compromise a smart meter, it is also reasonable to assume
that she can passively monitor it and build the same models of the data that we have built
from the training set. If we were to install the ARIMA-based detector defined in Chapter 5,
we could assume that Mallory can do the same.
The integrated ARIMA attack involves the injection of false readings from a truncated
normal distribution in such a way that the neighbor’s readings are over-reported, while
remaining within the ARIMA confidence interval. At the same time, the mean and variance
of the false readings do not exceed thresholds based on historic data. This attack is illustrated
in Fig. 5.8(a).
5.5.4 Attack Classes 2A/2B Injection
We show that both the ARIMA attack and the integrated ARIMA attack can be implemented
to realize Attack Classes 2A/2B. Mallory under-reports her own consumption readings to
reduce her bill. For Attack Class 2B, she also over-reports consumption readings for her
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neighbors to circumvent the balance check. In the case of the ARIMA attack, Mallory’s
attack vector would be set to the lower confidence threshold (or zero, whichever is greater).
The ARIMA attack can be detected by the integrated ARIMA detector, which in turn can
be circumvented by the integrated ARIMA attack as described in [47]. There is only one
difference in injecting the integrated ARIMA attack for Attack Classes 2A/2B, and that is
that the mean of the attack vector generated by the truncated normal distribution is equal
to the minimum of the means (as opposed to the maximum, as for Attack Class 1B) in the
training set. This injection attack is illustrated in Fig. 5.8(b).
5.5.5 Attack Classes 3A/3B Injection
In Attack Classes 3A/3B, Mallory reportedly swaps her load to exploit variable pricing. In-
jecting an attack vector requires us to assume either time-of-use (TOU) or real-time pricing.
We assume TOU as there is currently no real-time pricing plan for end-consumers in Ireland
(which is where our data came from). Based on Nightsaver plans offered by various Irish
utilities, we assume two TOU periods: a peak period from 9:00 A.M. to midnight and an
off-peak period from midnight to 9:00 A.M. We evaluated this choice of peak period for our
dataset and found it to be suitable because 94.4% of consumers had higher consumption
during the peak period on over 90% of the days in the training set.
We injected an optimal instance of Attack Classes 3A/3B that we call the Optimal Swap
attack. We took a week of readings from the test set and swapped the highest readings from
the peak period with the lowest readings in the off-peak period. Note that this attack does
not affect the mean or variance of the data for the day (or for the week). It does not even
affect the distribution of readings, so the KLD detector would not work if it were designed to
compare the new week’s vector with previous weeks’ vectors. The only change in the dataset
is the temporal ordering of readings. That ordering exploits the changing electricity price,
as Mallory would pay less for her highest consumption readings in the day. The Optimal
Swap attack would, however, require Mallory to be able to perfectly predict future high
consumption readings so she can swap them with current low consumption readings in the
early, off-peak period of the day. An imperfect prediction could also produce the same result,
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but the prediction would need to be good enough to ensure that the distribution of readings
was not significantly changed. For our study, we used prior knowledge of the values in the
test set to make a perfect prediction, and injected the Optimal Swap, or worst-case scenario.
Note that we injected the swapping of small values for large ones in a way that minimized
errors that resulted from exceeding the confidence intervals of the ARIMA detector. That
attack injection is illustrated in Fig. 5.8(c).
5.6 Detection Using PCA and DBSCAN
From Fig. 5.1, it is clear that the weeks of consumption readings look so similar that the
matrix representation of consumption readings has a clear low-rank approximation. In other
words, there exists a matrix with linearly dependent columns that looks almost identical
to the one illustrated in Fig. 5.1. The difference is that the matrix illustrated in the figure
contains deviations from the low-rank behavior as a consequence of small variations between
weeks (noise). We propose to use principal component analysis (PCA) to discard that noise,
and observe the similarity between weeks in a lower-dimensional space.
PCA reveals the underlying trends in the smart meter data, across thousands of consumers,
by reducing the dimensionality of the data, while retaining most of the data’s variance. As
such, it provides us with a way to project a vector of electricity consumption readings in
a high-dimensional space into one in a lower-dimensional space without loss of important
signal characteristics. That greatly aids anomaly detection methods, which can be intu-
itively executed in the lower-dimensional space because clusters that differentiate normal
consumption from abnormal consumption are evident in the lower-dimensional space.
5.6.1 The PCA Mechanism
We demonstrate the mechanism of PCA by constructing two different matrices (A & B)
from our entire training set. A has MA = 20, 160 rows, one for each half-hour of the 60-
week period of study, and NA = 2, 982 columns, one for each consumer. In this example,
we can think of the consumption of each consumer across all 60 weeks as a column vector
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in a 20,160-dimensional space. There are 2,982 such column vectors. Using PCA, we will
collapse these column vectors from MA = 20, 160 dimensions into two dimensions. Because
of high correlation, two data points are sufficient to capture the patterns of each consumer,
relative to the patterns of other consumers. Let PA be the matrix of dimension 2×MA that
transforms A of dimension MA ×NA to YA of dimension 2×NA. Then,
PAA = YA. (5.11)
For calculation and notation convenience, we pre-process A in two stages. First, we center
A by subtracting the mean of each row from all values in that row. Next, we divide A by
NA = 2, 982. We are interested in the covariance between the MA rows (or readings per
consumer) in A. For the corresponding AAT covariance matrix, PA = U
T
(0:1,:), where U is
obtained from the singular-value decomposition (SVD) of A = UΣV T . Here, the columns
of U are the eigenvectors of the covariance matrix AAT , and Σ2 (the eigenvalues) represent
the amount of variance retained by the principal components. This is illustrated in Fig. 5.9.
Together, the two components in PA retain 63.63% of the variance in A, and the marginal
variance retained by each additional component is negligible.
There are two advantages to retaining only the first two components. First, maximum
variance is retained by these components, so discarding additional components effectively
discards the noise in the consumption patterns. Second, it allows us to visualize a vector of
20, 160 dimensions in a two-dimensional space. That then facilitates anomaly detection in
that 2D space, as we will discuss later. Later, we will evaluate different projections in more
than two dimensions.
5.6.2 Construction of PCA Biplots
We transform A into the PA space by taking the product PAA = YA, where YA is the 2×NA
PCA score matrix. The two rows of YA are called the Principal Component 1 Score and the
Principal Component 2 Score. The scatter plot of the two scores is the PCA biplot shown in
Fig. 5.10(a). Points that lie close together in this 2D space describe consumers, or columns
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Figure 5.10: Principal component analysis biplots describing the structure and similarities
within the dataset.
in A, whose consumption patterns are similar. Given that the comparison is over 60 weeks
at a half-hour granularity, the large extent to which the consumers cluster together in the
biplot was unexpected, and indicates that most of the consumers in the dataset have highly
similar consumption patterns.
In Fig. 5.10(a), we used the labels in the CER dataset to distinguish the points in the biplot
by consumer type. These labels revealed that most residential consumers clustered together
in the 2D space, indicating that their consumptions were similar to each other. However,
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SMEs varied greatly, which might reflect the unique electricity consumption requirements of
their businesses.
In order to capture the relationship among consumers’ individual patterns across different
weeks, we reshaped A to get another matrix B; it contains MB = 48 ∗ 7 = 336 rows (one
for each half-hour of the week) and NB = 2, 982 ∗ 60 = 178, 920 columns (one for each week
of each consumer in the 60-week period). Again, we reduced the dimension of each week
from MB = 336 dimensions to 2 dimensions, retaining 68% of the variance in B as shown in
Fig. 5.9. The corresponding principal component matrix, PB, is 2× 336, and the PCA score
matrix, YB = PBB, is 2×NB.
Note that although A and B contain the same number of elements, their principal compo-
nent scores are of different dimensions and describe completely different characteristics of the
data. The scores in YB tell us how similar the 60 weeks of consumption are in the training
set across all consumers, and they are plotted in Fig. 5.10(b). We observe a dense clustering
of points corresponding to each consumer in the YB matrix, which captures how similar the
consumption weeks are for each consumer, in comparison to weeks of other consumers. That
clustering can easily be seen in Fig. 5.10(b), where we have colored the points corresponding
to four very different consumers and their consumption weeks.
A closer look at the weeks for Consumer 1028 in Fig. 5.10(b) revealed a single blue triangle
at around (70,−15) in the plot that is significantly distant from the others. It corresponds to
Week Index 23 in Fig. 5.1, which is clearly anomalous and probably a vacation week. There
are other anomalous points that are distant from the dense cluster. As the anomalies are
inherent in the dataset, we assume that they are natural anomalies, and not the consequence
of attacks. Attacks, which modify the consumption signals in a manner that changes their
pattern, cause a shift in the location of the original point (corresponding to a week) to a
completely new one on the biplot, as shown in Fig. 5.11(b).
5.6.3 Clustering Points in the Principal Component Space
A natural density-based clustering of points in the principal component space can be seen in
Fig. 5.10. For that reason, we employed the Density-Based Spatial Clustering of Applications
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with Noise (DBSCAN) algorithm [102] to determine which points correspond to regular
weeks and which points correspond to anomalous weeks. An inherent benefit of DBSCAN
is that it works well for irregular geometries of dense clusters, and that it does not assume
any underlying probability density of the points. The non-convex boundaries and treatment
of dense clusters make DBSCAN better suited to our application than other hierarchical,
centroid-based, and distribution-based clustering methods.
The DBSCAN algorithm has two configurable parameters: eps and MinPts. These are
used to obtain dense neighborhoods. In a two-dimensional Euclidean space, such as our
principal component space, the circular region of radius eps centered at a point is referred
to as the eps neighborhood of the point. A core point is a point that contains MinPts points
within its eps neighborhood. All points that lie within the eps neighborhood of a core point
are considered members of a dense cluster.
In our specific case, we are clustering 60 points that correspond to the weeks of consump-
tion for each consumer in our training set. These points were extracted from YB. We define
MinPts as the number of points that achieves a simple majority (which in this case is 31).
As a result, a single continuous cluster corresponding to normal weeks is produced because
any two eps neighborhoods containing MinPts points must intersect at at least one point.
Points that lie within the eps neighborhood of a core point, but are not core points
themselves, are referred to as fringe points, as they usually lie at the fringes of the dense
neighborhood. The algorithm considers all points that are neither core points nor fringe
points to be “noise.” This noise is how we define anomalous points in the dataset.
Figure 5.11(a) illustrates the result of the DBSCAN algorithm for Consumer 1028. The
green points are core points, and the blue triangles are fringe points. Since we chose MinPts
to represent a simple majority, the circular eps neighborhoods overlap to form a single dense
region, indicated by the yellow region in Fig. 5.11(a). All points within this region are
considered to be normal. Anomalies, which may be caused by attacks, are points that do
not lie in this region. The red crosses correspond to natural anomalies, which the algorithm
would flag as false positives, as they lie outside the yellow “safe” region.
Clearly, the detection takes place in the 2D space spanned by PB’s basis vectors, which
span the weekly consumptions of all consumers. In order to reverse-engineer the PCA
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Figure 5.11: Principal component analysis biplots for Consumer 1028 capturing (a) the
decision boundary for anomalous points and (b) the movement of a baseline week of
consumption in the principal component space with increase in duration of an integrity
attack.
detector for the purpose of circumventing it, Mallory would need to recreate this 2D space
by gaining access to the meters of all consumers. In contrast, she would only need to
compromise the smart meter of a single victim in order to reverse-engineer the Average
Detector for that victim. Therefore, the PCA-based detection method is more secure because
circumventing it requires full knowledge of all consumers’ smart meter readings.
Although the DBSCAN authors provide recommendations in [102] on how to set eps, these
methods are not scalable. Specifically, they suggest calculating a list of core distances for
each point and observing a knee-point at which a threshold should be set for eps. Given that
there are 2, 982 sets of points in our dataset (one for each consumer), eyeballing knee-points
for each set is not feasible, so we needed to find an alternative. OPTICS, described in [103],
can be used to determine cluster memberships for a single set of points that contains multiple
clusters. However, it is not suitable for our study, in which we are defining a single cluster
per set in 2, 982 sets of points.
We set eps based on Sn, a measure proposed by statisticians in [104]. Sn looks at a typical
distance between points, which makes it a good estimator of eps. In contrast, the median
absolute deviation (MAD) and the Mahalanobis distance measure the distance between
points and a centroid, which is not how eps is defined. And, unlike the standard deviation,
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Sn is robust to outliers. In addition, Sn is applicable to asymmetric geometries of points,
like those in 5.10(b).
5.7 Detection Using Kullback-Leibler Divergence
The Kullback-Leibler divergence (KLD) is useful for comparing the distribution of a set of
measurements against the distribution of a baseline model. This method does not assume
any underlying parametric distribution. It is ideal for detecting the integrated ARIMA
attack because it can detect the change in consumption pattern distributions caused by the
attack. The implementation and evaluation of this method in the context of electricity theft
is a main contribution of this chapter.
KLD is calculated as follows. For each consumer, we construct a training matrix X with
M rows (one for each week in the M -week training set period). We then use |B| equal bins
to calculate a histogram of all values of X, where B denotes the set of bins. We refer to the
corresponding probability mass function as the X distribution. We iterate through each row i
of X (denoted by Xi, where i ∈ {0, 1, ...,M−1}), and calculate the probability that values in
Xi will lie in each bin of B. Those probabilities give us what we call the Xi distributions. It is
essential to use the same set of bins, B, determined from the X distribution while calculating
the Xi distributions. We construct a vector K of KLD measures from a consumer’s training
set. Each element Ki in K is equal to the KLD between Xi and X:
Ki =
∑
b∈B
PXi(b) log2
PXi(b)
PX(b)
, (5.12)
where PXi(b) refers to the number of values in Xi that belong to bin b, normalized by the
total number of values in Xi. Similarly, PX(b) is the corresponding relative frequency for
values in X that belong to bin b. We refer to the distribution of K as the KLD distribution.
A week of consumption readings is deemed to be anomalous if it deviates too much from the
historic distribution. We set thresholds on the KLD distribution at the 90th percentile and
95th percentile for the sake of illustration. For a new week of consumptions, we construct
a week vector XA, and calculate KA with respect to X using Eq. (5.12). Let the null
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hypothesis be defined as the event that a new week of consumption readings, given by XA,
is not anomalous. If KA > 90
th percentile, we say that the week was anomalous, or the null
hypothesis was rejected at an upper-tail significance level of α = 10%. The α = 10% is a
more aggressive detection boundary than the α = 5% corresponding to the 95th percentile.
The reason is that more values are likely to be flagged as anomalous. However, α = 10%
is also subject to a higher false-positive rate, as normal consumptions may also be flagged
as anomalous. A successful detector has both a high attack detection rate and a low false-
positive rate. The Jensen-Shannon divergence may similarly be used as an alternative to
the KL divergence. However, we leave its evaluation for future work.
5.7.1 Illustration of the KLD Detector
In Fig. 5.12(a), we illustrate the baseline X distribution for Consumer 1330 in our dataset.
There is one Xi distribution for each week in the training set; we illustrate week 10 (X10) in
Fig. 5.12(b). Most training weeks would have similar shapes, while anomalous weeks would
have different shapes. For example, the distribution for the integrated ARIMA attack vector
is significantly different from the X distribution, as shown in Fig. 5.12(c). The difference
between each Xi distribution and the X distribution is given by the KL divergence Ki as
defined in Eq. (5.12). Ki is lower for X10 than it is for the attack distribution because X10
more closely resembles the attack distribution.
The distribution of Ki is illustrated in Fig. 5.13 with the 99
th percentile point marked.
For this illustration, we used 30 bins. In general, fewer bins produce fewer true and false
positives. In the extreme case, a single bin produces 0% true-positive and false-positive rates.
Similarly, a very large number of bins could produce higher true-positive and false-positive
rates. A more detailed study of the impact of the number of bins on the results is presented
in Appendix B.2.
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(a) Baseline Training Distribution:
X
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(b) Non-malicious Week Distribution
(Ki = 0.22)
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(c) Attack Week Distribution
(Ki = 0.74)
Figure 5.12: Comparison of the distributions of baseline, non-malicious consumption, and
attack readings.
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Figure 5.13: Distribution of Ki values for all the weeks in the training set. The 99
th
percentile is obtained from this distribution.
5.8 Evaluation of the PCA-DBSCAN and KLD Detector on the
Min-Average Attack
We compare the performance of our detectors against the min-average detector, which is
a heuristic method that was proposed in related work [86]. We show that our detectors
dramatically mitigate the min-average attack. We also evaluated the detectors against the
integrated ARIMA attack, which we proposed, but include that in Appendix B.
For each of the 500 consumers in the CER dataset, we estimated how much Mallory
would be able to gain in one week through the use of the min-average attack because of
detector false negatives. In that sense, we allowed Mallory to take the roles of any of the
500 consumers, taken one at a time. We separately evaluated the PCA-DBSCAN and the
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KLD detector on all 500 consumers, and set the most aggressive detection thresholds for
each consumer such that the false positive rate was at most 7% on the 60 weeks of training
data. We implemented the min-average attack and marked positive gains when the min-
average attack was not detected by either of the two detectors. Those gains were computed
by injecting the attack into a test set of 14 weeks of data, and computing the difference
between Mallory’s true bill (the bill she would have received if she had not committed
fraud) and fraud bill (the bill she would receive having committed fraud). We averaged
those gains over the 14 weeks to obtain the gains for one week. Figure 5.14 summarizes the
results for both detectors. It can be seen that, for most consumers, both detectors are able
to detect the attack. Therefore the gains are zero for most consumers. The gains were large
for a few consumers for which the detectors could not perform well because of consumption
behavior unpredictability.
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Figure 5.14: Distribution of the amount of electricity that can be stolen in one week
through the use of the min-average attack against the PCA-DBSCAN detector ($3.8 on
average) and the KLD detector ($1 on average).
From Fig. 5.14, it can be seen that the KLD detector mitigates the min-average attack.
In the absence of that detector, the gains would have been $26.4 per week (as described in
Section 5.4.2); with the detector in place, the gains were only $1 per week. In summary,
on average, the KLD detector mitigates the min-average attack by 96%. Similarly, the
PCA-DBSCAN detector mitigates the gains by 86% from $26.4 per week to $3.8 per week.
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5.9 Related Work
In [98], the authors describe how they simulated consumption patterns of loads in house-
holds and detected changes in these patterns to identify electricity theft achieved by tapping
power lines. They reduce false-positive rates by fusing alerts reported by multiple sensors.
Their approach is similar to ours in that they try to identify ways in which attacks can take
place, and employ learning algorithms to detect attacks. The authors of [78], [98], and [105]
all independently claim to have built comprehensive attack trees that span all possible elec-
tricity theft attacks. However, their attack trees all depend on existing technologies. In
contrast, our work analyzes the fundamental necessary conditions for the execution of a suc-
cessful electricity theft attack, which are equally applicable to future, unknown technological
approaches for such attacks.
In this chapter, we contribute to the state of the art and the state of the practice by
evaluating cyber-based electricity theft attacks on the smart grid in the presence of security
measures that are currently employed by industry. We are the first to employ and study
the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence in the context of detecting electricity theft, but this
method has been used in other anomaly detection applications in [106] and [107].
5.10 Conclusion
In this chapter, we characterized anomaly detection methods for time-series data based on
whether they detect anomalies in either individual readings or sets of readings. We discussed
the min-average detector from related and work and derived the optimal attack against that
detector. We proposed four fraud detectors, three of which detect anomalous sets of readings.
We proposed the ARIMA detector and the integrated ARIMA detector to improve on the
ARMA detector from related work. We proposed the PCA-DBSCAN detector and explained
its mathematical underpinnings. We proposed the KLD detector and explained how it could
be applied in practice.
We evaluated the PCA-DBSCAN detector and the KLD detector against the min-average
detector (proposed in related work), and found that the attacker’s monetary gains via fraud
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were reduced by 96% through the use of the KLD detector and 86% through the use of
the PCA-DBSCAN detector. Therefore, we demonstrated the claim in our thesis statement
that empirical models can improve fraud detection in the context of consumption fraud. The
work in this chapter was peer-reviewed, and published in [33], [47], [89], and [95].
In the next chapter, we will evaluate the detection methods that were proposed in this
chapter against attacks that are optimal against them.
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CHAPTER 6
OPTIMAL ATTACK VECTORS THAT ENABLE
CONSUMPTION AND GENERATION FRAUD
In Chapter 5, we presented the min-average attack, which is the optimal attack against the
min-average detector (worst-case scenario for the detector). By optimal, we mean that Mal-
lory’s gains are maximized while remaining within the detection threshold and circumventing
the detector. We evaluated the PCA-DBSCAN and KLD detectors against the min-average
attack. Although the min-average attack is optimal against the min-average detector, it is
not optimal against the PCA-DBSCAN and the KLD detectors. In this chapter, we will
take a different evaluation approach; we will evaluate each detector based on the optimal
attacks against that detector. In doing so, we compare detectors on how well they would
perform if the attacker knew how they were designed.
Similar to consumption fraud discussed in Chapter 5, smart grid entities with generation
capabilities can compromise their meters to over-report their generation to make monetary
gains. For distributed energy resources (DERs) like solar and wind power, in particular,
such compromise may be advantageous. That is because their capital costs of installation
are high. Although those costs have been decreasing in recent years [16], it can take a long
time for DER owners to recover them just through income from generation. In this chapter,
we show that there is a compelling motivation for DER generation fraud because it can
reduce the time it takes to recover the capital costs of DER installation by over 80%.
The adoption of renewable energy generators has been increasing rapidly in recent years.
From 2010 to 2015, photovoltaic adoption in the U.S. grew by 46%, 43%, and 101% for
residential, commercial, and utility-scale installations, respectively [108]. Globally, solar
capacity increased by 28% and wind capacity increased by 17% from 2014 to 2015 [16].
Most capacity additions in the U.S. came from wind power (41%) in that period [17], and
by the end of 2016, wind surpassed hydro as the largest source of renewable energy in
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the U.S. [109]. The worrying trend is that demand for electricity has not grown with the
generation, and as recently as April 2017, it was reported that wholesale electricity prices
had dropped so low that at times they were even negative [110]. Since the operating costs of
distributed energy resources (DERs) such as solar and wind (about $15/MWh [111]) often
exceed the amount that DER owners are paid (ranging from $0 to $45/MWh [110]), there
is a real motivation for DERs to compromise their reported generation in order to make
fraudulent monetary gains and ensure that they profit.
In this chapter, we present the first analysis of how much attackers, who own or operate
DERs, would stand to gain by fraudulently reporting that they generate more than they
actually do. The detection of DER fraud, in the case of solar and wind, is different from
that of consumer fraud in that DERs generate electricity based on weather conditions. The
dependence of DERs on weather creates correlations between nearby DERs that can be
leveraged for detection.
In considering DERs, we restrict our attention to solar and wind, which are the most
prevalent sources. We refer to customers who seek to make monetary gains through con-
sumption or generation fraud as attackers. The attackers may be individuals or groups of
individuals who own or operate electricity consumption facilities and/or DERs. Consumers
who also produce electricity are referred to as prosumers.
6.1 Summary of Contributions
In this chapter, we derive the optimal attacks against the KLD and PCA-DBSCAN detectors
in the context of consumption fraud in Section 6.2. We present the first study of detectors
for mitigating DER fraud. The detectors analyze smart meter readings collected at a central
location, which is presumably at the utilities’ data centers. The detectors then construct
an unsupervised model of normal consumption and generation behaviors. The models of
normal consumption/generation are unsupervised because there are infinitely many ways in
which attackers could compromise their meter readings in order to make monetary gains,
so labeling of attacks for supervised modeling cannot be done in a comprehensive manner.
In this chapter we present modeling approaches that are unique to DERs, and leverage
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correlations between DERs and relevant weather data. The anomaly detection methods
leverage those models to determine whether or not meter fraud has taken place.
We describe the datasets used in both our illustrations of generation fraud and our eval-
uations of fraud detectors in Section 6.3. We propose fraud detectors and derive optimal
attacks against those detectors in Section 6.4. We present a unique study of the costs of
solar and wind installations in Section 6.5, and show that those optimal attack vectors can
dramatically reduce the time it would take for a generator owner to recover those costs. We
conclude the section in Section 6.6.
6.2 Optimal Attack Vectors against Detectors of Consumption
Fraud
An optimal attack would maximize the amount of electricity stolen while going undetected.
In this section, we derive the optimal attacks against the KLD detector and the PCA-
DBSCAN detector in the context of consumption fraud.
6.2.1 Optimal Attack Against the KLD Detector
In order to construct the optimal attack against the KLD detector, the attacker (denoted by
A) would need to have access to three pieces of information: (1) the set of bins being used, B;
(2) the distribution of the training data, D′Tr, over those bins; and (3) the percentile threshold
calculated on the training data, τ . The optimal attack vector for a week of readings, D′∗A ,
maximizes the attacker’s profit as follows.
D′∗A = arg max
D′A
T∑
t=1
λ(t)∆t[DA(t)−D′A(t)] (6.1)
subject to KLD(D′A, D
′
Tr) ≤ τ, (6.2)
where λ(t) is the electricity price at time t and ∆t is the time period between the collections
of readings. The objective function is the profit given in dollars ($); ∆t is in hours (h);
DA(t) is in kilowatts (kW); and λ(t) is in $/kWh. The space of readings is very large (but
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countably finite because readings are rounded off to the nearest watt and bounded below by
zero). Therefore the search space is exponentially large in T . However, we show that the
problem can be reformulated as a mixed-integer convex optimization problem and efficiently
solved using free solvers. The trick is as follows. Instead of solving for D′∗A , we solve for the
optimal distribution of D′∗A such that the KLD from the training data remains within the
threshold τ . Once we have the optimal distribution, we can generate D′∗A as per that optimal
distribution.
We can restate the objective function in Eq. (6.2) as follows by removing all the constants.
D′∗A = arg max
D′A
T∑
t=1
λ(t)[DA(t)−D′A(t)] (6.3)
= arg min
D′A
T∑
t=1
λ(t)D′A(t) (6.4)
= arg min
D′A
1
T
T∑
t=1
D′A(t), (6.5)
where the last equality assumes that λ(t) is constant for all t (we will later relax that
assumption). Therefore, by minimizing the mean of the reported readings, we can maximize
the profits for the attacker. Let the probability distribution of D′Tr(t) be discretized into |B|
bins with bin centers XTr(b) for b ∈ B. Let PA(b) denote the probability Prob(D′A(t) ∈ b)
for b ∈ B. Then the mean given in Eq. (6.5) can be expressed in terms of the expectation
of the probability distribution as follows: 1
T
∑T
t=1D
′
A(t) =
∑
b∈BXTr(b)PA(b). With that
formulation, we can use PA(b) as the optimization variable, and that is convenient because the
KLD constraint can be expressed directly in terms of PA(b) and the corresponding training
probabilities PTr(b). The equivalent convex optimization formulation of the optimal attack
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against the KLD detector is given as follows.
P ∗A = arg min
PA
∑
b∈B
XTr(b)PA(b) (6.6)
subject to
∑
b∈B
PA(b) log
PA(b)
PTr(b)
≤ τ, (6.7)
∑
b∈B
XTr(b)PA(b) ≥ min avg, (6.8)
PA(b) ≥ 0, (6.9)
and
∑
b∈B
PA(b) = 1. (6.10)
The first constraint ensures that the KLD value is less than the threshold τ , the second
constraint includes the min-average detector, and the last two constraints ensure that the
probability values are valid. XTr, PTr, and τ are constants. The objective function is a linear
sum, and the probability validity constraints are also linear. The KLD constraint is convex,
making the whole problem a convex optimization problem that solves for the PA(b) values
from which the attack vector can be generated. Since the probabilities need to be converted
to integer frequencies, which can be used to generate the attack vector, the problem becomes
mixed-integer non-linear program (MINLP). In general MINLP is NP-Hard, but when the
constraints are convex, an exact solution can be obtained in polynomial time. We obtained
the solution using the Bonmin solver [112]; alternative solvers are described in [113].
An example of an optimal attack for one particular consumer in the CER dataset is illus-
trated in Fig. 6.1 with |B| = 10 and τ set at the 90th percentile of the KLD values in the
training set. Notice that the attacker is trying to under-report consumption, as evidenced
by the fact that the bin corresponding to the lowest consumption readings has a probability
associated with it in the attack distribution that is higher than in the training distribution.
Also, the bins corresponding to larger consumption readings have lower probabilities associ-
ated with them. The smallest consumption value in each bin is, by design, the value at the
left edge of the bin; D′∗A can be generated by making copies of the smallest value in each bin
in a manner that adheres to the optimal distribution.
The above derivation assumes that the electricity price λ(t) is a constant, as in flat-rate
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pricing. For time-of-use pricing, the optimal attack vector is more tedious derive, but the
underlying principles are the same as they are in the case of flat-rate pricing. Assume that
there are two prices (the idea can be extended for more than two prices), peak (denoted by
λp), and off-peak (denoted by λop). Furthermore, in a period of one week, let us assume
that there are Tp peak periods and Top off-peak periods. In this case, we need to obtain
D′∗A = [D
′∗
A p, D
′∗
A op] denoting the reported readings for the peak and off-peak periods. Note
that the ordering of readings D′∗A within the peak and off-peak periods is irrelevant because
the price is constant during those periods. The optimization objective in Eq. (6.5) is modified
for peak and off-peak pricing as follows.
[D′∗A p, D
′∗
A op] = arg min
[D′A p,D
′
A op]
[λp
Tp∑
t=1
D′A p + λop
Top∑
t=1
D′A op] (6.11)
= arg min
[D′A p,D
′
A op]
[λpTpE[D
′
A p] + λopTopE[D
′
A op]]. (6.12)
The above objective can be translated into a probabilistic expectation so that the objective
function and the constraints use the same optimization variable, similar to Eq. (6.10). That
is done by obtaining two histograms P ∗A p and P
∗
A op describing the optimal distribution of
readings within the peak and the off-peak periods, respectively. Note that the bins for
both histograms are given by the same set B. The corresponding optimization problem is
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formulated as follows.
[P ∗A p, P
∗
A op] = arg min
[PA p,PA op]
[λpTp
B∑
b=1
XTr(b)PA p(b) + λopTop
B∑
b=1
XTr(b)PA op(b)] (6.13)
subject to (6.14)
PA p ≥ 0 ;
B∑
b=1
PA p = 1 (6.15)
PA op ≥ 0 ;
B∑
b=1
PA op = 1 (6.16)
B∑
b=1
XTr(b)PA(b) ≥ min avg (6.17)
∑
b∈B
PA(b) log
PA(b)
PTr(b)
≤ τ, (6.18)
where
PA(b) =
TpPA p(b) + TopPA op(b)
Tp + Top
. (6.19)
The above objective function encodes the objective function in Eq. (6.12). The first two
constraints ensure that P ∗A p and P
∗
A op are valid probability distributions. The third con-
straint is the min-average detector constraint and the final constraint is the KLD detector
constraint.
As a consequence of solving the above optimization problem, obtaining the optimal distri-
butions, and generating the optimal attack vector D′∗A from those distributions, the attack
injects smaller values when the electricity price is low, and larger values when the electricity
price is high. That is illustrated in Fig. 6.2, in which TOU pricing corresponding to the
CER dataset was applied, and larger values in the optimal attack vector were injected dur-
ing off-peak periods, when the price was low. As a result, the attacker was charged less for
larger consumption values.
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Figure 6.1: Distribution of the optimal attack against the KLD detector in comparison to
the training distribution.
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Figure 6.2: Illustration of optimal attack against KLD with TOU pricing.
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6.2.2 Optimal Attack Against the PCA-DBSCAN Detector
In principle, the PCA-DBSCAN detector is very similar to the KLD detector. M weeks
in the training set, each containing N consumption readings, are transformed into an R-
dimensional space, where R << N . In the CER dataset, N = 336. Let V be an N × R
matrix that performs the PCA transformation Y = XV of the training set X. Note that
X is MC × N and contains the training data for all C consumers, and V is calculated on
that full dataset. For the sake of obtaining the detection boundary, the training data for
each consumer, denoted by D′Tr, are independently projected into the R-dimensional space
by using V . V , however, is calculated on X, which combines the data for all consumers.
As per the approach in [89], the DBSCAN algorithm finds a subset of the M training
weeks that are not anomalous in the vector space of Y . First, it determines core weeks,
which are points in Y for each consumer that contain M/2 neighbors in Y that are within
an  radius (as measured by the Euclidean L2 norm). Any points in Y that lie outside
of the  radius of all core weeks are deemed anomalous, and indicative of an attack. An
example for a consumer in the CER dataset is illustrated in Fig. 6.3, in which the core weeks
are projected from a 336-dimensional space onto a 2-dimensional space. The safe region is
shaded in yellow and contains overlapping circles centered at core weeks with radius . All
points outside that region are marked as attacks. For example, the zero attack vector, which
sets all consumption readings to zero, is marked as an attack because its projection lies far
outside the safe region.
Let η denote the set of core weeks, a subset of the M training weeks for each consumer,
which is determined by DBSCAN. In the example illustrated in Fig. 6.3, there are M = 60
weeks in the training set, of which |η| = 52 are core weeks. The remaining 8 weeks are not
as typical as 52 core weeks, and some of them may be anomalous. Therefore, they are not
used to model normal consumption behavior.
The optimal attack vector contains M = 336 readings in one week and must project into
the safe region. The objective is taken from Eq. (6.5), and the problem is formulated as
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follows.
D′∗A = arg min
D′A
N∑
t=1
λ(t)D′A(t) (6.20)
subject to D′A ≥ 0, (6.21)
D′A ≤ max(D′Tr), (6.22)
1
T
T∑
t=1
D′A(t) ≥ min avg (6.23)
||D′AV −D′nV || ≤ ,∀n ∈ η, (6.24)
where λ(t) would be known beforehand in flat-pricing or time-of-use schemes. D′A ≤
max(D′Tr) is an upper-bound constraint imposed based on the maximum of the historic
data in the training set. The distance between the projected attack, D′AV , and the pro-
jected core week, D′nV , is measured by the L2 norm, and that constraint is repeated |η|
times over all the different core weeks. Since the L2 norm is a convex function and the
objective function is linear, the optimization problem is convex and can be solved efficiently
using solvers like SCS [114], which comes packaged with CVXPY [115] for Python.
Note that the optimization problem is solved separately for each n ∈ η. In other words, |η|
different minimization problems are solved, and the solution corresponding to the minimum
of all minima is the final solution. That is based on the result from real analysis that the
infimum of a union of sets is the infimum of the set of infima of the individual sets. In our
case, the feasible set is the union of hyperspheres (circles in two dimensions, as illustrated in
Fig. 6.3) centered at D′nV with radius . If the optimization problem were solved by taking
all the constraints n ∈ η together, then the feasible set would have been the intersection of
those hyperspheres; that is, by definition, not the same as our detection boundary, which is
given as the boundary of the union of the hyperspheres.
An example of the optimal attack in comparison to core weeks is illustrated in the lower-
dimensional space in Fig. 6.3 and in the higher-dimensional space in Fig. 6.4. In Fig. 6.3,
notice that the optimal attack vector is projected onto the boundary of the feasible set.
That point represents maximum gains for the attacker while remaining within the detection
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Figure 6.3: Core weeks and attacks projected, using PCA, onto a two-dimensional space.
Points outside the yellow region, which was formed by overlapping circles centered on core
weeks, are marked as attacks. The optimal attack circumvents detection and lies within
the detection boundary.
boundary, and going undetected. In Fig. 6.4, notice that the optimal attack has mostly
zeroed values, but the few nonzero values are large and ensure that the projection lies in
the safe region. In addition, the nonzero values in the optimal attack coincide with peaks
in the consumption readings of the core weeks. That ensures that the optimal attack vector
preserves the trend in the training data. In preserving that trend, the optimal attack vector
does not adversely affect the low-rank approximation and lies far from the core weeks in the
low-dimensional space.
Note that the optimal attack vector against the PCA-DBSCAN detector incorporates the
timing of reported meter readings with the TOU electricity prices. It is different from the
optimal attack vector against the KLD detector, which is agnostic to the time-ordering and
allows the freedom to inject larger consumption values when the price is low. Also notice
that both optimal attack vectors require consumption to be over-reported at certain times,
in order to avoid detection.
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Figure 6.4: Illustration of optimal attack against PCA in the original dimension.
6.2.3 Comparison between KLD Detector and PCA-DBSCAN Detector
We had compared the KLD detector and the PCA-DBSCAN detector in terms of how well
they detected the the min-average attack and the integrated ARIMA attack in Chapter 5.
In this section, we compare them based on their worst-case scenarios. The comparison was
made as follows. For each detector, we allowed Mallory to take the role of all 500 consumers
in the CER dataset, one at a time. In each of those roles, Mallory was able to circumvent
the detector designed specifically for the consumer. For a fair comparison, the detector
threshold was set such that the false-positive tolerance was 7%. Therefore, the detector
thresholds for both detectors were set to be as tight as possible while ensuring that no more
than 7% of weeks in the training set triggered false positives. For each consumer role played
by Mallory, the fraudulent gains were obtained by calculating the difference between the
optimal attack D′∗A generated (for the two detectors discussed earlier in this section) and the
true consumption in a hold-out set of 14 weeks of data. The gains were averaged over the
14 weeks to obtain the average gains per week for each consumer.
The gains in one week for all 500 consumers playing the role of Mallory are plotted as
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Figure 6.5: Distribution of the amount of electricity that can be stolen in one week
through the use of optimal attacks against the PCA-DBSCAN detector ($21.3 on average)
and the KLD detector ($24.9 on average).
a histogram in Fig. 6.5. It is clear from the histogram the the PCA-DBSCAN detector
outperforms the KLD detector on average.
Note that the average gains in one week from the PCA-DBSCAN detector ($21.3) and
the KLD detector ($24.9) are not significantly lower than the gains from the optimal attack
against the min-average detector ($26.4); recall that the optimal attack against the min-
average detector was obtained in Section 5.4.2. That raises the question of the benefit of
the two proposed detectors. The benefit lies in the fact that the optimal attack against
the proposed detectors is much harder for Mallory to compute than is the optimal attack
against the min-average detector. The reason is that the optimal attack against the min-
average detector requires the knowledge of only Mallory’s own readings to be able to compute
the detection threshold, which is the smallest of the averages of past weeks of readings.
The optimal attack against the PCA-DBSCAN detector requires knowledge such as the
PCA projection matrix V and the radius , which can be obtained only with utility-insider
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knowledge (the set of core points η can be computed from Mallory’s own readings). Similarly,
the set of bins B and the KLD threshold τ can be obtained only from a utility-insider to
circumvent the KLD detector. Therefore, obtaining the worst-case attacks against the PCA-
DBSCAN and KLD detectors would be difficult to achieve for most malicious consumers in
practice.
6.3 Description of Datasets used in Designing Detectors of DER
Fraud
We use three datasets to evaluate our approaches to mitigating generation fraud. The fact
that the datasets are all freely available makes it possible for other researchers to replicate
and extend our results. We assume that the datasets have not been compromised by an
attacker, and use the data to model normal behavior, from which attack behavior can be
distinguished. Note that the datasets may have anomalous behavior that can lead to false
positives. The data come from consumers and generators in Australia, France, Ireland, and
the U.S.
6.3.1 Ausgrid Solar Dataset
This is an openly available dataset of electricity consumption and generation measurements
taken from a real deployment of 300 customers in the Sydney area [116] who have rooftop
solar panels on their homes. Readings were taken at a half-hour time granularity for one
year. In net metering, the primary purpose of the solar panel is to meet the customer’s
own consumption needs. If consumption exceeds the solar generation, the deficit power is
supplied by the utility grid at the prevailing retail price. If generation exceeds consumption,
the excess generation is sold back to the utility because the customers do not have storage
on their premises. The net generation is illustrated in Fig. 6.6(a).
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(a) Ausgrid: Net solar generation
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(b) NREL: Gross solar generation
Figure 6.6: Solar generation datasets: Heatmap illustration of daily repeating patterns for
one photovoltaic in the Ausgrid dataset (rated at 9 kW) and one photovoltaic in the NREL
dataset (rated at 13 MW).
6.3.2 NREL Solar Dataset
This dataset was created by the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) to be
representative of solar output characteristics across the U.S. [117]. We examined the me-
tered generation of 238 distributed photovoltaics in California from the dataset. Those
photovoltaics had ratings ranging from 4 MW to 121 MW, and the data for one of the pho-
tovoltaics is plotted in Fig. 6.6(b). The data were produced at a 5-minute granularity for a
period of one year.
6.3.3 Engie Wind Dataset
This is an openly available dataset of wind power generation from four 2 MW turbines in
Meuse, France. The data were provided by Engie, a French utility company. Readings
were taken at a 10-minute granularity, and we extracted a period of one year in which all
four turbines were continuously operational. One sample turbine group rated at 16 MW is
illustrated in Fig. 6.7.
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Figure 6.7: Engie wind dataset: Sample utility-scale turbine rated at 2 MW.
6.4 Optimal Attack Vectors against Detectors of DER Fraud
As described in the attack model in Section 4.6, an attacker may commit extensive fraud by
over-reporting generation by an arbitrarily large value. In this section, we present detectors
that can mitigate such fraud. For each detector, we identify the worst-case attack (optimal
for the attacker), which maximizes the electricity stolen while avoiding detection. We evalu-
ate each detector based on how much an attacker can gain by using the optimal attack that
circumvents that detector.
6.4.1 Rating Attack
A rating-based detector to limit the over-reporting of attacker generation would ensure that
the reported generation does not exceed the DER’s rating. The optimal attack for this
detector sets the generation readings at the rating threshold. In doing so, the attack vector
does not exceed the threshold. Simultaneously, the attackers maximize how much they
can steal by over-reporting their generation. This is the optimal attack for a rating-based
threshold, and we refer to it in this chapter as the rating attack.
In the case of solar, the generation is zero before sunrise and after sunset. Therefore,
in designing the rating-based detector for solar generation, we ensure that the detection
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Figure 6.8: Rating and percentile attacks illustrated for one customer in the Ausgrid solar
dataset. The shaded regions represent the stolen electricity.
threshold is set such that the generation can never exceed zero during that period. From
sunrise to sunset, the upper threshold is the solar panel’s rating. The amount of electricity
stolen is the difference between the rating and the actual generation, as illustrated in Fig. 6.8.
In a net metering system, if the DER owners were to claim that the net generation was
equal to the rating of the panel, they would in effect be claiming that their consumption was
zero. In doing so, they would not only over-report their generation, but also under-report
their consumption, which is theft.
Unlike solar generation, wind generation of a turbine can reach its rated capacity at any
time of the day or night. Therefore, the detection threshold would be set at the rated
capacity of the turbine throughout the day.
6.4.2 Percentile Attack
The rating attack, particularly for solar power, is naive in that it does not capture diurnal
variations of generation. In solar, for example, the output steadily increases until midday
and then steadily decreases in the evening, according to the solar irradiance. In order to
determine whether each solar output reading at a particular time is anomalous, one approach
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may leverage the diurnal patterns, and compare that reading with readings taken at the same
time on previous days. Our percentile threshold accomplishes that by setting a threshold at
the 99th percentile of data points seen at the same time on previous days. For example, to
determine whether a reading at 10:00 A.M. on a given day is anomalous, we check whether
that reading is greater than the 99th percentile of generation values taken at 10:00 A.M. on
previous days. Our choice of percentile point is based on the desire to achieve an acceptable
trade-off between true positives and false positives.
We refer to the optimal attack against the detector that uses the percentile-based threshold
as the percentile attack. Launching the percentile attack requires that the attacker be aware
that the utility may be using that detector as a defense. It also requires the attackers to
build a model of their own generation, in order to circumvent the detector by setting their
generation at the 99th percentile threshold. In doing so, they would not exceed the threshold,
and would maximize how much they can steal by over-reporting their generation while
going undetected. The amount of electricity stolen is the difference between the percentile
threshold and the actual generation, as illustrated in Fig. 6.8. Since that amount is always
less than that of the rating attack, the percentile-based threshold mitigates the extent of
possible fraud, relative to the rating-based threshold.
6.4.3 Correlation Attack
One way to detect attacks in the context of DERs, like solar and wind, is to leverage their
dependence on the availability of sunlight and wind, respectively. Therefore, the generations
of different DERs would be expected to be correlated. We verified that with all three DER
datasets; the results are illustrated in Fig. 6.9. The heatmaps in the figure were obtained by
computing the pairwise Pearson correlation coefficients between the DERs in the datasets.
For the NREL solar dataset plot, shown in Fig. 6.9(b), we had ordered the consumers in
increasing order of photovoltaic ratings. We were surprised to find that the cross-correlations
were maximum between adjacent generators. That means that generators that had similar
ratings were maximally correlated, which is surprising given that the data were standardized
and given that the generators were located in different parts of California. This observation
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(c) Engie wind turbines
Figure 6.9: Cross-correlations. These heatmaps plot the Pearson correlation coefficient
between all pairs of DERs in the dataset. Note that the minimum values on the scales are
not zero, so the cross-correlations are all high.
is useful for defenders (utilities) because the correlation detector works by validating the
readings of each DER using the readings from the most highly correlated neighboring DER.
Finding the most highly correlated DER can be computationally expensive when there are
many DERs to choose from, but utilities could reduce the search space by limiting their
search to the DERs with similar ratings.
Let A denote the attacker and C denote a neighboring DER used for detection. Per the
detector’s design, C’s correlation with A must be greater than any other DER’s correlation
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with A. Correlation implies a linear relationship, which is modeled as follows.
G′A(t) = mG
′
C(t) + c+ , (6.25)
where m and c are the slope and intercept obtained from linear regression, and  ∼ N(0, σ2)
is zero-mean Gaussian noise. It is Gaussian because linear regression inherently minimizes
the squared L2 norm of the fitting error, which in turn maximizes the likelihood that the
errors were Gaussian. All three parameters were obtained from the training set.
We claim that G′A(t) in the test set is anomalous if the following condition holds:
|G′A(t)− (mG′C(t) + c)| > kσ, (6.26)
where m, c, and σ were obtained from the training set and G′C was obtained at the same time
as G′A. k is the threshold parameter that determines the ROC for the correlation detector.
The optimal attack against the correlation attack, which we refer to as the correlation attack,
is achieved when A sets their generation reading as follows:
G′∗A(t) = min(mG
′
C(t) + c+ kσ,RA(t)), (6.27)
where RA(t) is A’s rating, which should not be exceeded. In order to accomplish this attack,
A would need to know that the utility is using C’s readings for anomaly detection, and
A would then need to monitor C’s readings. In addition, A would need to know k. The
difficulty of obtaining all that information may make this attack much less likely than the
previous attacks, which looked only at A’s own past readings.
We evaluate the KLD detector against the correlation detector in terms of how well they
detect the percentile attack. The ROC curves for the results are presented in Fig. 6.10. It can
be seen that the KLD detector narrowly outperforms the correlation detector for both the
solar and wind datasets. In certain settings, as seen in Fig. 6.10(b), the correlation detector
may achieve a more desirable trade-off with a FPR lower than that of the KLD detector.
The KLD detector waits until a week of readings has been obtained and then determines
that the readings have been over-reported consistently over the week. As a result, it produces
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Figure 6.10: ROC curves for DER mitigation methods.
a probability distribution of readings that differs greatly from the probability distribution
of the training set. As seen in Fig. 6.10(c) for wind, the KLD detector achieves perfect
detection performance, with an AUC of 1, at a 99.9th percentile detection threshold. In the
case of solar, its performance (in terms of AUC) is comparable with that of the correlation
detector.
The fact that the correlation detector can work in real-time is an advantage over the KLD
detector. However, we believe that an operator could use both detectors together, one in
real-time and one at a periodicity of one week.
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Figure 6.11: Statistical estimation of wind power from wind speed. The data points are
classified into normal (yellow circles) and anomalies (red crosses).
6.4.4 Weather-Based Detectors
A limitation of using historical data in the previously described methods is that we need to
assume that the training data have not been tampered with. If they have been tampered
with, then statistical learning methods trained on the data could become biased in a way
that ensures that the attacker escapes detection.
We now discuss the use of weather data to perform detection. The assumption is that
weather data can be obtained from a completely different data source, which the attacker
has not compromised. For example, a utility could use IBM’s Deep Thunder [118], which
provides wind speed and wind direction at turbine altitudes with a spatial resolution of 1 to
2 km. It also provides solar irradiance data at that spatial granularity.
For a fixed wind turbine configuration, the power produced can be obtained from wind
speed measurements by using a well-known physical relationship called the power curve.
Power curves for over 200 manufacturers’ turbines are provided in [119] as look-up tables
that map wind speed to expected power for each of those turbines. The operator could
use those data to detect anomalous deviations between every wind turbine’s expected and
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reported output.
Similarly, solar generation can be predicted by using irradiance data along with solar panel
configuration details such as the tilt angle (with respect to the axis perpendicular to the
surface of the earth) and azimuth angle (with respect to true north). The NREL PVWatts
calculator ( [120]) estimates the expected solar output from the photovoltaic array. If the
reported solar output significantly deviates from the expected output, the operator must
investigate the cause of the deviation, as it may be indicative of an attack.
Since the Engie data contain wind power and wind speed measurements, we created an
empirical model of the power curve, and used it to design what we call the power curve
detector. The model is simple; we calculate the probability of wind power measurements,
G′A, given wind speed measurements, S
′
A. We then extract distribution parameters for
P (G′A|S ′A), such as the median and the median absolute deviation (MAD), and use those for
anomaly detection as follows.
|G′A(t)−median(G′A|S ′A)| > kMAD(G′A|S ′A), (6.28)
where P (G′A|S ′A) is obtained from the training data. We used the medians and MADs
because they are robust statistics, unlike the means and standard deviations. Figure 6.11
illustrates the power curve from the training set; the anomalies are not malicious, but are
present in the dataset. If we had used means and standard deviations, those anomalies
would have skewed the model and made it less effective for detection of anomalies in the test
set. Once again, the optimal attack for this detector sets the generation at the detection
threshold, while ensuring that it does not exceed the rating.
The ROC curve for the power curve detector is illustrated in Fig. 6.10(c) and is produced
by varying k. For certain values of k, it produces a slightly lower false positive rate than the
correlation detector, but overall it is inferior to the correlation detector. For k = 0 it does
not have a high TPR or a high FPR because it turned out that the value of the percentile
attack vector was lower than the median power for the given speeds.
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Figure 6.12: Solar data: value of electricity stolen through the optimal attacks that
circumvent the rating and percentile-based detectors. The percentile-based detector
mitigates the amount of electricity that can be stolen via the rating attack. Similarly, the
correlation detector mitigates the percentile attack.
6.4.5 PCA-DBSCAN Detector
We had proposed this detector in the context of consumption readings, but we found that
it was not suitable for DER fraud detection. In order for this detector to be successful,
the generation patterns projected onto a lower-dimensional space would have to be tightly
clustered so that density-based clustering could be used for anomaly detection. We found
that that was not true of our solar and wind datasets because the data were not tightly
clustered in the lower-dimensional space. Hence this detector is ineffective.
6.5 Profit Analysis of DER Fraud
The value of the electricity stolen for the solar scenarios is illustrated in Fig. 6.12, and
is obtained by multiplying the quantity of electricity stolen by the electricity price. The
Ausgrid feed-in tariff of $0.07/kWh [121] was applied to the Ausgrid dataset. The wholesale
electricity price of $0.03/kWh was applied to the NREL dataset [122] and the Engie wind
dataset [123]. The prices in California and in France are slightly higher, at approximately
$0.05/kWh, and the price difference is attributed to operational costs [111], which do not
contribute to profits. As seen in Fig. 6.12, the value of the electricity stolen in an average
week varies linearly with the rating of the solar panel for all the optimal attacks.
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Figure 6.13: Time taken to recover capital costs of solar DER installations through
different attack vectors. DERs are segregated based on their ratings.
Table 6.1: Average time (years) to recover DER capital costs
Small-Scale
Solar (Ausgrid)
Utility-Scale
Solar (NREL)
Utility-Scale
Wind (NREL)
No
Attack
15.53 60.77 41.86
Rating
Attack
2.44 12.43 7.61
Percentile
Attack
9.14 28.03 9.42
Correlation
Attack
10.68 33.79 20.50
Monetary gain is the attackers’ primary incentive in the model described in Chapter 4.
However, before a gain is made, they must recover their DER capital costs. In this section,
we quantify how long it takes for them to recover those capital costs through the various
attacks discussed in Section 6.4. Since capital costs are often large, the ability to speed up
the return on investment through fraud may serve as an incentive for attackers to commit
that fraud.
For the Ausgrid dataset, we use the solar installation costs given in [124]. Those costs can
be corroborated with an independent source [125], and vary with the size of the installation.
For the NREL solar dataset, we obtained the cost per watt from the commercial solar
power model given in [108]. We assume 1 MW panel array increments, and use the corre-
sponding cost per watt of $2.03.
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For the Engie wind dataset, we assume a cost of $4 million for the installation of each
2 MW turbine at each site. That is a conservative estimate taken from the range of $3–4
million given in [126].
We use the stolen electricity values described in Section 6.4 to calculate the time it would
take to recover the capital costs of installing solar panels and wind farms. Figure 6.13 shows
that time for the Ausgrid and NREL solar datasets. For each DER owner in each dataset,
we plot the cost recovery time under the rating attack, percentile attack, correlation attack,
and no attack. The owners are segregated by the ratings of their photovoltaics. For each
rating, there can be considerable variance in the cost recovery time across DERs, as shown in
Fig. 6.13. The reason is that the environmental conditions (exposure to sunlight) can differ
across different DERs based on their location. In the Ausgrid dataset, the variance can be
accounted for by the use of net metering, which takes the different consumption patterns
into account.
The time to recover DER capital costs, averaged across all DERs in each dataset, is given
in Table 6.1. “Small-scale solar” refers to residential-scale solar. For all three datasets, it
is evident that, by committing fraud, attackers could recover their capital costs much faster
than they could have if they had not committed fraud. That provides them with additional
incentive for committing fraud. Across all types of DERs, the rating attack reduced the time
it took to recover the capital costs by around 80% on average. The percentile attack benefited
solar installations less than wind installations because solar generation was less erratic and
approached the percentile-based threshold more often than wind generation approached that
threshold. Therefore, there was less opportunity for fraud with the percentile attack with
solar than with wind. As the correlation attack was the least beneficial to the attacker,
the correlation detector was most beneficial to the defender. In that sense, the correlation
detector mitigates the other attacks by forcing the attackers to wait much longer to recover
their capital costs. The hope is that the additional wait time will disincentivize the attacker
from committing fraud.
There is no closed-form optimal attack against the KLD detector, unlike the rating-based,
percentile-based, and correlation detector. Assume that the attacker, A, knows the KLD
detector parameters: the number of bins being used, B, and the percentile threshold cal-
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culated on the training data, τ . The optimal attack vector for a week of readings, ~G′A
∗
,
is
~G′A
∗
= arg max
~G′A
T∑
t=1
[ ~G′A(t)− ~GA(t)] (6.29)
subject to KLD( ~G′A, ~G
′
A,training, B) ≤ τ, (6.30)
where ~G′A,training refers to the training data for A. The constraint is not a continuous function,
and the space of readings is very large (countably finite because readings are rounded off to
the nearest watt and bounded above by the rating of the DER). Therefore, maximization
of profit on that space of attack vectors requires a search of an exponentially large space
in T . The profit resulting from that optimal attack may not justify the associated cost of
computational resources. We therefore recommend the KLD detector over the correlation
detector.
6.6 Conclusion
In this chapter, we derived the optimal attack vectors for the PCA-DBSCAN detector and
for the KLD detector in the context of consumption fraud. In doing so, we compared
detectors based on the maximum gains that an attacker can make from each detector in the
worst case. Since the worst-case attacker gains for the KLD detector exceeded those for the
PCA-DBSCAN detector, the PCA-DBSCAN detector performed better. Although the KLD
detector outperformed the PCA-DBSCAN detector against the integrated ARIMA attack,
which was not optimal against either of the two detectors, the PCA-DBSCAN detector
performed better against optimal attacks. Therefore, there is no clear winner between the
PCA-DBSCAN detector and the KLD detector; the manner in which they are evaluated
determines which one performs best. We do, however, believe that the KLD detector is
better for most scenarios (if not the worst case, or optimal attack) because its underlying
assumption about the data (that distributions of data points do not change drastically
between weeks) is less restrictive than the assumption made in the PCA-DBSCAN model
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(that time points in a week are approximately, linearly dependent).
In addition to evaluating optimal attacks in the context of consumption fraud, we pre-
sented and evaluated data-driven detection methods against DER fraud. We used ROC
curves to quantify the TPRs and FPRs so that a utility can use a detector setting that
has a suitable trade-off between the TPRs and FPRs. We used examples from wind and
solar generation to illustrate how much an attacker would stand to gain monetarily from
DER fraud. We showed that that gain can enable attackers to decrease the time it would
take them to recover the capital cost of their solar or wind installations by over five times.
We presented various detection mechanisms that could be used to detect and mitigate such
fraud. The detectors were evaluated based on how much an attacker could possibly gain by
evading them. That gain could be translated into the time it would take for the attacker
to recover her installation costs. The evaluation was driven by freely available data from
Australia (provided by Ausgrid), France (provided by Engie), and the U.S. (provided by
NREL).
In conclusion, we demonstrated the claim in our thesis statement in the context of improv-
ing detection of generated fraud. Our empirical correlation detector mitigated the optimal
attack rating against the rating-based detector by over 77%. In doing so, it increased the
time it would take for an attacker to recover installation costs by 2.5 times that of the
rating-based detector. The work in this chapter was peer-reviewed and published in [33].
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CHAPTER 7
CYBER-ATTACKS ON PRIMARY FREQUENCY
RESPONSE MECHANISMS IN GENERATORS
“War is 90% information.”
– Napoleon Bonaparte
In this chapter, we address the ugly consequence of smart grids, which is that increased
connectivity and access to information have made it possible for cyber-adversaries to re-
motely cause damage and outages to power grid equipment. In doing so, we discuss cyber-
resilience, the final theme of the dissertation.
As part of the Aurora generator test in 2007, researchers at Idaho National Laboratories
demonstrated that supervisory control and data-acquisition (SCADA) systems in generation
controls can be compromised by a remote adversary [11]. Stuxnet was malware that was
used to target centrifuges in a uranium enrichment facility in Iran in 2009, causing them
to rotate beyond their safe limits and leading to physical damage. It is considered to be
the first cyber-weapon that had an impact on the physical world because it could connect
to programmable logic controllers that caused damage to the centrifuges by operating them
beyond their safety limits [12]. The second such cyber-weapon, called Crash Override,
created an outage in Ukraine in 2015 through crafting of malicious commands that could
cause grid relays to open, disconnecting loads from generators [13]. Those cyber-weapons
have set a dangerous precedent and have motivated research on cyber-resilience for energy-
delivery systems. In this chapter, we study a new attack vector that needs to be protected
against in order to prevent cyber-induced power outages. Such outages could undermine
critical defense infrastructure and much of the economy, and could place the health and
safety of millions of people at risk.
Outages result when loads are disconnected from generators by protective equipment called
relays, which isolate faults in a power grid. Faults typically cause the grid frequency to change
drastically from its nominal value, which is 60 Hz in the U.S. If the frequency drops below a
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specified threshold, the relay disconnects the load so that a fault in one part of the grid does
not have cascading effects on a different part of the grid. That disconnection is called under-
frequency load shedding (UFLS ), and it can happen in the absence of attacks. Load shedding
could also be caused by malware, such as Crash Override, that exploits vulnerabilities in
specific relay software to cause the disconnection of loads. From the perspective of the electric
transmission network, the load may represent a small town, and when UFLS disconnects
that load, it causes a regional outage. As a result, the total load connected to the generators
is reduced, and the generators can be fully utilized to serve other loads in the grid (other
towns) despite the disruption to the town in which the fault occurred.
There are frequency response mechanisms in power grids that provide resilience by restor-
ing the grid frequency to prevent UFLS. In most parts of the world, synchronous generators,
such as hydro and thermal plants, are called on to provide frequency response by adjusting
generation in order to restore the grid frequency in the event of an excursion. The increase
in renewable adoption has motivated system operators in many countries to consider us-
ing wind farms for frequency response [127–130]. Wind power is playing a major role in
meeting electricity demand in an increasing number of countries, including Denmark (42%
of demand in 2015), Germany (more than 60% in four states), and Uruguay (15.5%) [16].
European countries such as Ireland, Spain, and Germany already have protocol require-
ments in place for communications between system operators and wind farms for frequency
response [131,132].
7.1 Summary of Contributions
In this chapter we present the first study of attacks that target the primary frequency
response mechanism through malware similar to Stuxnet and Crash Override. We provide
some background on frequency response and UFLS in Sections 7.2 and 7.3, respectively. We
describe the system model and the threat model in Sections 7.4 and 7.5, respectively.
We evaluate different attack parameters and their impact on the grid frequency by using
the PowerWorld Simulator. In doing so, we obtain the parameters that correspond to the
minimum effort required for an attacker to effect UFLS. We perform those simulation studies
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for synchronous generators in Section 7.6 and wind turbine generators in Section 7.7. We
propose defense strategies against the attacks in Section 7.8. There are other attacks that
could cause loss of resilience, and those are discussed in Section 7.9. We present related
work in Section 7.10 and conclude in Section 7.11.
7.2 A Brief Review of Frequency Response
There are three main mechanisms in today’s power grids that make the grids resilient to
faults that cause the frequency to drop. They are primary, secondary, and tertiary frequency
response [133]. Primary frequency response (PFR) is a decentralized approach wherein
generators monitor the grid frequency at their location and perform droop control to restore
the frequency to its nominal value. Droop control essentially controls the rotation speed
of the generator turbine by controlling the flow of water (in the case of hydro turbines) or
steam (in the case of steam turbines). PFR takes effect immediately after the frequency
has dropped below the nominal value. Secondary frequency response uses a centralized
mechanism at the dispatch center to dispatch multiple generators from multiple areas of the
grid to aid in frequency response. That mechanism is called automatic generation control
(AGC ), and it takes 30 seconds to take effect after a fault. Tertiary frequency response uses
reserve generators to compensate for any generation deficit and takes effect 10 to 30 minutes
after the fault.
Outages induced by UFLS are the focus of this chapter and are highlighted in the flowchart
in Fig. 7.1. First, there must be a fault that causes a loss of generation and causes the
frequency to drop. If PFR fails to restore the frequency to the nominal value, AGC is called
on to do the job. If AGC fails, then tertiary frequency response is called on (which is not
illustrated in Fig. 7.1). Despite those layers of protection, UFLS can result if AGC or tertiary
frequency response kicks in too late. This chapter is primarily concerned with PFR, whose
responsibility is to ensure that the grid frequency is safely restored (to a value above the
stipulated threshold for UFLS) before AGC takes effect. If PFR fails to do so, then UFLS
would occur and cause regional outages before secondary and tertiary frequency response
have the opportunity to restore the frequency.
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Figure 7.1: Flowchart depicting steps that lead to an outage or system stability after a loss
of generation.
Note that outages can also result as a consequence of under-voltage load shedding, which
is illustrated but not highlighted in Fig. 7.1. The voltage drops after the frequency drops
because of a lack of reactive power in the network. There are many devices in the power
grid, such as variable shunt reactors, synchronous condensers, and static VAR compensators
that generate or absorb reactive power as needed to maintain the voltage at different parts
of the grid. We assume that those devices are properly functioning so that under-voltage
load shedding is not a concern.
This work is the first to explore attacks on PFR. Turbine controllers that provide PFR
have been analog and air-gapped from computer networks until recent years, and those air-
gaps protected against cyber-attacks on PFR. However, those controls have become increas-
ingly connected to distributed control systems (DCS) in generator operational technology
(OT) networks. Therefore, this work is timely in that it provides prevention, detection,
and response strategies for new vulnerabilities that may have emerged as a consequence of
technology modernization and increased connectivity.
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7.3 Under-Frequency Load Shedding Threshold
Different countries stipulate different thresholds for the frequency under which UFLS is
triggered. In North America, the North American Electric Reliability Council (NERC) stip-
ulates the threshold in the PRC-006-1 standard [134] entitled “Automatic Under-frequency
Load Shedding.” According to that standard, after a major transient disturbance, UFLS will
occur if the frequency falls below 0.575 log(t) + 57.83 Hz after a period of t seconds. The
logarithmic threshold accounts for the tendency of the frequency to recover slowly over a
period of time as a result of control mechanisms that provide frequency response. Therefore,
the threshold is initially lower (58 Hz for the first two seconds) and later higher (58.68 Hz
after 30 seconds). If the frequency remains below 58.68 Hz at 30 seconds, UFLS will be
triggered, resulting in regional outages even before AGC can take effect.
7.4 System Model
Our system under study is the smart grid. In this section, we provide background on power
grid analysis, generation controls, and network architectures in generation control centers.
7.4.1 Power Grid Analysis
The electric power transmission system comprises a multitude of generators and loads. The
generators and loads are connected directly to buses, and the buses are connected by the
transmission lines, transformers, and protective equipment. Broadly speaking, the power
grid can be analyzed in two states: steady state and transient state. In steady-state analy-
sis, an optimal power flow algorithm determines how much generation is dispatched to eco-
nomically meet the load requirements over periods of time ranging from minutes to hours.
Voltages, currents, and phase angles are calculated during the steady-state estimation pro-
cess. Frequency is not considered in steady state because the system is assumed to be in a
stable condition (i.e., no major frequency excursions). Transients, on the other hand, deal
with unexpected failures that cause frequency excursions. Such failures can include short-
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circuit faults, sudden tripping, or connection of large loads, sudden opening of transmission
lines, among others. In this chapter, we are only interested in failures that result in the
disconnection of one or more generators.
7.4.2 Turbine Controls
Most electricity generators are powered by turbines. The turbines create a rotating magnetic
field, which in turn produces alternating current. The turbines are driven by the movement
of fluids, such as steam, hydro, and wind. The flow of those fluids can be controlled by
manipulating valves (steam), dams (hydro), or blade angles (wind). For the same turbine
movement resistance, allowing greater flow produces greater rotation speed and thus in-
creases the frequency of the power generated. When a fault occurs in the grid, causing
the disconnection of one or more generators, all connected generators’ turbines experience
increased resistance to movement, and the flow into the turbines needs to be increased in
order to maintain the required frequency. As an analogy, if a chariot drawn by four horses
were to lose one horse, the remaining three horses would feel a larger burden and need to
exert greater effort in order to maintain the same chariot speed. This chapter is focused
on steam turbine generators, which are by far the most common type. The steam in steam
turbine generators is produced from heat from burning fuels, such as coal and natural gas,
or from nuclear fission.
To gain insight into the state of the practice, we interviewed David R. Brown, a senior
consulting engineer for turbomachinery and generator control applications at Schneider Elec-
tric. He has been working on turbine controls for over 40 years, and we learned from him
that generation control operators can now use DCS to modify the maximum power output
of each generator by setting a parameter, which we refer to as PMAX . That modification
is accomplished by regulating the steam flow into the turbine via valves to ensure that the
power output does not exceed PMAX . The control of the flow of steam is key to providing
frequency response, and that control has been analog and air-gapped until recent years. In
recent years, according to Brown, the turbine controls have become increasingly automated
with digital control and connectivity with DCS. The DCS provide connectivity between
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multiple generation units (each containing a turbine) and a centralized control center at
the generation facility. That network architecture allows remote control of turbine control
settings through human-machine interfaces (HMI). Companies that provide digital control
equipment for generator turbines include Voith, Woodward, Schneider Electric, ABB, and
Honeywell.
7.4.3 Communication Network Design in Generation Centers
Apart from setting UFLS and related standards, NERC also provides a set of critical infras-
tructure protection (CIP) standards for device manufacturers and operators. Those stan-
dards specify best practices for ensuring security and resilience to cyber-attacks on industrial
controls. Critical infrastructure control centers that comply with those standards, partic-
ularly with the electronic security perimeter standard (CIP-005-5), have their information
technology (IT) and OT networks segmented as illustrated in Fig. 7.2.
As illustrated in Fig. 7.2, the IT network has direct access to the Internet through a
perimeter firewall. That firewall provides basic IT security, restricting inbound connections
and optionally performing intrusion detection. An additional firewall (or a virtual private
network with access controls) exists to separate the IT and OT networks, restricting access
to specific users who have privileges to access the OT network.
We assume that all generators comply with the NERC CIP standard. As a result, our
baseline network security model reflects the current best practice.
7.5 Threat Model
In our threat model, we assume that the attacker has sufficient time and resources to plan
and launch a sophisticated cyber-attack on power grid generators. Such an attacker could
be a nation-state adversary, as was suspected for Stuxnet and Crash Override. The goal of
the attacker is to create a regional outage by compromising PFR mechanisms in a subset of
generators.
We assume that the attacker is unable to compromise the electric power transmission
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Figure 7.2: Attack path into the IT network, followed by the OT network for gaining
access to the generator controls.
system operator facility (sometimes referred to as the balancing authority). Since those
facilities have direct access to every sensitive piece of equipment in the power grid, gaining
access to them would make it easy for an attacker to create an outage. As a result, we
assume that great care has been taken to secure the system operator’s physical and cyber
territory.
We assume that in order to compromise generation facilities and cause an outage, the
attacker would create an advanced persistent threat (APT) and take specific steps, as illus-
trated in Fig. 7.3. The logic bomb ensures that the malware remains latent and is triggered
at a future time, when the system is heavily loaded and is more likely to suffer an outage
after a failure (we will experimentally demonstrate this).
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Figure 7.3: Steps taken by an attacker to cause an outage.
7.5.1 Gaining Access to the OT Network
Although the NERC CIP standards are detailed and well thought-out, they make no mention
of social engineering attacks, which are used by over 80% of hackers, according to a 2016
survey [135]. Therefore, an attacker could gain access to the OT network by first entering
the IT network through social engineering attacks, such as phishing, spear-phishing, and
baiting. That is precisely how Crash Override entered the OT networks in Ukraine [13]. In
order to gain access to the OT network from the IT network, the malware must gain access
to credentials stored in the IT network that allow such access. Through those approaches, as
illustrated in Fig. 7.2, the malware can circumvent firewalls and access control layers in the
network. Once the malware has gained access to the OT network, it could send commands
through the DCS to control the generation units.
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7.5.2 Disconnection Attack
Once the attacker has gained access, they could simply instruct the DCS to disconnect all
the generator units through generation circuit breakers. In order for that attack to cause
an outage, the attacker would need to coordinate the disconnection of enough generators
to create a UFLS scenario. In effect, the attacker would control a botnet, and synchronize
the disconnection of multiple generators by communicating with the bot in each generator.
While that attack might be effective, it would require management and coordination on the
attacker’s part. Also, it would not be subtle, and would raise suspicion of criminal intent.
At the time of this writing, there are very few generation circuit breakers that are con-
nected to DCS systems. Therefore, the breakers may not be accessible to attackers, so
disconnection attacks may not be feasible. One example of a network-connected generation
circuit breaker control and monitoring system available at the time of this writing is the
ABB GMS600 series [136].
7.5.3 PFR Restriction Attack
We discovered a different attack model, wherein the malware targets the PFR system by
reducing PMAX and effectively restricting PFR. It is essential that the malware enter multiple
generators in order to trigger UFLS, as we shall demonstrate in our simulation study. To
circumvent detection, the malware could be loaded with a logic bomb that would cause it
to remain dormant and reduce PMAX only on a specified day and time, by which time the
attacker could ensure that the required number of generators have been compromised. The
day and time could be chosen based on how much load is expected in the grid. Peak load
times, for example, are the best-suited for causing UFLS through an attack. The reason is
that any loss of generation would create a larger drop in frequency because of the greater
load.
After reducing PMAX , the malware could also compromise the inputs to the HMI at the
generation control center to mask the attack and make it appear as though PMAX has not
been modified. Ultimately, as illustrated in Fig. 7.3, the attacker would need to cause a
loss of generation after the logic bombs have been triggered in the malware. That could
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be accomplished by malware as described previously in the context of the disconnection
attack. The disconnection attack would require the disconnection of multiple generators to be
effective. The PFR restriction attack could work even if only one generator is disconnected,
and is therefore more subtle than the disconnection attack. Being subtle, the attack could
be misattributed to mismanagement of generators, or non-malicious faults, throwing off
suspicion of criminal intent.
In comparison to the disconnection attack, the PFR restriction attack takes less effort for
the attacker to implement because no coordination is required. As long as the malware has
been installed in the attack preparation phase on all the target generators before the fault is
induced, UFLS could be effected. The reason is that generators are inherently synchronized
to the grid frequency; the attacker does not need bots that communicate to facilitate syn-
chronization. After one generator has been disconnected in the attack execution phase, the
change in inertia will be felt at all connected generators as the frequency declines. The other
generators will then try to perform PFR by increasing their generation to compensate for
the loss of generation in the system, but that increase will be limited by the value of PMAX .
In our simulation study, we will show that UFLS could result as long as a large number of
generators have been compromised and their PMAX settings have been set to values that are
substantially lower than the default.
7.6 Simulation Study for Synchronous Generators
We use the PowerWorld Simulator [137] because it can simulate both the steady-state and
transient scenarios in a power grid. Also, PowerWorld comes with widely used simulation
models that have been validated, requiring us to make only minimal parameter modifications
in order to demonstrate attacks on PFR. Since such attacks cause frequency excursions, we
need to be able to analyze transient behavior, and PowerWorld provides sufficient fidelity to
do so.
Our power grid model is the standard IEEE 39-bus model of the New England grid,
illustrated in Fig. 7.4; it has 10 generators and 46 lines. We used the standard IEEEG1
governor control [138] in which the control parameter PMAX limits the maximum generation
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Figure 7.4: IEEE 10-generator 39-bus New England test system.
in the transient state, as discussed previously in the section on turbine controls. We modified
the generator capacities from the base system to illustrate the attack at different levels of
the total load relative to the total generation capacity in the system. We refer to the ratio of
the total load (including transmission losses) to the total generation capacity as the relative
load of the system. The greater the relative load, the more stressed the system would be
before the transient event. In our threat model, the transient event corresponds to the
disconnection of a generator in Step 3 of the attack steps illustrated in Fig. 7.3.
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Figure 7.5: Frequency drop under different attacks after loss of generation.
7.6.1 Illustration of Impact of Attacks
Three scenarios from our evaluation are illustrated in Fig. 7.5. In all three scenarios, the
default model was modified such that the relative load was 90%. We simulated a transient
event in which the largest generator in the system (at Bus 39) was disconnected one second
after the start of the simulation. As a result, the grid frequency started to decline from the
nominal value of 60 Hz after one second. In the base case, PFR caused the frequency to
stabilize at 59.77 Hz, which is a safe state above the UFLS threshold. That illustrates the
inherent resilience of the grid to an attack that would cause the disconnection of the largest
generator. As shown by the power flow arrows in Fig. 7.4, the other generators compensated
for the loss of that generator by providing additional power through PFR.
For the disconnection attack, two generators in addition to the one at Bus 39 needed to be
simultaneously disconnected in order to cause UFLS. The PFR restriction attack illustrated
in Fig. 7.5 sets the PMAX value to 90% of the generation capacity on 8 generators; no
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Table 7.1: Disconnection attack parameters
Relative Load Minimum Number of Generators Disconnected Bus IDs of Generators
85% 4 39, 38, 32, 35
90% 3 39, 38, 32
95% 3 39, 38, 32
100% 2 39, 38
generator other than the one at Bus 39 was disconnected. In this experiment, the frequency
fell below the UFLS threshold after 30 seconds, causing an outage right before AGC could
take effect. Note that we illustrate the lower bound of the attacker’s effort for all results
presented in this section. Compromising more generators or reducing PMAX to a greater
extent would also cause UFLS, but that would require more effort from the attacker and
possibly increase the risk of detection.
7.6.2 Evaluation of Disconnection Attack
The disconnection attack has only one parameter, which is the number of generators to be
disconnected. We evaluated the attack by identifying the minimum number of generators
that would need to be disconnected for different relative load levels.
We used the IEEE 39-bus system shown in Fig. 7.4 to evaluate the disconnection attack.
We programmed a transient event that would trigger the disconnection of generators in
decreasing order of generation capacity. The attack was evaluated for different relative load
settings, and the results are summarized in Table 7.1. As expected, the lower the relative
load, the more capacity the system has for resilience against loss of generation. Therefore,
it required the disconnection of four generators to create UFLS at a relative load of 85%.
Conversely, when the load was 100%, only two generators needed to be disconnected in order
to cause UFLS. The generators that were disconnected for each experiment are identified
in Table 7.1 by the bus IDs to which they are connected. The case of 90% relative load
corresponds to the curve for the disconnection attack in Fig. 7.5.
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7.6.3 Evaluation of PFR Restriction Attack
We now explore the attack parameters of the PFR restriction attack. In all experiments,
only the generator at Bus 39 was disconnected to induce a fault. The PMAX values in other
generators may have been compromised, but those generators were not disconnected.
We varied PMAX as a percentage of each generator’s capacity. In the base case (no
attack), PMAX was set to 120%, which is realistic because generators are allowed to exceed
their capacity for a brief time period in order to enhance the system’s resilience during a
fault. If a generator were to operate beyond its rated capacity for too long, it could get
damaged. For the attack cases, we modified PMAX , varying it between 50% and 100% to
determine settings that would result in UFLS. For each PMAX and relative load setting, we
used the simulator to obtain the minimum number of generators whose PMAX values would
need to be compromised in order to cause UFLS.
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Figure 7.6: Impact of attack parameters on UFLS.
We varied the relative load of the system by reducing the capacity of each generator
proportionately. No other parameters (such as excitation) were modified. The results are
summarized in Fig. 7.6. To help the reader interpret the plot, we describe two data points
in Fig. 7.6(b), in which the relative load was set at 90%. The region corresponding to
attack parameters that cause UFLS is shaded in black. First, restricting PFR by setting
60% ≤ PMAX < 80% required that at least six generators be compromised to cause UFLS.
Second, setting PMAX = 90% restricted PFR less, so the system became more resilient and
the attack had to compromise all nine connected generators to cause UFLS. In general,
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fewer generators needed to be compromised when PMAX was reduced to further restrict the
generation capacity available for PFR.
We now describe the trend across different values of relative load. As expected, greater
relative load caused the UFLS region to become larger because the system was closer to its
generation capacity and was unable to tolerate relatively small reductions of PMAX . The
UFLS regions for smaller relative loads were fully contained in the UFLS regions for larger
relative loads. That indicates that an attacker is more likely to induce UFLS if they define
a logic bomb (in Step 2 of Fig. 7.3) to activate PFR restriction and induce the fault (in Step
3 of Fig. 7.3) when the system is expected to operate at high loading conditions.
7.7 Simulation Study for Wind Turbine Generators
We used PowerWorld to demonstrate the PFR attack in the context of wind turbines by
using a model of the Western Electric Coordinating Council (WECC) grid. The Council co-
ordinates electricity for two Canadian provinces, 14 western states of the U.S., and northern
Baja California, Mexico. We used the WECC Type 3 Wind Turbine Generator Model [139],
which was created by a task force led by the Electric Power Research Institute with inputs
from power companies, such as ABB and Vestas.
Broadly speaking, the power grid can be analyzed in two states: steady state and transient
state. In steady-state analysis, an optimal power flow algorithm determines how much
generation is required to meet the load requirements over periods of time ranging from
minutes to hours. Frequency is not considered in steady state because the system is assumed
to be in a stable condition (i.e., no major frequency excursions). Transient state, on the other
hand, deals with unexpected failures that cause frequency excursions. We use PowerWorld
because it can simulate both the transient and steady states of a power grid with sufficient
fidelity (with millisecond resolution). Our power grid model is a widely used and validated
approximation of the WECC power grid that is simplified to contain 9 logical buses and 3
logical generators [140]. The CAISO study by GE in [129] models the same system. Note
that the logical buses and generators are scaled-down representations of the physical buses
and generators.
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Figure 7.7: WECC 9-bus test system with steady-state generations and power flows.
We modified generators and loads slightly from the default WECC 9-bus test system; such
modifications are a common practice in using any standard bus system for demonstrating
specific scenarios. The single line diagram (with loads and steady-state generations) is shown
in Fig. 7.7. The generators on buses 1 and 3 (henceforth referred to as Gen 1 and Gen 3,
respectively) represent several conventional steam turbine generation units. We modified
the generator at bus 2 (Gen 2) to use a wind turbine generator (WTG) based on the WECC
model. The reason for modifying the model was to match the scenario in related work by
GE [129] so that a direct comparison of results could be made. In GE’s scenario, a sudden loss
of generation, amounting to 3% of the total steady-state generation, was simulated, and the
response of the system to that sudden loss was studied. GE showed in [129] that the WECC
is inherently resilient to such loss of power because of frequency response mechanisms. They
argue that the loss of 3% of steady-state generation is a realistic scenario for a non-malicious
fault, and is equivalent to losing a nuclear plant. In our 9-bus test system, we simulated
that loss of generation by tripping Gen 3 (opening its breaker).
We kept the generation capacities constant in all experiments. Gen 2 and Gen 3 were
configured to be “PV buses,” allowing us to specify their steady-state contributions, which
were lower than their capacities. Gen 1 picked up the slack when Gen 2 and Gen 3 could
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not meet the demand.
7.7.1 Attack Illustration
The three logical generators in the 9-bus test system play unique roles in our attack simula-
tions. Gen 3 is the generator that is tripped, creating a transient event (fault) that causes
the frequency to drop. Gen 1 and Gen 2 compensate for the loss of generation from Gen 3
and restore the frequency through PFR mechanisms within 30 seconds of the fault.
The malware in our attacker model targets the control system of Gen 2 and throttles its
ability to respond to the loss of Gen 3. It does so by reducing the value of a parameter
in the WTG model called PMAX , which limits the active power output of the WTG. The
model comprises a complex control loop, whose description is given in [139]. In that model,
PMAX serves to limit the amount of wind energy that is converted to electrical energy. The
notion of PMAX is not unique to the WECC Type 3 WTG model in [139]; it also exists in
steam turbine control models, such as the IEEE G1 governor control [138]. Reducing PMAX
effectively limits PFR. In practice, PMAX can be remotely set through the OT network
through the use of a distributed control system in the wind farm.
It is essential that the malware enter multiple WTGs in order to trigger UFLS. In all
our attack simulations, we assumed that all physical WTGs that constitute Gen 2 had been
compromised by the attacker. To circumvent detection, the malware could be loaded with a
logic bomb that would cause it to remain dormant and reduce PMAX only on a specified day
and time, by which time the attacker can ensure that the required number of generators have
been compromised. The day and time can be chosen based on how much load is expected in
the grid. Peak load times, for example, are the best times to cause UFLS through an attack.
The reason is that any loss of generation would create a larger drop in frequency because of
the greater load.
PMAX can take a continuous range of values from 0 MW to the WTG rating for Gen 2. For
synchronous generators (like Gen 1), PMAX can go slightly above the generator’s rating for a
short period of time, beyond which the generators would suffer physical degradation. We set
the PMAX for Gen 1 at 20% above its rating and left it at that for all experiments described
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Figure 7.8: Illustration of attack scenarios. For scenarios in which Gen 3 is oﬄine, it was
tripped at 1 sec.
in this section. For Gen 2 alone, we modified PMAX as a consequence of the attack. The
default setting, denoted by high, is the setting at the WTG rating (100% of its capacity);
the compromised setting, denoted by low, restricts the output of the WTG (to 80% of its
capacity) in transient events.
The impacts of four different attack settings are illustrated in Fig. 7.8. We compromised
PMAX at 0 seconds and tripped Gen 3 at 1 second. The effects were as follows:
1. PMAX High, Gen 3 Online: In this scenario, there was no attack, and the frequency
remained at the nominal value of 60 Hz.
2. PMAX High, Gen 3 Oﬄine: In this scenario, Gen 3 was tripped, but PMAX was not
compromised. The frequency was stabilized to a safe value slightly below 60 Hz. This
illustrates the inherent resilience of the grid to loss of generation, and that resilience
is due to PFR.
3. PMAX Low, Gen 3 Online: In this scenario, PMAX was compromised, but there was no
loss of generation. Therefore, the system was not sufficiently stressed to cause UFLS.
4. PMAX Low, Gen 3 Oﬄine: In this scenario, PMAX was compromised and then Gen 3
was tripped, and that led to UFLS. This scenario shows that limiting PFR by reducing
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Figure 7.9: Generator outputs for PMAX Low and Gen 3 tripped at 1 sec. Gen 2 does not
participate in PFR, but Gen 1 does.
PMAX undermines the resilience of the grid to the loss of Gen 3, and can lead to
a blackout. The active power outputs in this scenario are illustrated in Fig. 7.9.
According to PFR mechanisms (droop control), Gen 1 tries to compensate for lost
power, but Gen 2 does not because it has been compromised.
7.7.2 Attack Evaluation
We varied the percentage of the load met by Gen 2, and evaluated the minimum change
to PMAX that needed to be made in order to create UFLS at 30 seconds after Gen 3 was
tripped. In varying the contribution of Gen 2 to the load, we effectively evaluated different
WTG penetration scenarios at steady state. Our scenarios can be directly compared with
the scenario in the CAISO study by GE [129], in which the WTG penetration was 17%.
While that study demonstrates resilience to loss of generation in the absence of attacks, our
study shows how that resilience can be undermined by an attacker.
When PMAX is reduced by a certain amount, the active power output is proportionally
reduced. Figure 7.10 illustrates that the required reduction of PMAX to cause UFLS changes
with increase in penetration of wind turbine generation. PMAX needs to be further decreased
(more intense attack on generator) with the increase in the WTG penetration level. That
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Figure 7.10: PMAX setting required for causing UFLS, as a function of WTG penetration.
may seem counterintuitive because it implies that the attackers would need to make a more
egregious (or easy to detect) compromise if they had access to a larger fraction of the steady-
state WTG power to begin with. In other words, increasing the WTG penetration inherently
makes it harder for the attacker to avoid detection. As seen in Fig. 7.10, an attacker needs
to reduce power by nearly 80% (from 100%) to create a blackout when Gen 2 (the WTG)
contributes 35% of the load. That is an encouraging result because it promotes increased
wind integration for security.
The aforementioned counterintuitive behavior is explained as follows. When the percent-
age contribution of Gen 2 to the load increases, and Gen 3 is kept constant, the percentage
contribution of Gen 1 must decrease. However, the capacity of Gen 1 was left unchanged, so
Gen 1 was operating increasingly far below its potential as Gen 2’s contribution increased.
As a result, Gen 1 had more leeway to compensate for the loss of Gen 3. When the WTG
penetration level was at 10%, however, Gen 1 was already operating close to its capacity,
so it could not compensate as much for the loss of Gen 3. Hence, increasing WTG penetra-
tion while keeping the conventional generation capacity constant led to an improvement in
security.
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7.7.3 Detection and Mitigation
After reducing PMAX , the malware could also compromise the inputs to the human-machine
interface (HMI) at the generation control center to mask the attack and make it appear as
though PMAX has not been modified. In such a scenario, an alternative detection approach
is needed. In this section, we propose a data-driven approach to detect reductions in PMAX .
Dataset and Assumptions
We used the Engie wind power dataset described in Section 6.3.3 for our detector evaluation.
We assume that this dataset is free of maliciously compromised measurements, and use the
data to understand normal consumption behavior. We also assume that wind speed data
can be estimated using out-of-band measurements or weather forecasting engines like IBM’s
Deep Thunder [118], and that those measurements cannot be modified by the attacker.
Detection Threshold
In Section 6.4.4, we proposed the use of a power curve in detecting generation fraud, and
we explore that method in this section to detect the compromise of PMAX . The power curve
maps the wind speed to wind power for a WTG; the power curve for one 2 MW turbine in
the Engie dataset is illustrated in Fig 7.11.
Using the Engie dataset, we created an empirical model of the power curve, which calcu-
lates the probability of wind power generation, G, given wind speed, S. From Fig 7.11, it
can be seen that when the wind speed is greater than 14 m/s, the turbine generates at its
rated capacity. Therefore, the rated speed is 14 m/s. Figure 7.12 uses a histogram to plot
a probability distribution of wind power given wind speed is greater than 14 m/s using the
data from Fig. 7.11.
We will use the histogram in Fig. 7.12 to design a detector that can detect whether PMAX
has been reduced. On a training dataset of 720 days of data at a 10 minute time resolution,
we found that P (G < 92.7%|S > 14) = 0.02. That means that if we were to set a detection
threshold at 92.7% when the wind speed is greater than the rated speed, then, on our
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Figure 7.11: Power curve of one turbine in the Engie dataset used to model wind power,
given wind speed. Wind power as expressed as a percentage of the rated capacity, which is
2 MW. The median and median absolute deviation (MAD) are illustrated for different
wind speeds (divided into bins).
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Figure 7.12: Conditional distribution of wind power generated by a 2 MW turbine in the
Engie dataset, given that wind speed is greater than 14 m/s.
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training dataset, the false positive rate would have been 2%. The threshold can be increased
to obtain a smaller false positive rate, at the cost of a smaller detection rate. However, if
PMAX were reduced below 92.7% of the turbine’s capacity, we would be able to detect the
attack 100% of the time. This empirical detector is very effective because it would be very
difficult for the attacker to cause UFLS by setting PMAX ≥ 92.7% (as seen in Fig. 7.10).
We tested the false-positive rate on a hold-out set of 80 days of data at a 10 minute time
resolution and found that it was 1.83%, which is comparable with the training false positive
rate of 2%.
7.8 Defense Strategies
We now discuss prevention, detection, and response for the attacks presented in this chapter.
7.8.1 Prevention
We suggest that utilities not only comply with the NERC CIP standard, but also augment
standard personnel training with additional training on social engineering attacks, such as
phishing, spear-phishing, and baiting. Furthermore, e-mail filters in the IT network can
be configured to block suspicious e-mails containing attachments or links to unknown Web
domains. That would reduce the risk of downloading malware onto the IT network. In
addition, we propose further segmentation of the IT network to ensure that personnel with
access privileges to the OT network use a different, lower-privileged account when logging
into computers for the purpose of browsing the Web and checking e-mail. That would ensure
that any malware that might have been accidentally downloaded onto those computers would
not have the privileges it needs to communicate with devices on the OT network.
If the logic bomb that is used to trigger the malware depends on remote control, the
malware may need to communicate with the controller at an external IP address. Restricting
outbound connections to unknown IP addresses would help prevent such remote control.
For generation controls in particular, additional measures can be taken. PMAX is not
altered on a frequent basis, so it can be made read-only through digital interfaces. If it does
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ever need to be altered, the change can be done manually, as it was for decades until the
recent advent of turbine control automation.
7.8.2 Detection
If an attacker were to modify PMAX and also cause the HMI to show that no modification had
taken place, it would be very difficult for the generation operator to detect the attack. We
propose the use of an air-gapped measurement device such that there is no communication
path through which the attacker can compromise that device. In particular, a tachometer
can be installed to measure the number of rotations per minute (RPM), which is directly
proportional to the grid frequency at the generator. That set-up is illustrated in Fig. 7.13.
Any drop in the frequency resulting from a malicious reduction of PMAX will be reflected
in the tachometer reading, and alerts can be sent to technical staff if the frequency drops
below preconfigured thresholds.
Frequency 
Normal
Frequency 
ABNORMAL!
OT Network
Air-gapped 
Measurement
Human-Machine Interface
(Compromised)
Tachometer Interface
(Not Compromised)
Generator Turbine
Controller
Figure 7.13: Out-of-band measurements from a tachometer can be used to validate
frequency readings displayed on the HMI.
We discovered an additional detection method that leverages the correlation between
the RPM of the generator and the sound that the generator makes. The author took the
help of a fellow graduate student, Boya Hou, for measuring the frequency of the sound
emanated by two small-scale generators in our university’s power laboratory. Those were
synchronous generators, manufactured by Advanced Motor Tech, and rated at 1.5 kW. The
audio was captured using an iPhone and the time-domain audio signal was converted into
the frequency domain using a fast Fourier transform. We picked the frequency corresponding
to the highest amplitude and noted that as the audio frequency. For each of the generators,
Boya separately measured the audio frequency at ten different RPMs, ten times each. That
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produced a dataset of 100 readings per generator.
We used a scatter plot to observe the relationship between RPM and audio frequency of the
two generators. As illustrated in Fig 7.14, that relationship is linear for both generators. Note
that the relationship is slightly different for each generator, and we expect that difference to
hold true for large generators as well. Using that linear relationship, a detection approach
can be designed identical to the correlation detector given in Chapter 6 in Eqn. (6.26). That
detection algorithm could be implemented in a smart phone app, and used by members of the
generator operation staff to validate the RPM readings on the HMI. That approach assumes
that the attacker does not have access to the operators’ smart phones; the assumption is
reasonable because the smart phone could be air-gapped from the generator IT and OT
networks. We leave a more detailed exploration of this detection approach for future work.
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Figure 7.14: Relationship between generator rotation speed (RPM) and the audio
frequency of the sound emanated by the generator.
7.8.3 Response
If the system is believed to have been compromised, the operator can respond by overriding
all controls to known safe settings and falling back to a manual operation mode wherein the
controls are air-gapped from the OT network. The connection to the OT network can be
restored after the malware has been removed or quarantined.
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7.9 Additional Threat Models for Causing Power Outages
In this section, we briefly discuss additional threats to power grid resilience.
7.9.1 Attacks on AGC
Attacks on AGC are relevant only if UFLS is not triggered within 30 seconds. Even if an
attacker were to compromise all the generators in one area of the power grid, AGC would
allow for power to be fed into that area from other areas. However, that would work only
if the areas are connected, through tie-lines, as they usually are in large-scale power grids.
It would not work if the grid is isolated from other grids (as in a microgrid). AGC uses the
area control error (ACE) to determine how much power needs to be delivered to the affected
area (call it Area 1) from a healthy area (call it Area 2). An attacker could compromise
the ACE reading to make it appear to the operator that there is no need for Area 2 to
support Area 1. The ACE reading is a single point of failure, and compromising it would
ensure that the generators in Area 2 will fail to receive the AGC signal from the operator to
increase generation to compensate for the lost power in Area 1. PFR, on the other hand, is
distributed, requiring the attacker to compromise multiple generators in order to create an
outage. Because AGC is centralized, it is not only easier to attack, but also easier to defend
because security mechanisms can be focused on maintaining the integrity of the single point
of failure. PFR, on the other hand, requires that multiple, possibly heterogeneous turbine
controllers be secured in order to prevent attacks.
7.9.2 Electricity Theft
Although the primary motivation for stealing electricity is monetary gain, the theft of large
amounts of electricity could undermine the resilience of the grid. That was demonstrated
in 2012 by the world’s largest-ever blackout, during which 670 million people in India lost
electric power largely because of consumption via theft that was unaccounted for in genera-
tion scheduling [141]. Theft detection using empirical models of generation and consumption
data was presented in Chapters 4–6.
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7.9.3 Attacks on Real-Time Pricing
We present a summary of our work on attacks on real-time pricing in Appendix C. Those
attacks assume that consumers would automatically adapt their consumption patterns to
changes in electricity prices. The mechanism for such adaptive consumption could be through
automated demand response to prices. In that Appendix, we show that in theory, modi-
fications to the real-time electricity price could cause consumption oscillations that could
destabilize the grid and cause outages.
7.10 Related Work
Work on resilience of power grid control systems to attacks is presented in [142]. The
authors of [143] discuss the compromise of control parameters related to frequency response
in the power grid. Their attacks compromise secondary frequency response, or automatic
generation control (AGC), while we compromised primary frequency response. Other papers
that discuss attacks on AGC include [144–146].
Integrity attacks on power grid state estimation are presented in a number of papers,
including [146–152]. Attacks on real-time pricing are presented in [88, 153, 154]. Those
papers consider only the steady state of the power grid and therefore do not evaluate the
inherent resilience of the grid to faults induced by attacks. Our work, and that of a few
others, including [143,144,146], addresses that gap with an understanding of the real reason
why outages happen: in response to severe frequency and voltage drops, both of which are
transient states warranting transient analysis.
The authors of [155] claim to be the first to evaluate attacks on wind farms wherein the
attacker is an outsider seeking to trip wind turbines and cause a large loss of generation.
They perform a quantitative evaluation of attacks on a SCADA system within a wind farm
by using a modified Bayesian attack graph model. However, they do not model the response
of the power grid to the loss of generation. It is important to model that response because
the grid may be resilient to the loss of generation, as we showed, and tripping turbines may
not cause outages.
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The use of wind power for frequency response is an active area of research, with recent in-
dustry implementations in countries including Spain, Germany, the U.K. [132], Ireland [131],
and New Zealand [130]. The theory behind that use is described in [128] and [156]. A case
study for California was presented in [129], and that is the most closely related work to ours
except that they do not consider malicious compromise of generators. Frequency excursions
with wind generation are simulated in [157] and [127], but the authors do not consider large
excursions due to large loss of generation.
7.11 Conclusion
Primary frequency response is one of the most important mechanisms in today’s power grids
that make the grids resilient to faults, both malicious and non-malicious, that could lead
to outages. In this chapter, we presented the first study of cyber-attacks that could cause
power outages by infiltrating operational technology (OT) networks in generation control
systems to inhibit primary frequency response.
We evaluated attacks that involve the malicious disconnection of generators and attacks
that inhibit PFR. In both cases, the stronger the attack, the greater the risk of causing
outages because of UFLS. We used PowerWorld to simulate the attacks and determine the
weakest attack that can cause UFLS. In doing so, we obtained the range of attack parameters
for which there is a risk of UFLS. By providing generation operators and technology providers
with an understanding of the risks of such an attack, we hope that they will take concrete
steps to mitigate that risk.
In the context of attacks on wind turbine generators, we showed that inhibiting wind power
output can be detected using empirical models based on conditional probability distributions
of wind power, given wind speed.
In conclusion, we demonstrated the claim in our thesis statement that empirical models
can improve cyber-resilience in smart grids. In the context of cyber-attacks on wind turbines,
we constructed an empirical model using wind power and wind speed data obtained from a
wind farm in France. In the context of synchronous generators, we were unable to obtain
real data, and instead relied on synthetic measurements from the PowerWorld simulator.
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The work in this chapter is currently under peer-review as of this writing. Part of it has
been accepted for publication and will appear in the November 2018 special issue of the
IEEE Computer Magazine on resiliency in cyber-physical systems.
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CHAPTER 8
CONCLUSION
“We can only see a short distance ahead, but we can see plenty there that needs to be done.”
– Alan Turing
Smart grids have modernized traditional power grids through the use computer commu-
nication networks that enable data sharing between consumers, generators, and operators.
The good consequence of that modernization is that it enables better utilization of clean
energy resources. The bad consequence is that, if the data are not adequately protected,
both consumers and generators can compromise the data for fraudulent monetary gains. The
ugly consequence of increased connectivity is that it has become possible for cyber-attackers
to remotely compromise power grid components, such as generator units, to cause power
outages and disrupt daily life.
In this dissertation, we addressed the good, the bad, and the ugly consequences of smart
grids through contributions made in three corresponding themes: resource utilization, fraud
detection, and cyber-resilience. The problems in each theme are associated with costs that
are in the billions of dollars annually. The contributions were organized in six different
chapters, and are summarized as follows.
1. We enabled greater use of wind power by designing a data-driven approach that reduced
the uncertainty associated with wind power predictions by over 20% in comparison to
a heuristic model. The key innovation was in combining historic data with data from
a fine-grained weather prediction engine to reduce prediction errors.
2. We improved utilization of demand response by developing an empirical model that can
quantify the uncertainty associated with demand reduction in buildings. In comparison
to a heuristic approach, the proposed statistical approach was able to increase demand
reduction potential by three times.
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3. We developed a framework for identifying and characterizing different ways by which
meter fraud can be accomplished by both consumers and generators. In doing so, we
identified seven attack classes under flat-rate and time-of-use pricing, of which five are
new.
4. We devised empirical models to detect meter fraud for consumers by combining un-
supervised learning methods in a novel way that was effective for anomaly detection.
We evaluated the empirical models on detectors proposed in related work and showed
that our detectors could reduce an attacker’s monetary gains via fraud by 96%.
5. We derived the worst-case attacks against the detectors we proposed, and showed that
realizing those attacks would be impractical. We showed that fraud committed by
solar and wind power generators had the potential to reduce the time it could take
for those generators to recover their capital generation costs by five times. Using an
empirical detection method, we were able to mitigate generation fraud by 77%.
6. We studied attacks on synchronous and wind generation controls that could cause
outages, and proposed ways to prevent such attacks. Using the PowerWorld simulator
to evaluate our empirical detection method, we showed that attacks on wind power
generators can be detected 100% of the time, with a 2% false-positive rate.
The first two of the aforementioned contributions can enable utilities to better utilize
available options for wind power and demand reduction by assessing their associated risk
or uncertainty; they can help save over a billion dollars per year of wasted clean energy
potential. The next three contributions can help utilities all over the world mitigate fraud
and save billions of dollars annually. The last contribution can prevent outages due to attacks
on generation controls, and reduce the chance that the economy (which would suffer losses
in billions of dollars) and daily livelihoods of people are disrupted because of a sudden loss
of electricity. All six of the aforementioned contributions rely on the construction of suitable
empirical models of generation and consumption.
In conclusion, we demonstrated our thesis statement: Empirical models of generation and
consumption, constructed using machine learning and statistical methods, improve resource
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utilization, fraud detection, and cyber-resilience in smart grids.
8.1 Future Directions
At the time of this writing, energy storage was prohibitively expensive at scale. While
reservoirs have been used for large-scale energy storage, the elevated terrain requirements
for reservoirs are available at few locations in the world. For that reason, storage was not a
feasible solution to reduce wind power curtailments; that could be accomplished by storing
excess wind power and using it at a later time. However, that may be a viable solution in
the future if storage were to become economical at scale.
In the context of fraud detection, we proposed detectors and evaluated them indepen-
dently. The detectors could potentially be combined using ensemble methods to combine
the strengths of each detector. Furthermore, studies relating to multiple, simultaneous,
fraudulent consumers could be conducted in future work.
In the context of cyber-resilience, we experimentally demonstrated the use out-of-band
measurements for detecting attacks on wind turbine generators. We could not perform
those evaluations for other types of generators because we did not have access to their data.
However, once such access becomes available, that evaluation can be performed in the future.
8.2 Academic Recognition
The work in this dissertation was published in peer-reviewed journals and conference pro-
ceedings, as described in Appendix A. For the work in this dissertation, the author was
selected to the Siebel Scholars Class of 2018 in energy sciences; the Siebel Scholars class
recognizes the academic and leadership accomplishments of top graduate students from top
universities around the world. The author was also awarded the Rambus Computer Engi-
neering Fellowship in 2017, and an ECE Alumni Endowment Fellowship in 2018, both for
excellence in research in computer engineering.
The work on fraud detection won seed-funding from the Siebel Energy Institute in 2015.
The paper [89], titled “PCA-Based Method for Detecting Integrity Attacks on Advanced
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Metering Infrastructure,” won the Best Paper Award at the 2015 International conference
on Quantitative Evaluation of SysTems (QEST). The paper [47], titled “ARIMA-Based
Modeling and Validation of Consumption Readings in Power Grids,” won the CIPRNet
Young CRITIS Award (CYCA) at the 2015 International conference on Critical Information
Infrastructure Security. That paper was also featured in the European Commissions’ Critical
Information Infrastructure Protection Newsletter.
8.3 Impact on Industry
The work that was presented in the dissertation was by nature predominantly applied, and
some of it was transitioned to industry.
The work on wind power prediction (Chapter 2) was done in collaboration with IBM
Research and Utopus Insights Inc. That work led to two U.S. patent applications, of which
one was granted at the time of this writing. The proposed solution is being used by the
Vermont Electric Power Company to help them better utilize their wind power generation
capabilities.
At C3 IoT, the author worked on detecting consumers who had committed electricity
theft among millions of consumers across Italy. In that role, the author used supervised
learning methods for electricity theft detection, different from the unsupervised learning
methods presented in Chapter 5. The availability of data corresponding to real attacks in
practice made it possible for the author to use supervised learning methods at C3 IoT. The
unavailability of that data for the research presented in this dissertation required the author
to develop unsupervised learning methods and evaluate the detection methods based on their
worst-case scenarios.
Apart from aforementioned industry engagements, the author interned at the ABB Corpo-
rate Research Center and contributed to ABB’s energy management research efforts (related
to Chapter 3). He also interned at Cisco Systems Inc. and contributed both research insights
and production code to boost the cyber-resilience of their AMI networks.
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A.1 Peer-Reviewed Publications
A.1.1 Resource Utilization
1. Varun Badrinath Krishna, Wander S. Wadman, Younghun Kim, “NowCasting: Ac-
curate and Precise Short-Term Wind Power Prediction using Hyperlocal Wind Fore-
casts,” in ACM Conference on Future Energy Systems (ACM E-Energy 2018). Karl-
sruhe, Germany, pp. 63–74. ACM, 2018.
2. Deokwoo Jung, Varun Badrinath Krishna, William Temple, David K. Y. Yau, “Data-
Driven Evaluation of Building Demand Response Capacity,” in IEEE International
Conference on Smart Grid Communications (IEEE SmartGridComm 2014), pp 547-
553. IEEE, 2014.
3. Deokwoo Jung, Varun Badrinath Krishna, Ngo Quang Minh Khiem, Hoang Hai Nguyen,
David K. Y. Yau, “EnergyTrack: Sensor-Driven Energy Use Analysis System,” in ACM
Systems for Energy-Efficient Buildings (ACM BuildSys 2013). ACM, 2013. Best Paper
Candidate.
A.1.2 Fraud Detection
1. Varun Badrinath Krishna, Carl A. Gunter, and William H. Sanders, “Mitigating Elec-
tricity Theft and DER Fraud,” in IEEE Journal of Selected Topics in Signal Processing:
Special Issue on Signal and Information Processing for Critical Infrastructures, vol. 12,
no 4, pp. 790-805. IEEE, August 2018.
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William H. Sanders, “F-DETA: A Framework for Detecting Electricity Theft Attacks
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3. Varun Badrinath Krishna, Ravishankar K. Iyer, and William H. Sanders, “ARIMA-
Based Modeling and Validation of Consumption Readings in Power Grids,” in 10th In-
ternational Conference on Critical Information Infrastructure Security (CRITIS 2015).
Springer LNCS, 2015. CIPRNet Young CRITIS Award Winner (Best Paper by re-
searcher under 32 years of age).
4. Varun Badrinath Krishna, Gabriel A. Weaver, and William H. Sanders, “PCA-Based
Method for Detecting Integrity Attacks on Advanced Metering Infrastructure,” in
12th International Conference on Quantitative Evaluation of Systems (QEST 2015).
Springer LNCS Vol 9259. Best Paper Award Winner.
A.1.3 Cyber-Resilience
1. Varun Badrinath Krishna, Ziping Wu, Vaidehi Ambardekar, Richard Macwan, and
William H. Sanders, “Cyber-Attacks on Primary Frequency Response Mechanisms
in Power Grids,” in IEEE Computer: Special issue on Resiliency in Cyber-Physical
Systems. IEEE, 2018. In press.
2. Rui Tan, Varun Badrinath Krishna, David K. Y. Yau, Zbigniew Kalbarczyk, “Integrity
Attacks on Real-Time Pricing in Electric Power Grids,” in ACM Transactions on
Information and System Security (ACM TISSEC 2015), vol 18, no. 2, pp. 5:1-5:33.
ACM, July 2015.
3. Rui Tan, Varun Badrinath Krishna, David K. Y. Yau, Zbigniew Kalbarczyk, “Impact
of Integrity Attacks on Real-Time Pricing in Smart Grids,” in Proceedings of ACM
Conference on Computer and Communications Security (ACM CCS’13). Berlin, Ger-
many, pp. 439–450. ACM, 2013.
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A.2 Patents
1. Varun Badrinath Krishna, Younghun Kim, Tarun Kumar, Wander S. Wadman, and
Kevin W. Warren, “Reducing curtailment of wind power generation by improving wind
power prediction accurac,” US Patent US10041475B1 granted Aug 2018, filed Feb 2017.
2. Varun Badrinath Krishna, Younghun Kim, Tarun Kumar, Wander S. Wadman, and
Kevin W. Warren, “Reducing curtailment of wind power generation by improving wind
speed prediction accuracy,” US Patent application 15/426,544 filed Feb 2017.
A.3 Posters and Demos
1. Varun Badrinath Krishna, Deokwoo Jung, Ngo Quang Minh Khiem, Hoang Hai Nguyen,
and David K. Y. Yau, “DEMO Abstract- EnergyTrack: Sensor-Driven Energy Use
Analysis System,” in ACM Systems for Energy-Efficient Buildings (ACM BuildSys
2013).
2. Juran Kirihara, Varun Badrinath Krishna and William H. Sanders, “Efficient Forecast-
ing for Validating Smart Meter Measurements,” in IEEE Power and Energy Conference
at Illinois (PECI 2016).
A.4 Newsletter Entry
• Varun Badrinath Krishna, “ARIMA-Based Modeling and Validation of Consumption
Readings in Power Grids,” in European Critical Information Infrastructure Protection
Newsletter, vol 10. no 1.
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APPENDIX B
EVALUATION OF PCA-DBSCAN AND KLD
DETECTOR AGAINST THE INTEGRATED ARIMA
ATTACK
In this section, we evaluate the four detectors proposed in this chapter against the inte-
grated ARIMA attack. In doing so, we use the realizations of the integrated ARIMA attack
illustrated in Fig. 5.8. We use three performance metrics described as follows.
Metric 1 : The percentage of consumers for whom the detector successfully detected the
attack. For Attack Class 1B, this directly translates to the percentage of neighbors who
were protected from the attack by the detector.
Metric 2 : The maximum amount of electricity stolen over a period of one week, as a result
of the attacks’ going undetected as per Metric 1. For Attack Class 1B, Metric 2 is the sum
of the electricity stolen from all consumers for the period of one week. For Attack Classes
2A/2B, Metric 2 is the maximum amount of electricity that was stolen by a single attacker
by under-reporting her own consumption. We include in Metric 2 the monetary profit
associated with the electricity stolen. Recall that this profit can be attained by a realization
of Attack Classes 3A/3B through leveraging of variable electricity prices, without stealing
of electricity.
Metric 3 : The area under the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve. This is a
standard metric in detection theory that favors methods that achieve a high true-positive
rate and a low false-positive rate.
In order to obtain the monetary gain for the attacker, we assume the following pricing
system, which is based on the rates set by Electricity Ireland [158] (as our dataset comes
from Ireland). The peak price is $0.21/kWh (0.195e/kWh), and is valid from 9:00 A.M. to
midnight. The off-peak price is $0.18/kWh (0.172e/kWh), and is valid from midnight to 9:00
A.M. Adopting this TOU pricing scheme allows us to make a fair comparison between Attack
Classes 1B–3B, as all of these classes work under TOU pricing (refer back to Table 4.1). Note
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Table B.1: Results for Metric 1: Percentage of consumers for whom the detector
successfully detected the attack
Electricity Theft Detector 1B 2A/2B 3A/3B
ARIMA detector 0% 0% 0%
Integrated ARIMA detector 0.6% 10.2% 0%
KLD detector (5% significance) 90.8% 64.4% 73.8%
KLD detector (10% significance) 94.0% 81.6% 82.0%
that the attack classes also work under RTP, but TOU is a far more widespread scheme than
RTP, and data are available to make realistic assumptions about prices for TOU.
B.1 Results for Metrics 1 & 2
B.1.1 Results for Attack Class 1B
By design, the Integrated ARIMA attack evaded the ARIMA detector and the Integrated
ARIMA detector. However, as shown in Table B.1, the KLD detector detected the attack for
90.8% and 94.0% of consumers at the 5% and 10% significance levels, respectively. Therefore,
with the KLD detector, we provide a solution for detecting the integrated ARIMA attack,
addressing the obvious gap in [47].
The electricity stolen because of the failure of the detectors is given in Table B.2. The
electricity stolen as a result of evading the integrated ARIMA detector was less than that
stolen as a result of evading the ARIMA detector by a factor of 78.1%. That quantifies
the improvement of the Integrated ARIMA detector over the ARIMA detector in mitigating
theft. After adding the KLD detector as an additional layer of detection, we observed an
improvement of 96% over the integrated ARIMA detector for the worst-case attack. As a
result, the KLD detector almost completely mitigated theft through the integrated ARIMA
attack (Attack Class 1B). In addition, the KLD detector was found to be two orders of
magnitude faster than the ARIMA methods proposed in prior work.
A 0% false-positive rate was observed in the test set for 29.2% of consumers when the
KLD detector was set at the 5% significance level (and for 14.8% of consumers at the
10% significance level). The distribution of false-positive rates across multiple consumers
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resembled an exponential distribution in which the largest fraction had a 0% false-positive
rate.
B.1.2 Results for Attack Classes 2A/2B
We evaluated the four detectors against the integrated ARIMA attack as a realization of
Attack Classes 2A/2B. The attack was supposed to circumvent (or be completely mitigated
by) the integrated ARIMA detector. However, it was detected for 10.2% of consumers
because the consumption readings were so low to begin with that the random numbers
generated by the truncated normal distribution failed to maintain an average high enough
to go undetected by the integrated ARIMA detector. The KLD detector performed much
better, as shown in Table B.1. By design, the false-positive results were the same as for
Attack Class 1B, since the test set and the detection approach were the same; only the
attack vectors to test true positives were different.
Since the gains from Attack Classes 2A/2B are obtained by under-reporting the attacker’s
consumption, one may suspect that Mallory would stand to gain the most by being the largest
consumer. However, the maximum amount of electricity stolen in a week via the ARIMA
attack was achieved by the second-largest consumer in our dataset (Consumer 1330), and the
corresponding value was 2, 687 kWh. The reason was that the lower bound on the confidence
interval for Consumer 1330 was lower than it was for the largest consumer in our dataset
(Consumer 1411). Thus, the readings for Consumer 1330 could be further under-reported.
The largest amount of electricity stolen in a week via the integrated ARIMA attack was
achieved by the eleventh largest consumer in our dataset (Consumer 1333), and the corre-
sponding value was 1, 541 kWh. In comparison, 1, 382 kWh was stolen from Consumer 1330
via the integrated ARIMA attack. Upon investigating this unexpected result, we found that
it happened because the minimum of the average values for the weeks in the training set for
Consumer 1333 was lower than it was for Consumer 1330. That implies that the mean of
the truncated normal distribution for Consumer 1333 was correspondingly lower than it was
for Consumer 1330, providing more room for Mallory to steal electricity.
At the 5% significance level, the integrated ARIMA attack by Consumer 1333 was not
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Table B.2: Results for Metric 2: Maximum gains for attacker in one week as a result of
circumventing theft detectors
Electricity Theft Detector Attack Class 1B 2A/2B 3A/3B
ARIMA detector
Stolen (kWh) 367,777 2,687 0
Profit ($) 72,797 542 14.3
Integrated ARIMA detector
Stolen (kWh) 80,535 1,541 0
Profit ($) 15,647 297 14.3
KLD detector (5% significance)
Stolen (kWh) 3,575 1,541 0
Profit ($) 694 297 14.3
PCA-DBSCAN detector
Stolen (kWh) 2,447 1,382 0
Profit ($) 485 283 14.3
KLD detector (10% significance)
Stolen (kWh) 2,604 237 0
Profit ($) 508 49 14.3
detected by the KLD detector in at least one of the 50 simulation trajectories. Hence we say
that the detector failed for that attack, and the worst-case electricity stolen remains 1, 541
kWh. At the 10% significance level, however, the attack by Consumer 1333 was detected.
The worst-case amount of electricity stolen despite the detector setting was only 237 kWh,
which is 84.6% less than what it was under the integrated ARIMA detector (see Table B.2).
The lesson from these results is that Mallory does not need to be the largest consumer
in order to gain the most from theft. It is also evident that the amount of electricity that
can be stolen by circumventing the KLD detector via Attack Classes 2A/2B is an order of
magnitude less than the amount for Attack Class 1B. This validates our earlier claim that
Attack Class 1B is indeed the most advantageous attack class for Mallory.
B.1.3 Results for Attack Classes 3A/3B
All four detectors would fail to detect the Optimal Swap attack as it does not alter the
distribution of consumption readings for the week. In order to detect the attack, the KLD
detector needs to be modified by conditioning on the electricity price. Since we have two
prices, we can split the X distribution into two distributions, one for peak period consump-
tion readings and one for off-peak consumption readings. This idea can be extended from
two distributions to multiple distributions, each conditioned on an electricity price in the
case of RTP systems. We believe that if that method of conditioning is used, the KLD detec-
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tor can also be used to detect Attack Class 4B. Conditioning also reduced the false-positive
rate; a 0% false-positive rate was observed in the test set for 55% of consumers at the 10%
significance level.
In the case of Attack Classes 3A/3B, the Optimal Swap attack was not detected by
the ARIMA detector or integrated ARIMA detector, as shown in Table B.1. The KLD
detector (conditioning on prices) was again successful in detecting this attack. The maximum
monetary benefit was for Consumer 1254 (amounting to $14.3), whose Optimal Swap attack
circumvented all four detectors by not significantly altering the distribution of consumption
readings in the week. Even so, the benefit was so small that we believe Mallory would not
invest the effort required to inject an instance of Attack Classes 3A/3B alone. She may,
however, inject an attack that combines Attack Class 3B with Attack Classes 1B and/or 2B.
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Figure B.1: ROC for KLD detector on the integrated ARIMA attack. (a) ROC curves for
three different thresholds on the KLD distribution. (b) TPRs and FPRs across different
bin sizes (B) at a threshold set at the 90th percentile.
B.2 ROC for the KLD Detector
For the KLD detector, two parameters need to be chosen by a practitioner, and they de-
termine the effectiveness of the detector. The first parameter is B, which is the number of
bins that we would like to use to describe the nonparametric distribution of meter readings
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in the training set. The second parameter to be chosen is the detection threshold on the
distribution of KLD values. We had used percentiles to set the threshold, and had evaluated
two choices (90th and 95th percentiles) in [95].
Figure B.1(a) illustrates the ROC curves for the KLD detector. The TPRs and FPRs were
averaged over all consumers. The ROC curves are not monotonically increasing because B
is based on a nonparametric distribution that is not smooth. As a result, there might be
data points in the test set that exist in an empty bin, increasing the KLD metric because
those points were not expected from the training set. How the bin size affects the TPRs and
FPRs is more explicitly shown in Fig. B.1(b). It can be seen that a practitioner would do
well to choose a bin size of 5 to achieve a good trade-off between TPRs and FPRs. With
bin sizes of 4 and 6 there would be no major gains or losses over the choice of 5. In other
words, the system is robust to small perturbations in bin count around 5.
Similarly, the operator would be well advised to pick a detection threshold at the 90th
percentile, so that the detector can operate at 87% TPR and 0.12% FPR. We believe that
that may be an acceptable FPR, but the operator can pick a setting that achieves the
best trade-off that they desire. The choice of percentile threshold is not immediately clear
because the ROC curves for the different thresholds cross in Fig. B.1(a). One commonly
used approach compares ROC curves based on the area under the curves (AUCs). A perfect
detector has an AUC of 1. We do not see such perfect performance in the ROC curves shown
in Fig. B.1 because the TPRs and FPRs were averaged over all consumers. To illustrate the
performance of the detector for each consumer considered separately, we provide a histogram
of AUCs in Fig. B.2(a). The AUCs were computed using the composite trapezoidal rule of
integration.
Note that the FPR was dramatically decreased (in many cases by up to 20 percentage
points) when the detector was “turned off” during the two weeks spanning Christmas and
New Year’s Day. That period produced the maximum number of false positives across all
consumers, likely because consumption patterns were affected by holiday schedules.
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Figure B.2: Area under the ROC curve (AUC) for KLD and PCA-DBSCAN detectors on
the integrated ARIMA attack. The larger the area, the better the detection performance.
For a large fraction of consumers, the detector had near-perfect performance (close to 1).
B.3 ROC for the PCA-DBSCAN Detector
We evaluate the PCA-DBSCAN detector against the integrated ARIMA attack in this sec-
tion. The detector first projects the data into a lower-dimensional space. The dimensionality
of that lower-dimensional space is a parameter that can be chosen by the operators. A smaller
value will retain less of the variance in the original dataset. A larger value will include more
noise from the dataset. Thus there is an optimal dimension for a given dataset, and we
found that to be equal to 3 dimensions for the CER dataset, as illustrated in Fig. B.3. For
each dimension, we generated the ROC curves by varying the  parameter in DBSCAN, as
described in Section 5.6.3. It is clear from Fig. B.3 that 3 dimensions work best because
the corresponding curve lies entirely above the other curves. A histogram of AUCs for each
consumer considered separately is plotted in Fig. B.2(b).
While it was clear from the ROC curves that the best KLD detector setting outperformed
the best PCA-DBSCAN detector setting, we were surprised to find that both detectors had
perfect performance on a large fraction of consumers, as seen in Fig. B.2. Upon investigating
the consumers that performed poorly, we found that some of them had near-zero consumption
throughout the 74-week period, while others had zero consumption during the period of
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Figure B.3: ROC for PCA-DBSCAN detector on the integrated ARIMA attack.
the test set alone. Therefore, those consumers could not be distinguished from malicious
consumers even to the naked eye, and they would need to be investigated by a utility. We
spoke with a representative from the Pacific Gas & Electric company in California, and he
told us that they use knowledge of move-in and move-out dates of residents and check that
low consumption readings were seen after move-outs. If we had had access to those dates
for the consumers in the CER dataset, we might have been able to further reduce the FPR.
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APPENDIX C
CYBER ATTACKS ON REAL-TIME PRICING IN
SMART GRIDS
In this appendix, we summarize the author’s contribution to work on cyber-resilience in the
context of electricity market systems. In particular, we consider real-time pricing (RTP)
systems wherein consumers adapt their consumption in response to changing prices.
The signals sent by operators to consumers for demand response can take two broad
forms. First, the signal can request a specified amount of demand reduction, as discussed
in Chapter 3. For example, Nest allows a utility to remotely control HVAC loads in a
house within specified constraints [159]. Second, the signal can represent a parameter that
motivates the consumer to make a decision on whether to change their consumption. For
example, if the electricity tariffs were to be suddenly raised dramatically, it may cause
consumers to reduce their usage to avoid paying large electricity bills. In that sense, the DR
signal influences a control decision made by the consumer as opposed to a control decision
made by an operator.
In this appendix, we discuss the effects of cyber attacks on real-time electricity market
prices, which are DR signals used by price-responsive consumers. We show that, in the-
ory, such attacks could destabilize the electricity market system, and lead to consumption
oscillations that could produce power outages that
The work in this appendix was originally published in [88] and later extended in [160].
This section presents the data-driven evaluation of cyber-attacks on RTP, which was the
contribution of the author to [88] and [160]. The models for demand, generation, pricing,
and the attacks were developed by Dr. Rui Tan, and they are briefly described to provide
context for the author’s work. Although the content of this appendix relates well with the
cyber-resilience theme of this dissertation, the majority of the work was performed by Dr.
Tan. Therefore, the work was not included in the main body of the dissertation.
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C.1 Price-Responsive Demand
Unlike the work presented in the main content of the dissertation, which is empirical in
nature, this work is theoretical. In this work, we assume that consumers have automated
demand response (ADR) capabilities at their homes, which enable the automatic adaptation
of consumption to the electricity price. Our consumption model is derived as follows.
Similar to (3.1) in Chapter 3, we split the load into a static baseline and a price-responsive
component.
D(λk) = Db(λk) +Dd(λk), (C.1)
where b denotes the baseline load and d denotes the dynamic price-responsive load. For
example, d could refer to an HVAC control system, like Nest, that was programmed to
modify its consumption in response to price signals from a utility. Meanwhile, b may refer to
appliances such as refrigerators that need to be constantly operating in order to keep food
items from spoiling.
In our work we used the constant elasticity of own-price (CEO) model [161] to character-
ize the extent to which a consumer would modify their demand in response to changes in
electricity price, λ. As per that model, the total price-responsive demand, Dd, is given as
Dd(λk) = ν · λk, where ν and  are positive and negative constants, respectively, and k is a
time index for the time-varying price. The  is referred to as the price elasticity of demand,
which is typically within (−1, 0) [162,163].
C.2 Generation Model
In current electricity wholesale markets, the generation, denoted G, and price are determined
through a bidding process [161], which is generally governed by the costs of generation and
transmission. In a competitive bidding-based wholesale market, the price reflects the cost of
electricity generation. We use a simplified linear function to reflect that cost of generation.
G(λk) = pλk + q, (C.2)
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where p, q > 0 are coefficients of the linear relationship that need to be determined by linear
regression for each generation plant. The electricity pricing algorithm ensures that there is
an agreement on how much a consumer is willing to pay and how much a generator is willing
to receive as compensation for generation costs.
C.3 Pricing Algorithm
The RTP algorithm, proposed by Dr. Rui Tan in [88] assumes linear supply and demand
models at a fixed operating point. It assumes that the closed loop formed by the generation
and demand can be modeled as a linear time-invariant (LTI) system.
The advantage of the proposed RTP algorithm over a direct feedback approach proposed
in [164] is that it ensures stability of the LTI system for any initial operating point, or any
initial price λ0. The price is updated at each time interval as follows.
λk = λk−1 − 2η
G˙(λk−1)− D˙d(λk−1)
· [G(λk−1)−Dd(λk−1)], (C.3)
where G˙ operator denotes the first derivative of the generation with respect to the price, and
similarly for the demand. η is an operator controlled setting that determines the convergence
speed and resilience to attacks. Dr. Tan showed that η = 0.5 ensures maximum convergence
speed when the baseline load is constant. Lower values result in lower convergence speeds,
but greater resilience to attacks. We refer the interested reader to [88] for details on the
derivation of the algorithm.
C.4 Attack Model
In this chapter we consider attacks that compromise the integrity of pricing signals, with the
intention of destabilizing the grid and causing power outages. The assumption is that the
electricity price is communicated to consumers through computer communication networks,
and consumers have automated DR mechanisms that cause their consumption to adapt to
every change in price, in accordance with the CEO model.
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There are usually a large number of consumers in any electric grid. In order to destabilize
the grid, an attacker would need to compromise the price that is seen by a significant
fraction of those consumers. Let C denote the set of all consumers and C ′ ⊆ C denote the
set of consumers whose price signals are compromised. Let Dd,j denote the price-responsive
demand for consumer j, where j ∈ C. We define
ρ =
∑
j∈C′ Dd,j∑
j∈C Dd,j
, (C.4)
which characterizes the fraction of demand that has been compromised by the integrity
attack on electricity price.
In this appendix, we consider integrity attacks wherein the malicious modifications follow
certain rules and can be achieved by an attacker with lower capability and resource require-
ments. We assume that the compromised price, denoted by λ′k, is seen by all consumers in
the set {j|j ∈ C ′}. In other words, there is only one compromised price; the consumers who
are not compromised see the true price λk. An attack can be characterized by the parameters
for the rule, which is denoted by A. We consider two kinds of integrity attacks:
Scaling attack A = (ρ, γ): The compromised price is a scaled version of the true price,
i.e., λ′k = γλk, γ ∈ R+.
Delay attack A = (ρ, τ): The compromised price is an old price, i.e., λ′k = λk−τ , τ ∈ Z+.
These two attacks can be launched in various ways. For example, the price values or
timestamps in data packets sent to the smart meters can be maliciously modified during
transmissions in vulnerable communication networks. The delay attack can also be launched
by modifying the smart meters’ internal clocks. Smart meters typically assign a memory
buffer to store received prices. If a smart meter’s clock has a lag, it will store newly received
prices in the buffer and apply an old price for the present. Furthermore, attacks on the
clocks can be realized by compromising vulnerable time synchronization protocols or the
time servers that provide timing information to the smart meters. A few smart meter
products [165] synchronize their clocks via a built-in GPS receiver, which is vulnerable and
subject to remote attacks that are effective across large geographic areas [166].
In this section, we assume that at most one kind of attack is in effect. That simplification
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allows us to better understand the impact of each attack on the RTP system, which is the
basis for understanding more complex scenarios such as combinations of attack types.
C.5 Attack Simulations
We use GridLAB-D [167], an electric power distribution system simulator, to evaluate the
impact of the attacks described in Section C.4. GridLAB-D models steady-state power flows
in the distribution grid, while taking into account line impedances, transformer losses and
thermal capacities of electric conductors. Therefore, a simulation using GridLAB-D relaxes
many of the simplifying assumptions made in Dr. Tan’s control-theoretic analysis of the
attacks in [88]. Furthermore, GridLAB-D records emergency events that occur when the
thermal ratings of distribution lines and transformers are exceeded. Those events could
cause sustained disruption of power delivery to consumers. Those events are of particular
interest to us because they help us understand the physical consequences of the attacks.
C.5.1 Simulation Methodology and Settings
We use a distribution feeder specification [168], which covers a moderately populated urban
area and comprises 1405 houses, 2134 buses, 3314 triplex buses, 1944 transformers, 1543
overhead lines, 335 underground lines, and 1631 triplex lines. For this small-scale distribution
feeder, locational prices are usually not applicable and hence all the houses are subject to the
same price. As GridLAB-D did not provide real-time pricing market features, we extended
the open-source simulator’s capabilities by developing new modules for it. The demand
module implemented the CEO model for each house, the ISO module implemented the price
stabilization algorithm in Eq. (C.3), and the adversary module implemented the two attack
strategies. Each module could be configured with appropriate parameters using GridLAB-
D’s simulation configuration language. We automatically generated new configurations and
ran the simulator to evaluate the impact of a wide spectrum of attack parameters.
We measured the instantaneous power of the entire feeder at the root node. Its peak value
over the previous pricing period is used as D(λk−1) in Eq. (C.3). As we focus on evaluating
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the physical consequences of attacks, we do not simulate the logistics of the attacks and
assume that the adversary can gain access to the meters of his choosing. Specifically, if a
house is not subject to attacks, it directly reads the real-time price from the ISO module;
otherwise, it reads the price from the adversary module. All the attacks are launched after
the real-time pricing algorithm has converged.
We adopt the CEO demand model for each single house, where the parameters are drawn
from normal distributions: ν ∼ N (7, 3.52) (unit: kW) and  ∼ N (−0.8, 0.12). Under
this setting, if the price is within [10, 20], the per-house price-responsive demand is within
[0.65, 1.1] kW. To improve the realism of the simulations, we use the half-hourly total demand
of NSW, Australia, provided by AEMO [169] as the baseline load. The data obtained was
from the period March 1st to 22nd, 2013. The baseline load of a single house is set to
be a scaled version of the real data. The resultant range of the per-house baseline load is
[0.276, 0.488] kW. Hence, when the price is within [10, 20], the demand of a household is
within [0.9, 1.6] kW, which is consistent with the average demand of a household in reality
[170]. In our simulations, the price is updated every half hour, to be consistent with the
demand data obtained from [169]. In each pricing period, the simulated demand remains
constant. For the generation model in Eq. (C.2), we set p = 0.044 and q = 1.287 to be
commensurate with the total demand from the dataset. Other default settings include:
T = 0.5, λmin = 1, λmax = 200, and η = 0.5.
C.5.2 Simulation Results
Price stabilization
The first set of simulations evaluates the effectiveness of the direct feedback approach [164]
and our control-theoretic price stabilization algorithm in Eq. (C.3). In the simulations, the
direct feedback approach is unstable, where the price oscillates between λmin and λmax. The
total demand reaches 10 MW a few hours after the start of the simulation, and GridLAB-D
reports that four distribution lines are overloaded. Figure C.1 plots the price and resultant
demands under the price stabilization approach in Eq. (C.3). We can see that the price
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Figure C.1: Price stabilization in the absence of attack.
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Figure C.2: Scaling attack (ρ = 65%, γ = 0.1).
fluctuates slightly for a few hours after the start of the simulation, due to an inappropriate
initial price. After the system converged, it adapted to the time-varying baseline load. The
generation scheduling error is close to zero, which means that the clearing price is achieved.
Scaling attack
Figure C.2 plots the true and compromised prices, as well as the breakdown of demand
under the scaling attack. We can see that the price as well as the demand fluctuates severely.
GridLAB-D reports excessive distribution line overload events after the launch of the attack.
We also extensively evaluate the impact of the scaling attack with different settings of ρ and
γ. We use the standard deviation of the generation scheduling error after the launch of the
attack, denoted by σ(e), as the system volatility metric. A near-zero σ(e) means convergence,
while a considerably large σ(e) means oscillation or divergence. Figure C.5a plots σ(e) versus
γ under various settings of ρ. We can see that the system volatility increases with ρ and
decreases with γ.
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Figure C.3: Impact of delay attack (ρ = 100%, τ = 9).
Delay attack
Figure C.3(a) and Fig. C.4(a) show the evolution of price and the breakdown of demand
under the delay attacks with different parameters. We also investigate the emergency events
reported by GridLAB-D. The overload of a distribution line or a transformer is defined as the
percentage of the exceeded current/power with respect to the rated value. Figure C.3(b) and
Fig. C.4(b) plot the emergency frequency and maximum overload in each day. The emergency
frequency is defined as the ratio of the number of pricing periods with reported emergency
events to the number of pricing periods per day (i.e., 48). In Fig. C.3, a small generation
scheduling error caused by the time-varying baseline load will be amplified iteratively along
the control loops, after the launch of the attack. The overload can be up to 350%. In practice,
such a high overload will cause circuit breakers to open and lead to regional blackouts.
In Fig. C.4, the system appears to diverge and then converge again without causing any
emergencies. However, it diverges again from the 12th day due to the changing baseline
load, causing excessive emergencies. This behavior illustrates the stealthiness of the delay
attack that causes marginal system stability.
Finally, we evaluated the impact of the delay attack with different settings of ρ and τ . The
results are shown in Fig. C.5b. We can clearly see that when ρ < 0.5, the system remains
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Figure C.4: Impact of delay attack (ρ = 65%, τ = 24).
stable, which is consistent with the theoretical result obtained by Dr. Tan in [88].
C.6 Related Work
Related work does not consider the response of consumers to prices. In [147], Liu et al.
examine the conditions for bypassing false data injection detectors. The authors of [171–175]
showed that the false data injection attacks can lead to increased system operation costs due
to inordinate generation dispatch [171] or energy routing [172], as well as economic losses
due to misconduct of electricity markets [173–175]. In particular, the studies in [173–175]
focus on false data injection attacks on real-time wholesale markets.
C.7 Conclusion
We evaluated integrity attacks on DR pricing signals using the GridLAB-D simulator. Al-
though the simulation relaxes many of the assumptions that Dr. Tan made in his theoretical
analysis of the attacks on RTP, it supports his findings that the attacker would need to
compromise at least half of the demand in the grid in order to create price fluctuations and
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instability.
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